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PORTLAND
JOHN T.

FOSTER

N. A.

& CO.

delayed beyond six

THIS!

STATEMENT

Second-Hand Clothing,

OP

Messrs. W. M. Shiite & Son

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, ami at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
sept20dtl
lag bought and sold.

Announce the opening of (heir

FUR-ROOM,
At

NEW STORE,

their Old Location,

W. F.

173 and 173 Washington St.,
the ground floor, occupies
an area of nearly one thousand square feet, and is
PERFECTLY WELL LIGHTED.
They propose to keep a full stock of the best goods
in their line of business, and respectfully request a
continuance of the patronage so long bestowed upon
them.
sales-rooin is

new

on

opened
STORE, at

HAS

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.

Aho

quality.

H.

SHUTE

&

a

Fine asssortmeut of

Gents’

Wo also have a few carefully selected Skins,the best
imported, which we propose to make up to order.

W.

SON,

No*

--—-

96 Exchange Street,
Nearly opposite Pest Office.

Ermine.
&

SHUTE

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1865.

SON

Shirt

Call attention to their display of RICH ERMINE
GOODS, made in various styles, for the street or indoor

few sets

a

of same Fur, in very small

----

Choice

Sleigh

Superior

to

1

A

any thing of the kind ever offered in this

market.

ALL SIZES AND QUALITIES,
Constantly on hand. Our long experience in the n an-

&

GENTS’ LINEN
Got up in the Best Possible manner,

American Sable
Mittens.
LARGE

Victoriues,

Capes,

Collars*

Culls,

Gloves,
Mu If*.

M. SHUTE

¥.

At

PRICES MODERATE.

ASSTORMENT,

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

Astrachan
In lilack
FULL

SETS

OR

or

W.

Lamb,

BAKING

are much used as trimming for outside
We cut the trimming and put it on, or
sell the skins, as may be desired.

These Furs

SON,

dispatch.

Portland, Dec 12,1865.

A.

WEAR.

&

SON,

Umbrellas,

Cooking,

NEAT,

And

a

Umbrellas,

SCOTCH GINGIIAM UMBRELLAS,
great variety of the cheaper grades.

¥. M.

SHUTE

&

For the
J.

Commission & Lumber
DEALERS

R. L.

With

i

a

BRADFORD

The subscriber would take lliis opportunity to remind his friends and the publit’ ihat he is rSady with his beautiAil

SLEIGH-BARGE

‘‘THE BELLE.”
Also, Single and Double Teams to accommodate
Sleighing Parties—large or small—in good style, and
the most reasonable terms.
SSSrCall and examine for yourselves.

on

J. W. ROBINSON,
South Street Riding and Livery Stable.
Dec W dim

Balm!

Hungarian
IS

UNSURPASSED AS

Hair

A

Dressing!
For sale at

ports.

Inducements

Grreat
|

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantity of
desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth of the cost qf building. on
completion qf the house. From parties who buila im-

THE

meaiatelv, no cash payments required.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B.

Portland, May 3,

1865.

$100.00
or

BROWN & SONS.
*uay4tf

Reward!

takeu through mistake from Commer-

cial Wharf,
STOLEN

Three Hhds. Cienlhegos Molasses,
No.

«J. M.

TODD’S,

74 Middle Street,

Cob. of Exchange St.
Dec 20— eodlw

Oread—A Ladies’ Institute !
WORCESTER, MASS.

j

Dec 22—d2taw2mos

The Best Chance in the

City !

about to change my business, I offer my
a bargain.
Possession given immediately.
This is one of the best stands in the city for a Cash
Grocery, Produce and Ship Store Business.
CHAS. WALKER,
dc21dtf
Cor. Milk and Lime Sta.

BEING
Stock, Stand and Fixtures f.»r sale at

at

55,
Gauge, 140.
31,
Gauge, 145.
No. 104,
Gauge, 143.
Whoever will give information where the property
can be found, wul receive the above reward by adNo.

dressing

THOS.

COST.

Pitch, Tar, Turpentine «£• Lumber.
4 AA

Lt/U.Vll/U

ACRES yellow pinf.timBER LAND IN GEORGIA,

for sale.
This tract contains the finest body of native growth
unculled Yellow Pine Timber on' Ibis continent.—
Two railroads to Brunswick and Savannah, run
and Altamaha Rivers.
through it, as also the Satilla
The timber \* unsurpassed, the soil and climate exlow.
Title unquestioncedent, and it is offered very
able. For maps
and particulars apply to
1
G. I>. ROGERS,
decl9dlw
Basement 112 Broadway, New York.

Oopartnersh ip.
undersigned have
rpiIE
X dor the name

formed
and firm of

KING

&

Copartnership Notice.
partnership beretof,re oxistimr between IVil-

IlamP. Manstield and
name of Manstield *

the firm

Portland,

221

H

Dee. 1SG3

Amhrotypes

rpHE beat in the

City.

on

B-

Class !

Also, MELAINOTypES

A. M. McKEX.VEY’S
Oct 3—»od*eow*ra

a

cop artnershlp un-

DEXTER,

And having purchased the stock of
Chase, Littlefield
& Oo., will continue the general HARDWARE BUSINE S at the old stand; 175 Middle and 118 Federal

Streets.

37* Middle St., Payson Block.
A Tile balance of stock
of'Toys must be sold regardless of prices, to make loom' for a millinery stock
the ensuing spring.
p. s. W.
Dec 22—dtr

1

or

BRIGGS & CRESSEY.

JOSEPH

rnOYSatCost, a< No.

mini

LYNCH,

Bee 14—dtf

rriHE SECOND TERM will commence Feb. 28th*
A This institution brin.s within the reach of Young
Ladies a truly Collegiate Education. Unusual labilities for pursuing modem languages are afforded and
also superior advantages to those wishing to attend to
the Ornamentals and Music, both Instrumental and
Vocal. Particular attention is given to healthy moralSy and refinement. For circulars address
REV. J. SHEPARDSON,)
1 rincipals.
SOPHIA B. PACKARD,

2*4 Congreaa St.

BOOTS AND SHOES,
Double

J-

Portland, Sept. 22,1865.

KING.

A.

D. DEXTER

Mr. I). D. Ctiass, so long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the new firm
scp23 '65 tf

Copartnership Notice.
riXHE Copartnership hereto ore existing under the
J name of s. K. .1 VC’KISON it SON,
will be continued after this date under the style of

PEKKINS, JACKSON

&

CO.,

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Whart, foot of High Street.
Dec

und

Single

Soles,

Physician

l

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can b3 consulted at her office, No, 11
A Clear Case

op

HEAD

Children.
WE HAVE CONSTANTY FOK SALE

A LARGE STOCK

FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES.
A. 11 Our

Goods

I

21,1863—dtf

II yon are in want of any kind ol PRINTING
call at the Dally Press Office.

So that all who buy

Regard to Value. Not to be Paid
for until you know what you are
to receive.

Without

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!
All to be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each !
Musical Boxes,
44
44

to

$150 each

200 to
Castinets,
500 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
44
500
30 to
Chafing
Dishes,
44
1000
Ice Pi chers,
20 to
44
2500
with Salvers,20 to
Syrup
Cups,
44
Goblets & Drinking Cnps, 5 to
500#
»4

600 44
50 41
100 44
50 44
60 44
50 44
20 44
5J 44
20 doz.
40 44
100 each

300
150

with

$20

Bells and

3000
15 to
Castors,
44
2000
Fruit,Card &CakeBaskets20 to
5000 Doz ;n Silver Tea Spoons,
10 to
44
44
100 00
Tablespoons&Forks20 to
250 Gents* GoldHunt*g-CaseWatches60 to
250 Ladies* Gold & Enameled Hunt35 to
70 44
ing-Case Watches,
500 Gents* Hunting Case Silver
35 to
70 44
Watches,
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to 100 44
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
30 44
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8 44
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
10 44
C to
2000 Chatelaine Chains&GuardChains,5 to
20 44
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
10 44
4 to
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
4 to
8 44
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine
8 44
4 to
Eardrops,
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
6 44
4000 California DiamondBreast-pins2.50 to
10 44
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watcli-ke vs2.50 to
8 44
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
10 44
3 to
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
8 44
3 to
Studs, A?c.,
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
6 44
4 to
10000 Minature Lockets,
10 44
2.50 to
44
44
4000
magic spring, 10 to 20 4444
3000 Gold Toothpick?, Crosses, Ate,
2 to
8
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
10 44
4 to
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
10 44
2.50 to
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
11 44
4 to
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 to
10 **
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
5 to
15 44
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo,
4*
and
other
4
to
15
Pearl, Opal
stones,
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10 44
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
6
to
10 44
Holders,
6000 Gold Pens and Gold Ext' nsion
15
to
25 44
Holders,
5000 Ladies’Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
44
50 00
Hair Bars
and Balls.
5 to
10 44
Certificates of tne various articles ai c first put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance. On .receipt of
the certificate, you will see what you are* to have,
and then it is at your option to send the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

Send 25 Ceuta for Certificate*
In all transactions by mail, we shall charge for forlaying the nostage and dowarding the Certificates,
ing thebusiness, 25 cents each, which must be enclos-

Rent.
Five Certificates
ed when the Certificate
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want, Agents in every Regiment,
and in
every Town and County in the Country, and
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remittance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents lor every certificate, and remit 15 cent® tons,
either in Cash or
S amps.

Postage

BRYAN BROS. & CO.,
*8 Libert, st., New Iwk Clt,.

Nov 4—d3moa

Goods

145 Middle

<£c.

h

331

''

Congress
St,
Ftrtlud,

I

i

Maine.

our

goods

of getting

THEIB

MONEY !

TERMS CASH.

ONE PRICE.

THOMAS E.M0SELEY& 00,
SUMMER,

STREET,

O S T O 3ST

33

_

Oct23-eod3moB

JONES,

H.

B.

Manufacturer and

Dealer iu

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
Ill

No.

Federal

PORTLAND,

CUSTOM

St.,

ME.

WORK,

Ladies and Gentlemen, from tho very best
stock to be lound in the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfhetion.
For

A.11

First Class Soots Made
Witli Fair @titeh.

None but the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
in manufacturing custom work in this city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishand all work ready for delivery when promised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
nov20eodtf

ment,

Chas. A. Rackleff & Co.,
Corner Brown and Congress Sts.,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
most respectfully give notice to their
friends and the public that they have bought
the stock and taken the store recently occupied by
the late WM. GKRRISH, and secured the services
of Mr. CALEB S SMALL to select and buy our

WOULD

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers!
think, (without fear of being

contrafriends and the public greater inus
a
call
before
to
ducements
purchasing elsegive
where, and for many other reasons: First, our exstore
is cent
our
lopenses arc light. Second,
cated, convenient for all. Third, we shall adhere
PAY
D©WN
and
the
SYSTEM,
strictly to
determined to be as good as our word we defy all
competition, and will not be undersold at any rate.
N. B.—The old stock of the late Mr. Gerrish we
the Cos and
have marked down to Leas than
would invite the attention of the ladies who are in
to
or
look
at them imof
House
Shoes
want
Slippers
mediately, and by so doing they will secure the best
We can,

wc
our

rally
being

Half

bargains.
|yRemember,

of Brown and Congress Sts.
CHAS. A. RACKLEFF & 00.

corner

Rosewood Pianos, worth from
Melodeons, Rosewood Cases,

1Vo. 353

Congress

SAMUEL
found

Street.

BELL’8

tho best selected stocks
can he
lowest
city,
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
BELL.
SAMUEL
Oct 24—dti
be

one

of

ol BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that
CAN
which will be sold at the
found in this

Eureka Black Writing Ink.
The subscriber has been appointed agent for the
Eureka Black Writing Ink, manufactured by Augustus D. Forbes&Co.. Boston. This Ink is prepared
according to an
recipe procured in England.
It is a beautiful jet black, hows freely from the pen,
and does not become muddy by exposure to the atmosphere. It is entirely free from acid, and does not
corrode a steel pen.
H M FOGG
38 Middle Street, General Agent.
dc20dlw
Portland, Me.

tlfsM.'oO

you know what you are to receive.
those who have acknowledged the receipt
of Valuable Gifts drawn from this Association recently, the following kindly permit their names to be
used:—
Robert H. Hotchkiss, New Haven, Conn., Melodeon, value $150. W. F. T. Willis, W. 22d St., New
York, Diamond Cluster Pin, valued $200. Mrs. R.
O. Tappan, 16 York St, Gold Watch, value $125.—
Miss Ellen F. Dickerson. Binghampton, N. Y., Melodeon, value $100. Mr. E. H. Stone. 52 Tenth St„ N.
Y., Piano, value $350. Mrs. Teresa A. Miller,Scranton, Pa, Diamond Ring, value $175. Miss Ellen J.

Peek, Springfield, 111., Melodeon, value $125. Dr. I.
Van Riper, Washington, D. C. Gold Hunting Cased
Watcli, value $150. Edward H. Lindsay, Worcester,
Mass, Piano, value $250. Miss D. H. Farwell, Dubuque, Iowa, Diamond Ear Drps, value $250.—
Fraucisl. Moran, 131 Pearl St, Albany. N. Y., Music
Box, value $10. Mrs. R. C Ingcrsoll, Urbana, Ohio,
Silver Set, value $60. Lieut. B. F. Hendricks. Willard’s Hotel, Washington, D. C Silver Patent Lever
Watch, value $65. Many persons who have drawn
valuable prizes, do not wish their names published or
we might extend this list.

receipt of 25 cents.

The purchaser will see wliat article It draws, and Us value, which may be from ONE
TO FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, and can then
send One Dollar and receive the article named.
§^“No Blanks—Every purchaser gets an article
of value.
Parties dealing with us may depend on
having
prompt returns, and the article drawn will be immediately Bent to any address by return mail or oxpress.

Entire Satisfaction Guaranteed in all
Cn.es.
Six Certificates fox #1, Thirteen fbr'#2; Thirty1
three for Five Dollars.
AGENTS WANTED. Send lor a Circular
All letlere should be addressed
T. BENTON & CO.,
Box 5567 Post Office. New York.
Dec 2—dim*

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
.United States of America, )
District qf Maine, ss.
J
to a Monition from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, J udge of the United States District Court
within and for the District of Maine, I
hereby give
public notice that the following Libel has been Sled

SWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
BRADBURY &

117 Middle Street9

Tv. M.Ywe™*’ }

PORTLAND, ME.

Sweat will be in Washington after tho 1st of
will attend to any business entrusted
the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
of
the
dc20tf
Departments.
any

Mr.

January, and
to him, before
or

YEAR made by any one with
Stencil Tools. No experience
neccss iry. The Presidents, Cashiers, and Treasurers of three Banks indorse the circular.
Sent free
with samples. AddresjB the American Stencil Tool
oc5d3m
Works, Springfield, Vermont.

HAH

A

ALL

m said Court., viz:
A Libel against 170 gallons qf Gin, With seventeen Kegs containing the same; seven
Kegs, contain-

Keg, containing

ten gallons qf 'Alcohol; ten Barrels qf Pickled Herrings ; seized by the Collector of the District of Passamaquoddy, on the twenty-seventh day of November, at Eistport, in said District.
Which seizure was tor a breach of the laws of the
United States, as is more particularly set forth in
said Libel; that a bearing and trial will be had thereon at Portland, in said
District, on the twenty-sixth
day qf December current, where any person interested therein
and
show cause, if any can be
appear
may
shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit, ami disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this eleventh day ot December,
A. D. 1865.
F. A. QUINBY,
Deputy U. S. Marshal, District ol Maine.
December 11. dl4d

Plain and

nounce

IL- «

CHINCHILLA AND BEAVER CLOTHS,

Very Cheap!

sell

BROTHERS,

129 Middle Street.

-POE-

-AT-

HULL’S

India Rubber
MIDDLE

Emporium
STREET.

per
per

pair-

per

pair-

per
per
per
per

pair.

pair.
per pa;r.

pair.
pair.
pair.

PACKARD,

No. 61

Exchange Street,

the attention of the pnblio to his LARGE
and ELEGANT STOCK of

INVITES

GOODS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
Consisting in part of
Photograph Albums, Beautiful Picture
CurdS, both English and American.
Splendid TOY BOOKS, such as have never been
in this market.

GS-Ift

seen

Books !

every age and In every Style of Binding.

Portfolios, Writing Desks, &o., &c,
Paper, Envelopes, Blank Books,
And STATIONERY of every variety,together with

keep

SCHOOL

BOOKS

the City and Country, all oi which

used in
will be sold at
are

that

H3T" Orders solicited.
H. P. pays special attention,
nishing and replenishing
SABBATH
Dec 9—d3w

heretofore, to

as

SCHOOL

fur-

LIBRARIES.

OVERCOATS AT COST!
YES,

AT

COST!

WE SHALL SELL

FOB

an-

they are manufacturing and
on

hand

all the modern improvements, which they can
LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, of tlie

quality.

an

We have made arrangements, also, to
assortment of New York ana Boston Piano
are

Steinway & Sons, of

New York.

instruments sold by us are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
March 8—d&wtt
All

The Next Thirty Days.
g.

rich &

w.

co.,

I

ITs. 1T1 Pare Street, Head Lssi Wharf.
December

dtf

21,1S65.

Bradstreet’s

Rubber

Moulding

AND

Weather Strips!
warranted when properly applied to Doors
and Windows to effectually exclude the Wind,
Dust, Rain, Snow and damp. It is far more desirable than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth
thecost. Il has never in a single instance failed to
satisfaction—and pet feet satisfaction is guarand or the money will be refunded.
Persons who consnlt tlieir interest will not fail to
have it applied to their Dwellings not only as regards
health and comfort, but as a matter of economy, for

ARE

the undersigned, having sold out our Retail Ke
WE,
Business, together with the City Carts, &c., to
Mr. W.
to

C. COBB, would cheerfully recommend him
the patronage of onr former customers.
PEARSON fit SMITH.

PEARSON & SMITH
Will still continue to manufacture Bread for sale at
Wholesale only, at their Steam Bakery, 15 and 17
Willow Street.

Pilot Bread, Ship Bread, Common
Crackers Oyster Crackers, fifcc.
Shipping Masters and others will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere. Particular attention paid
toputting up Bread for foreign voyages.
P. & S. still continue to keep a choice selection of
Family Flour, which they deliver to any part of the

ci y free of expense.
Our Motto is Small

Portland, Dec 12th,

BUCKLEY

profits and quick returns.
1865.
dcl4dtf

&_ BANCROFT.

the recent fire at our old stand, over the
Worcester Passenger Station, we have taken the
large and beautiftil Halls over the

SINCE

Boston &nd Maine

Passenger

Station

Haymarl&et Square,
where

goods.

we

them. Among the prisoners is a commercial
traveller, who has written to his friends at Naples to implore that the troops may be kept
back from pursuing for a few days, since if the

soldiers should

up with them the brito kill all their captives. The

come

bearer of this message was himself a brigand,
and he bore with him a recommendation from
one of the prisoners to a police inspector, wbo

(such is the state of affairs at Naples) hid the
brigand while the negotiations for ransom
were going on.
Another wealthy young man
of Salerno having been captured is in treaty
for his ransom with the brigand chief Glardullo, who is actually in prison, but is allowed
to act on behalf of his late colleagues.

have opened with

a new

Furniture !
In every varlet', cannot fail to command thelavor of
all in want of Furniture whether in regard to Qualas

recommended.

Grate-

ful for the liberal patronage of the last Twenty years,
we hope for the continuance ol the favors of our old
friends and the public,

Boston, September 30,1865.

a room

requiring

to he

oclSdSmoa

constantly

warmed it will

ties of

Weather Strips and Mouldings !
Will please address the undersigned, through whom
all orders will be filled for the State of Maine;
when sent
D.
In all
by Express Companies C. O. the
other cases the money must
order.
accompany
Wanted
the
State. InforAgents
throughout
mation will be given in regard to terms upon
tion by letter or in person.

WHITTEN
80 Federal

Nov 28— d3m

applica-

SHEPARD)
Street, Portland, Me.,
Gon. Agents for Maine.

BETTER HUBBY UP
And get

and fresh stock of

Our stock, mostly manufactured by ourselves, in
the most faithful manner, of the Latest Designs,comDRAWING ROOM, LIBRARY, DINING
prising
ROOM and CHAMBER

ity, Style or Price.
Every article warranted

in

in a single season save one-half the fuel that woul..
otherwise be required to make the appartment comfortable.
Every one interested are invited to call at No.
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE,
and satisfy themselves of its practical utility.
Orders for the Weather Strip** and Mouldings solicited—will be fitted tohousees If desired.
Parties in the State desiring large or small quanti-

a

supply of those

XT nder-Flannefa,
Selling

P.

so

LOW by

MORRELL &

Dece-dif

113

Exch“nge

CO.,

St.

To Let.

building near the head of CenteT Street, will
NEW
be fitted up to suit tenants. The chambers will
be

a desirable location for a Dentist, Dress Maker, or
other genteel business.
MAE TIN GOKE,
Please apply to
Dec 18—eod3w
At Five Cents Saving Bank.

per mmmm> in n<lrance.

rasscd if we should decline to receive the monEvents are already beginning to justify

ey.

our

To the Editor

prediction.—[Evening Post.

General Howard's Report.
The official report of General Howard, Mi
Commissioner of the Bureau of F roadmen
and Abandoned Lauds, which has been looked for with much interest, is at last published.
It is clear and distinct in its statements, gives
a very full liistory oi the Bureau from the time
of its organization, and presents a great deal
of well-arranged and valuable information.
The length of the document makes it impossible to publish it entire in our columns;
but we extract the portions of most intercs
anil

importance.
ABANDONED

LANDS.

_***pect to abandoned lands, It wa9 tbe
evident
intention of the act of March 3 to give the
bureau control,
toieiy tor Qn purpose of assigning,
leasing or Kllmg th«m to refugees and freedmen. it
was impracticable,
however, to divide and assign
tnem imrae lately, a great portion of the lan is as
already under lease, given by the Treasury agents,
and good policy, as wen &<* the necessities of the bureau, for which no appropriation had been made, demanded that all should be made immediately useful
and that none should remain unused and unproductive. In addition to the leases made by the
Treasury
efiicials, others were made by the bureau, which did
not confine itself, in iis choice of tenants, to the
was
relief
bureau
tbe
classes fir whose
organized
With respect to the abandonee houses and tenements,
turned over by the
Department, the bureau
had no choice, except to follow the course which the
law had marked out f>r that department, namely:
to take charge of and lease such property for periods
not exceeding twelve m nths. in uetermixung its
power over abandoned property, the bureau i.as considered, tiiei efnre not only tlte ^roviidons of the act
of March 3, which gave it existence, but of such other
acts a* have given agents of the Treasury a d other
—

Treasury

departments who have transferred property control
over it.
These acts *o:e regarded as giving the bu-

winch an acevery right to a an-anted
tual owner could have, except,
the right of
sale. It cannot convey a full and perfect tivlc iu fee
simple. Bat i s rig.it, in every way, to control the
tv, to ioaso it. and to take the entsaod profits,
proper
Is considered undeniable, so long as these acts remain
law. For all practical purposes, ihe enure of the
bureau upon abnadonod
property lias been considered a* almost Identical with an estate upon condition
subsequent, that condition bciug the restoration of
iho property* by competent authority, to Us former

property
pe.haps,

reau

owner.

The General then gives an estimate of the
and amount of this property, and

nature
adds:

Shortly after the organization of the bureau, parties whose property was hold by il commenced to apply fbr restoration of their former rights. The policy first adopted by the bureau was to return e.lutes
to those only who could show constant loyalty. paA
as well us presents* loyalty wh ch could not be established by the mere production of an oath of allegiance or amnesty. As the bureau held property by
the authority of an act of Congress, for carda n deunite purposes, it was supnosei that this tenure must
continue to exist unti1 those purposes were accomthat property mus. be surrendered only when
it was evident that the control over It was unauthorized and
of the
This course did uot meet with the
n, either by
President, who gave orders that a
or
warrant
his
an
or
the
special
provisions
nesty proclamation, entitled the party pardoned to demand
and receive immediate restoration of ad his proper.y,
Sold under a decree
except such os had been
of confiscation. Shortly after tnis d cision was made
known, Circular 13,Unto.I September 12,1866, was Issued from tbe bureau, and embodying the provisions
of the act of Congress, estblishing it, promulgated
for tbe first time definite rules regard.ng the restoration of this property to tanner owners.
Authority to restore was vested in the assistant
were directed
commissioners of the bureau.
to turn over, at once, all property held as abandoned,
upon its appearing, to their satiafcietion, tuat it did
not (all witluu the terms of the definition laid down
in the act approved July 2,1864. They were also directed to restore property, when application was
tne superintendents of the dismade for It,
tricts in which it was situated, accoinpanie 1 by proof
of claimant’s title, and his pardon, either by special
warrant or tbe term.--of the proclamation of amn sty
of May 29,1865. It was provided, however, that land
cultivated by refugees or irevdmeu should be retained
until the growing crops weie gatln red, unless the
owner made full compensation fbr the labor expende 1 and its products.
Under tlio provisions of this circular, the work of
restoration has progressed v«.ry rapidly, and it is probablo that when ti.e year terminates, little or no
property will remain under control cf the bureau. Iu
the city of New Orleans property to the amount of
$800,000 had been restored at thec'ose of September.
In North Carolina about oue third ol all in possession
bad been given up.
la ail cases of restoration it has been the plan of
the bureau to protect in their possession lessees of
property who had held leases from any autnorlzed
officer of the government. These leases were made
and accepted, in good fhitta, by both parties. Congress authorized the agents of the government to
give them, and Us faith is pledged to their validity.
It seems to be the clear dutv ot every otficer, aciinu
under that auth rity, to maintain and make efficient
Iu* acts done in compliance with it. If fc* e rost oration of property is to annul the leases upon it, that
should be delayed until the leases ei plre.
It has been an invariab.e condition, in all or e sol
restoration issued by this bureau, that all such contracts shall be respected.
Ar a rule, in case of restoration on tbe ground cf
are allowed
pardon, rents subsequent to the pardon
restored, when property
to the claimant of
nol
that
it
was
Is restored upon proof
legally abana full restitution of the rent Is made, so tar as
don

plished,

fmp»oper.

approval
pard

actually

They

through

I
J

On THE MOVE,

Out West, Dec. 18,1865.
of the Ereee:

While travelling through the Great West I
have occasionally “waded through1' the columns of the Cincinnati Inquirer, Chicago
what treason is, that I may hate it more.
We laugh at the Dutch in Pennsylvania who
still vote for Andrew Jackson, but is it not

is dead and buried'?

Gov. Orr of South Carolina says in his mes“
sage that the doctrine of secession which
was held to be orthodox in the state-rights
school of politics, is now exploded for any
practical purpose,” but the Cincinnati Inquireris not willing to admit that our lour years war
has settled this or any other issue
The cause
of this difference is easily understood. The sons
of South Carolina have been fighting for the

restoration

properly

xl,
practicable.

deciding
important questions.
The uncertainty of the trnure of the bureau over
They put lile and property in the scale and it
property, which rathe immediate result of ti e j o’icy
turned against them. Their power is broken
of restoration adopted, has rendered the division and
and they acknowledge their defeat. Viewing assignment of land to refugees and freedmen imp acticable. Fortunately, experience seems to have shown
their tefrihle sacrifices, they are willing to
that it is not a necessity. Diittculty has arisen from
the natural an J wcll-toun<leJ expectaThe
disappointing
read the lesson taught by this struggle.
tions of freetrmen on this subject; but it has be n
comparative easo. Much embarrascopperheads, however, who were called upon overcame with
nient. and, in some instances. actual suffering 1ms reto sacrifice nothing but their manhood and
sulted from the restoration of property in use as
and h >spi als— and
who had nothing to fear but the contempt of offices, colonies of freedmen,
much more whl result from the curtailment of the
their loyal countrymen see no reason wb.y revenue of the bureau.
I
they should admit of defeat. They will not be
Then follows the report in reference to the
convinced that the Confederacy is dead and Seii Island
plantations embraced under Genthe doctrines on which it was based exploded, eral Sherman’s Fie d Orders of January, 16,
and so I suppose they will continue to squirm
1965, which is too long for insertion, but conand hiss long alter the North aud South shall cludes as follows:
of

these

have become united and entered upon
reer of prosperity and hanpiness.

a

car

Just now these organs are terribly exercised against New England.
Speaker Colfax in
up the Committee of the House seems
to have thought it necessary to have brains
and experience at the head of several of the
most

important of them.

As a natural conse-

quence New England takes the lead in nearly
all of this class. I have not observed that the

LOWEST PRICES.

OVERCOATS AT COST11

_FORTES.

CLkeep constantly

Fortes, among which

Brigandage in Italy.
Advices from Southern Italy reveal a truly
pleasant state of affairs.
A letter from Rome states that half of the
French army has now been withdrawn, and
that the strength of the remainder is less than
9,000 men. The Pope still affects to believe
that Napoleon will not carry out the Convention of September.
Meanwhile the Romans
have been stirred to an extraordinary degree
of excitement by Victor Emmanuel’s speech
at the opening of the Italian Parliament. Cardinal An tonelli is doing his best for his master. HU taetique i3 to make out that Rome
is quite willing to come to terms with Italy,
but to carefully avoid any real approach to an
understanding, and thus gain time while doing nothing. Since the first half of the French
army has been recalled brigandage has become
unfortunately more prevalent and more audar
cious than before.
This, next to the desperate state of the Roman finances, is the most
serious malady under which the Pontifical
Government is suffering.
Italy, however, is by no means free from this
plague. The accounts from Naples say that
in spite of all the efforts of the troops the brigands pursue their depredations. Not long
ago a band posted themselves on the road that
Victor Emmanuel passed over a few hours afterwards, and seized a public conveyance in
which were twelve passengers.
Six of them
were carried off to the mountains, and their
captors are demanding enormous ransoms lor

making

as

same

SJ6'" Reading Matter on all Pour Pa~es.

purpose

Such as

(A, f|(y

Term* —98,00 per year in o,c-

amusing to see these poor sore-heads
fighting for the “Confederacy” so long after it

And all other Rubber Goods at Proportionate Prices.
S3T" Don’t iorget the number of the new Rubber
Store, 117 Middle Street.
dcl5d2w

to

„,nn

llaillr,

more

Men’s Rubber Over-Shoes $1.40
Women's Rubber Over-Shoes, 1.10
Misses' Rubber Over-Shoes,
.80
Men's Rubber Boots,
5.75
Women’s Rubber Boots,
3.00
Misses’ Rubber Boots,
2 50
3.75
Boys’ Rubber Boots,
Youths’ Rubber Boots,
3.25

Adapted

„

uU Ike otke,

Times and kindred sheets in order to know

ALL FIRST QUALITY.

H.

of

Prom a Travelling Correspondent.

PRICE CURRENT

147

»/ <A» ft,,,

<**ue

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

Dec 14—dtf

Piano Fortes,
with

Fancy Flannels,

AT EASTMAN

daily

25, 1665.

It Is exceedingly difficult to reconcile the conflicting interests n JW arising with regard to lands that
have boon so long in the posses,Ion of the government
as those along the coast of South Carolinla,
Georgia
and Florida. I would recommend that the attention
of Co igresr.be called to the
of this repor at
at early a day a* possible, and that these
lamb, ora
part of them, be purchased by the United Slates with
a view to theremal and subsequent sale to the fteedmen.

subject

General Howard states that he claimed that
the condemned lands in Virginia, the sale of
which had been suspended, were already the
property of the government, bnt that his objection to the insertion of the word “sold” in
the description of confiscated property was
overruled, and the property restored. He pro-

ldyal press of the West takes any exception
to this, but those wbo fancy New England
ideas “as narrow as the strip of land which
they inhabit” are tearfully excited.
poses now:—
Oue of these sweet-tempered organs finds
1. That hereafter pardons of the President of the
cause of offense in the fact that a CongregaUnited States, extended to those who have been excepted, in his proclamation of May 29,1£66, having
tional clergyman received the undivided vote
more than
worth of property, be conditioned
of the New England delegation for chaplain bv specific $20,000
stipulation in eac'i individual case; that
the
land
owner
agree to set apart and grant title, In
of tne House, ftirnishing, as it declares, “anfee simple,"to each head of tamilv ol his tormer slaves
other illustration of the sectarian bigotry” of a homestead, varying in extent nom five to ten acres
the lifetime of
to be secured
alienation
against

that section.

The undersigned begs leave to

I

SKIRTS,

PKJfiSS,

Morning, December

gands threaten

WOOL BLANKETS,

Gents’ Under-Shirts and Drawers,

PURSUANT

one

Received !

and its

placed In Sealed Envelopes, which are well
mixed. One of these Envelopes, containing the Certificate or Order for some article, (worth at least one
dollar at retail,) will be delivered at our office, or sent
by mail 'o any address, without regard to choice, on
are

ing seventy gallons qf Whiskey;

Just

India Rubber Boots and Shoes,

original

Office

Lot

BALMORAL

Among

j-1

GOODS!

DRESS GOODS !

$500,000,

PIANO

RETAIL.

Cloaks, Shawls, Cassocks,

125.00 to 225.00
15.00 to 45.00
15.00 to 40.00
15.00 to 35.00
15.00 to 30.00
75.00 to 150.00
50.00 to 200.00
60.00 to 100.00
60.00 to 85.00
26.00 to 50.00

TV O T I C E
TOWN

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,
A.T

$250.00

Music
Silver

Nov 30—eod&wtf

TJF

DRY

Presents.

Boxes,
Revolving Patent Castors,
Silver Fruit and Cake Baskets,
Sets Silver Tea and Table Spoons,
Gold Hunting Case Watches,
Diamond Rings, Cluster, &c.,
Gold Watches,
Ladles’ Gold Watches,
Silver Watches,
Diamond Pins, Brooches and Ear Drops, Ladles
Sets of Gold and Coral; Jet and
Gold, Florentine,
Mosaic, Jet, Lava, and Cameo; Seta ol Studs, Vest
and Neck Chains, Plain and Chased Gold
Rings,Gold
Thimbles, Lockets, new stvle Belt Buckles, Gold Pens
and Pencils. Farcy Work Boxes, Gold Pens with
Gold and Silver Extension Holders, and a
large assortment of Fine Jewelry ol every
doscriptlon, of the
best make and latest styles, valued at

stock of

dicted,) give

WHOLESALE AND
Dec 1— (13m

713 Broadway, New York.

value,

CORSETS,

St., Portland.

MANNER OB DISTRIBUTION.
CERTIFICATES naming each article

(Comer qf Hawley),

GLOVES,

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

New York Gift Association!
12
15
t50
100
100
500
100
150
200
300
500

AND

HOOP SKIRTS AND

New

Holiday

FOLLETTE,

HOSIERY

To be Sold for One Dollar Each!
Without regard to value, and not to be paid for until

Advance,

are sure

L. B.

Headquarters,

Aug. 26—dtf

CASH,

We invite ail who are visiting Boston to call at our
Store, and assure them they will never be urged to

very singular one—they never saw one like
came to the conclusion they could not tcH

ONE DOLLAR EACH,

VICKERY It BOWEN.

Dec 13—(12w

For variety and comprehensiveness we fhink our
to
8^>°ItJ(lual
any in our largest cities, and will be
offert d to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

dies, Gentlemen, Misses and

case was a

DTSPOBED OP AT

Clasps, &c.,

-BY THE-

cere

it—and
what the disease was. Some triends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake In her stomach, told where she
drank It, and that it has been growing, and from the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
trom the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. Wc have it preserved,
that all may see for themselves that tbis statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel & though she never could be repaid for her
MARY RAY,
skill.
GEORGE W. RAY.
dcl2tt
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,1865.

NETS.

Belt

Great Prize IMstribution

We also Manufacture to Order in
the best possible manner for La-

Clairvoyant Sight.

Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender you my sinthanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner. We called
in si* of the best Physicians in the city; they said the

So. 9 Free Street.
t.

Complete Stock

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,

Oxford Tier, Ac., fee.

buy.

Electric

Chlachilla

tat

BEAVERS,
At Cost for a Few
Lays,
AT VICKERY & BOWEN’S,

““WARD.

F-A.JSTCY GOODS,

Fancy

FOB

TO BE

tavorable terms. Shipments made directly to all doThe v are also prepared to
mestic and foreign
Airnkh Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or
ocl2d3m
sawn to order.

Hide.

Leather

Full Value

CLAIRVOYANTI

Moscow, Castor, Tricot

-OF-

Beltings,

THE INDEPENDENT

REXICK,

St

MANCHESTER,

Half Million Dollars Worth

COMMISSION

C3P“ Call and examine, and judge lor yourselves.
Our prices as well as our goods challenge competition.
Dec 23—dtf

Todd’s

MRS.

PINE!

MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway, New
York, execute orders tor Southern Timber of any
with despatch, and on the most
dimension
required

MADE TO ORDER!

Sleigh

getting

facilities tor
Lumber and from
our long experience in the business, we believe we
can defy all competition in filling Ship orders.
Consignments, Orders and Agencies solicited. Attention given to receiving and forwarding goods to
and from the interior.
Savannah, Ga., Dec. 2,1865.
our

S^OUTHEHJV

Cake and Table Ornaments

a

IN

BRo7~
Merchants,

References—Brigham & Baldwin, N. A. Hardee, Ervin & Hardee, E. C. Wade & Co., Savannah;
dc4dtf
Fling & Drew, Portland.

Grift si

And furnishing lamilies with evory variety of Loaf
and Fancy Cakes, lor parties and N ew Year’s callers.
Hot ana Cold MEATS, Boned Turkeys, Salads,&c,
prepared upon tiie briefest notice.

Now for

IRO.V,

West India, Rio, and Ship Lumber.

PARTINGTON,

old stand under Lancasis selling
ATter Hall,ROBINSONS
splendid variety of

Stores,

HEAVY

T. B. MARSHALL &

SON,

Holidays!

Holiday

Office and Parlor

53P* Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
aug9dtl

173 & 175 Washington St*, Boston*
dc73taw6w
Boston, Nov, 27,18G5.

Patent

Smallest Possible

Clapp’s block.

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated
Magee Furnaces and Stoves.

Also,

Alpacca

of and Dealers in

OF

great variety of

AND WE SELL THEM AT THE

SON,

PUMPS, LEAD TIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
ail kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

USEFUL, DURABLE,
$5.00 EACH.

English

&

MAINE,

WORKERS

And

a

BOUGHT FOR

FURNACES, RANGES,

“BLOCKADE RUNNERS,”
ON FOX’S PATENT FRAME,

MADE

NOYES

Manufacturers

----

English

dcl4tf

PORTLAND

173 Sc 175 Washington St., Boston.

Silk

THROAT!

No. 35 Exchange Street,

Choice qualities always in stock.
Special styles or sizes made to measure.

SHUTE

N.

and

Calf

Catarrh

BUSINESS J

He would also respectfully invite all others wishing Bread to give him a call, as no pains will be
spared to fill all orders for Bread with neatness and

Collars, Caps, Gauntlets, Mittens, &c.,

M.

We also have

-AND-

ers.

Beaver and Otter

¥.

GENTLEMEN & BOYS,

the

on

No. 12 Willow Street,
Where he hopes that by strict attention he may be
favo ed with the patronage of their former custom-

---.

GENTLEMEN’S

to carry

At

173 Sc 175 Washington St., Boston.

FOR

Eye, Ear,

Under-Vests,
Gents’ Shirts & Drawers,

WOULD inform their friends and the Trade gen-

08 Exchange St.,
Portland.

COBB,

City Carts, intends

ARTICLES.

&

The

Skirts,

Ladies*

MERRILL & SMALL

New and

purchased

HAVING
their

garments.

W. M. SHUTE

C.

lS-r-d3w.

GOODS.

Monday
The

FOR

the Retail Business of
Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH, together with

Gray.

SINGLE

Dec.

Balmoral

$H

PORTLAND

mul circulation

SHAWLS,

erally that their spacious store, lately damaged
by fire, is again in complete repair, and are now prepared to show a

nOW, Agent,

06 and

Notice,

Sliort

C. PARKER.
N. B.—.Special attention paid to cleaning Bed and

& SON,

Persian

JOHN

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Cages.

173 & 173 Washington St., lio.(on.

Or

St.

i

R*

X*rices.

BLANKETS,

ALL BIGHT A GAIN!

Pkil-

or

adclpkia*

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
LINEN
without injury to tho finest fabrics.

--■—--

Cloaks,

Hanover
—

173 Sc 175 Waahington Si., Boston*

Sold in New York

Am’t of Losses which have not been settled, 33,000 00
Amount Dividends declared due and unpaid, 2,466 00
102.630 60
Amount Premiums undetermined,

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
JVo. 36*

STYLES,

BALMORAL BOOTS,

Then
appeared Aaron H. Bean, President aud George W. Kuhn, Secretary, of the National Insurance Company oi Boston, and severally made
oath that the foregoing statement by them subscribed
is true.
Before me,
CHAS. B. F. ADAMS,
Justice of the Peace.

SON,

as are

HOLIDAY

W‘

Nov to—dtl

LIABILITIES.

At

terms.

SHUTE

MOST APPROVED

Reduced

FLANNELS,

COST!

ROOM FOR

Hoop Skirts made from Washburn and Moon’s
wire, at cost for a few days only.
Fancy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit
everybody.
33r Don’t forget the number, 166 Middle Street,
next above Hay’s Drug Store.

We have all the

personally

ufacture of these garments enables us to offer them
of the best possible make, and upon advantageous

AT
MAKE

Goods !

best

Ladies,Misses & Children

$607,201 54

$138,096 60
A. H. BEAN, President,
GEO. W. KUHN, Secretary.
State op Massachusetts, 1
BB*
County oi Suffolk, j
Dec. 14, a. d. 1865.
[Stamp.]

OVERCOATS
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,
Nov 4—dtf
98 Exchange St.

Cloaks

OF

M.

VESTINGS,
D. REEVES’, Tailor,
98 Exchange St.

A.

^^ENTLEMEN, get your

173 & 175 Washington St., Boston.

W.

Total Assets.

FINE ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,
CASSIMERE, and

Nov 4—dtf

Fancy

Exchange St.

No. 98

At

W. M. SHUTE & SON,

D. UEEVBSVTailor,

A.

FANCY

Also, ENGLISH RUGS or CARRIAGE BLANKETS, in many pretty designs.

AND

AND

we are

F OF

Sack

At

HOOP SKIRTS,
Hand-Knit Breakfast Shawls,

TO

100 00
market value 100,
Amount loaned on collateral securities,
27,300 00
Amount Premium Notes on hand for Marine
risks,
27,991 64
Amount Loan to Suffolk Bank, Boston,
4,753 20
Amount Premium Notes due and unpaid,
744 25
Amount Loaned on personal security,
57,300 00

OOODS,

PANT
At
Nov 4—dtl

(Pure White.)
(Jet Black.)

Squirrel

ENGLISH

BEST OF FRENCH,
AMERICAN

mUE

■ ■

Robes.

Arctic Fox,
Canadian Bear,

MEASURE,

FROM

By CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.
Moktox Block.
May 3—dtl

sizes, for Young Children.
173 & 175 Washington St*, Boston*
—

nolStf

Patterns

CUT

wear.

We have also

Furnishing: Goods.

Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronago is solicited.
Remember the place

173 & 173 Wa.hington Sl„ Boston.

Messrs.

CLOTHING

Street,

DAILY

DRY GOODS!

NEXT TEN DATS,

Constantly Making Additions

68,000 00
Mortgage,
2142 Shares Hamilton Bank, Boston, par $100,
market value, 113,
242,046 00
170 Shares Shoe and Leather Dealers Bank,
par 100, market value 130,
22,100 00
237 Shares State Bank, Boston, par 100, market value 1032,
24,659 12
184 Shares Webster Bank, Boston, par 100,
market value 104,
19,136 00
150 Shares Bay State Bank, Lawrence, par
market
value
75,
73,
10,950 00
80 Shares Atlas Bank, Boston, par 100, market value 103,
8,210 00
70 Shares Market Bank of Boston, par 100,
market value 103,
7,210 00
66 Sldm;s Shawmut Bank, Boston, par 100,
market value 100,
6,600 00
187 Shares Boston and Maine Railroad, par 100,
market value 116,
21,692 00
160 Shares Boston and Providence Railroad,
par value 100, market value 126,
20,000 00
70 Shares Boston and Worcester Railroad,
par 100. market value 128,
8,960 00
30 Shares Pori. Saco and Ports. Railroad,
par 100, market value 96,
2,860 00
$16,000 U. S. 6s 81. Registered Bonds, par
15,000, market value 15,900,
15,900 00
$10,0u0 U. S. 6s 81, Coupons, par 10,000, market value 10,Cu2 50,
10,662 5 0
$15,000 U. S. 6-20 Bonds, par 15,000, market
value 15,150,
15,150 00
$11,200 U. S. 7 3 10 Bonds, par ll^JOO, market value 10,867,
10,867 00
$10,000 City of Boston, par 10,000 market
value 10,600,
10,600 00
$100 Bond, Town of Brunswick, par 100,

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

Siberian Sables.

To which

Miscellaneous.

HOWARD,

166 Middle

and Well Selected Stock

BOOTS AND SHOES,

09

Bank,
20,683 93
of Cash in hands of Agents,
1,947 64
Amount ofloans on Real Estate securod by

of

We offer this season a large stock of the above
choice Fur in the newest styles, and of very superior

1,033

band,
deposited in Hamilton

on

Amount

No. 96 Exchange Street,
recently occnpiod by Messrs. McCARTH Y & BER
RY, where may bo found all the LATEST STYLES

--

10,000—$30

R.

T„m,

Goods.

VIFOULD respectfully announce to the Ladies ot
TT Portland that he will sell for the

300,000

ASSETS.
Amount of Cash
Amount of Cash

Tailor,
CLASS

Large

Fancy

ana

W.

BOSTON,

Capita],.$300,000

CHISAM,

FIRST

a

& Co.,

Moseley

1866.

Amount of
Amount of Capital actually paid in,
Number ol Shares and par value,

NEW STORES

Merchant

BOSTON.
The

Incorporated June 18,

JDry

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

BOSTON, MASS.,

First day of November, 1865.

On the

Of all descriptions, by

months.

18

^

NATIONAL INSURANCE CO.,

-FOE-

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

NEW

T. E.

Of the condition of the

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

The Portland Daily Press is published at
$8.00 per year *n, advauce.
The Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum. In advance;
$2.a*. ii paid within six months; and $2dH), if pay-

men t be

AT

LOOK

PUBLISHED AT 82j EXCHANGE STREET, BY
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astonishing that the people of those
six little states “away down East” will persist
in forcing their ideas upon this great country
and that, sooner or later, the country adopt
them.
Hailing from the old Piue Tree State, is
was pleasing to me to read the telegram which
It is

sent over the country a few days since,
announcing “what Maine is doing (pr the
Freedmen” under the leadership of our good
Governor Cony. It is fitting that the State
having for its motto Dlrigo should take the
lead in this important matter .and it is to be
hoped that the efforts of the loyal people of
all the states maybe united for the relief ol
was

this class of our citizens.

Nor should

our

of-

they have all their rights
granted them—until all men, white and black,
stand equal before the taw.
May the largest

torts be

success

stayed

until

attend all such efforts.

Clyde.

Hit Already.
has gone up forty
of
copper
price
pounds
sterling per ton; and England has begged
Spain to leave Chili alone. But Spain is not
so ready to listen to
England’s voice. She
answers Lord Russell’s remonstrance with the
assurance that Spain “has resolved not to permit its dignity, causelessly and gratuitously
affronted, to remain without the just reparation to which it is entitled.”
Now, Spain is a third-rate power, and some
years ago England would have followed up her
remonstrance against such a power with a
demand.
But circumstances alter cases; the
Spectator remarks: “If England goes a step
iurther than advice, it is very doubtful whether the Spanish nation, morbidly proud and
The

during

tbeirantec. The locatl in, precise extent and other
details to bo determined bv three referees, two to be
chosen by the interested parlies, each selecting one,
and the two a third.
That other persons, not land owners, be condl'ioned accoj ling to their several oiro im-oancec by equivalent or pnper stipulation, t> be dele .mine 1 oy a
committee ot three appointed by tbe President.
That portion of the report relating to
schools and to the amount of aid furntibed to
Freedmen is very interesting, hut we are compelled to exclude it. The General also gives
an acconnt of the Courts established by the
Bureau. These Courts took cognizance, of all
cases affecting the rights of Freedmen, and
have afforded them their

only

cbance of

Jus-

The experiment of committing some of
ca;es to civil tribunals admitting negro
testimony, wa3 tried with a tolerable degree of
success. The General deems it essential that
national jurisdiction should continue to extend over freedmen, and suggests that Frcedmen’s United States Courts should be established for a term of years, to relieve the blacks
from the injustice they will otherwise suffer
arising out of the ignorance, prejudice anil
hostility of a white population that fought
tice.
the

against Emancipation.

In conclusion be expresses the conviction
that free labor will prove sueeessfhl, but that
it may speedily prove so, every effort should be
made on the part of the Government to establish confidence between the class of employers and employed. Complaints that free
labor will not answer in the South he deems
as much due to injustice, prejudice and Ignorance on the part of the employer as to suspicion and Ignorance on that of the laborer.
That this Bureau, or some substitute for It
sensitive aware that its trade is of minor imconscious that at the worst it
of a national character will have to be continportance! and
the
would
Philippines,
could lose to us only
ued, Gen. Howard considers beyond question.
not accept the challenge. Short of force there
Whatever may be the policy finally adopted
no remedy, and no English Ministry
appears
would willingly give the signal tor what might by Congress at least a year from January,
prove a general European war more especially
will be required to close up the business
while a false precedent, still unremoved,would 1800,
of land divisions and restoration. 8eeond y
allow Spain to cover every sea with American
Alabamas.”
he savs
tree and bound
TheQovernment has set the slaves
This is where the shoe pinches,and will conn a e that fro .Mom an n .1 pu 'ed fact. Some
tinue to pinch, until England pays up and sets itself to beyond -a 1 ex sting ordinance in any tta e
(marantee
herself right before the world.
We need not 7 visited, is essential to secure the actual and eontinu$ protection of life and property to the freed non.
be Impatient; we can afford to wait.
The
Where legislation Is c untrained, ai it now is In the
Evening Post wrote long ago that England Southern
States fur the most part fiom several ciuswould some day very gladly pay all our Ala- | es, the re it danger qf the statute law being in advance
bama claims, and would be very much embar- ! qf public sentiment, so that where there it the mo,4
■

■«...

VheroUity ill consequences would be likely to result tf
Q)jemm?nt protection should be immediately with-

paper affords no evidence of n crowd, for
they may or may not average very small in the
amount of space they occupy.
The Argv
has selected three very favorable days, it is
true, for its own side; those containing a largi
amount of holiday advertising, but we have
been curious to push the investigation a little
further, Mid we fold for the entire wee* the
following results, showing not only the nuihbor
of new advertisements in each paper, but also
the number of inches of space which they occupy in the columns:
a

osawn.
Where

the bureau fails to afford this protcc ion i
Isycta metos of exposing to tie Government and’eo
the puol.c acts of Inju ties ana oppression, and in
this way it affords moral oinci ugainst their c^mmisaft.n.

Many other reason?, the results of his extended experience, careful inquiry, and recer t
Journey through the Southern states, he alto
gives in support of this view, but we think the
gist of the whole matter is embraced in the
simple statement above.
No person has a more exalted opinion of
General Grant’s military ability and judgement
than we have, but we have yet to leam that
his opinions on political subjects generally, or
In relation to the solution ot the questions growing out of the cessation of actual strife, are
to be regarded with more lavor than the opinions of other intelligent gentlemen, who have
given their careftil thought to the matter.—
While we do not dispute the ability of Gen.
Grant to comprehend fairly and fblly the “situation” of affairs, provided he has suitable opportunity for careftil observation, we do insist that

something

besides

Monday.13.52.J.»

Saturday,.13.-15..13.20
69
127
215>
above that while ninein the T ress occupied
ty new advertisements
the space of 215 3-4 inches, sixty-nine new ad90

by the

It Hill be seen

vertisements in the Argus, in the

occupied only 127 inches,

and

time,
Argus

same

the

yet

The Ellsworth American states that
about 200,000 of sugar box shooks have been
manufactured in that town this year.
Farmer thinks that the result of
in the case of
Doyle, convicted of
murdering a little girl in
was such as to

53*'" The
the Ti raring

leave

South Thomaston, an extensive quarry of roek,
•vhich there are the best reasous for believing
may be converted, by the usual process, into
■lie most valuable kind of cement.
The Anson Advocate states that Mr. Alvin Lane, of that village, had his hand blown
)ff Monday, by the bursting of a
gun which lie
was firing at a mark.

&?Sf“The Aroostook Ploner reports that the
buildings on the Isaac Smith farm at Oxbow,1
together with about one thousand bushels of
a*.d

eight

or

ten tons of

hay, owned by
J ames and 1\ illiam
Anderson, and occupied by
J. S. McManners, were burnt Nov. 29tli. Most
of the furniture was saved. Loss
$1,200.

even Gen. Grant’s Report, upon which our neighbor has harped so
much—appear in solid nonoareil, which is the
same size of the Argus’ smallest
advertising
type. It is safe to say that the Press contains
upon an average double the amount of reading matter that the Argus does.
While our hand is in we may as well give
the returns to the Internal Revenue office, of
the two papers, for the last quarter, ending
Sept. 30th. The Press returned, as receipts
for advertising for that quarter,
$4,628,00

extracts,—including

The

Argus returned,

2,815,00

Excess of Press over Argus,
Internal Revenue tax paid by
Press on advertising,
Ditto Argus,
Excess of Press

over

$1,813,00
$138,84
84,45

Argus,

54,39

Comparisons
invidious,
neighbor has provoked the foregoing, and
are

said to be

but

our

—

he is welcome to all he can make out of it.

terwards came, and ordered a continuance of
the game remedies.
jjijf— A correspondent of the Scientific Amer-

ican says :—“If you have a boat tlmt leaks
it is in a strong current, or if you
are towing it up stream, all you have to do to
keep it dry is this: boro a hole through the
bottom and insert a piece of tin or iron half
round through the hole, letting it extend a few

badly, and

inches below the bottom of the boat, and all
the water will run out without any labor. I
think a ship at sea could he kept afloat if you
could keep her going four miles per hour.” All
of which is important if true.
G. B.

that when

a

gold dollar

will

buy

t >rs are lading, has the aud.city to assure its readers
t iat *he currency question has muddled all but

iteelt.”

The Press has said little on this

subject ex-

Judge Advocate.
One who describes herself as

“daughantloquent leta

ter of Maine,” favors us with
ter, breathing the natural indignation of

stata of

our

columns forbid.

_>ri:CIA L NOTICES._

TREMENDOUS DISCOUNT!
Stationery

<&

Fancy

Articles.

sold at a great discount, at retail or in one
lot, my entire stock of goods. Now is your time to
buy for New Years. Being determined to close up
business, everything will be marked down so that it
secure a speedy sale, to continue until January 1st.

"

••

«

«

"

THE

tomorrow morning.

Major C. W. King suggested to the parties blowing rocks on the factory grounds, that
a mixture of sawdust with the
blasting powder would not only greatly save the
powder,
but increase the efficiency of the bast; and so
it has proved, in the work.—[Brunswick paper.

w It is the town of Surry that the colony
for Palestine is to start from, as communicated
to the Bangor Times. We owe the Times an
apology for not looking over carefully, in a
gle instance, its bright racy and luminous

sincol-

umns.

68T" The Bidleford Journal insists it did
no injustice to facts in the notice of Sergt. Ambler copied by us some time since, and that the
paper shown us signed by influential citizens

HASHEESH CANDY 1
Now mported and prepared by the Sylvan Oriental
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable prepa- ation of the article ever offered to the public and will
soon take the place of all other remedies tor

RHEUMATISM,
ASTHMA,

NEURALGIA,

COUGHS,
COLDS,

RESTLESSNESS.
And all diseases of the Nervous System.
For sale by atl Druggists. Sent by mail with full
directions on receipt of price.
Price—Large Box $1.00, with 15 cents for postage;
Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents fox postage.
Dec. 5, 1865—SNdly

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC

ing to the

appealpretense.”—

No. 80 Middle Street,
Copying done in the best manor.

lent,

Portland, Me.
dec29tf.

HONEY

vicinity'

appear ridiculous we know of no law
prevent it.
fcjF" The Argus intimates that we kept Gen.
Grant—his report—out of our columns to
I
put

revolves—that the columns of the Press are
not more crowded with advertisements than
are those of the Argus, the latter paper makes
a parade of figures for three days, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday last, prefaced as fol-

lows:
“The ‘blanket sheet’ covers considerable
more space than do our neat and compact columns, and the tallowing table shows conclusively a3 to which paper was probably most
‘crowded with advertisements’
Press.
Argus.
New advertisements Wcanosiat.U.15
New advvt tl icmeats i'nui sday,.16.16
New advertisements Friday,.11.14
88

JTow the ■number of

new

44

advertisements in

to

the negro

j

in, alluding to

the exposure of

a

cop-

perhead attempt to purge Deering Hail of colored occupants of choice seats.
We might retort that the
only reason why the Argus put
Gen. Grant
in, and extolled him,
out of

grows
the impression that he is for
keeping the negro
a careful
reading of his report does
not justify suchan impression.

out; hut

ESP-First PttSe. Brigandage in Italy, Letter
from the West, ami Gen. Howard’s
Report;
last page original Christmas Hymn by “T. 8.
P.”—our Washington correspondent—and a
Short story.

ANDERSON’S

NEW YORK SKIRT & DORSET STORE
Market Square, 26*
GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

26

octl8snd3m

Will You Go Down Town?

Wliy

When you

Stationery
At

the
As

can

got your

Fancy %/Lrtlcleo

<C

NEW STORE,
Cheap as the Cheapest.

HOLIDAY PRESENTS!
A large variety for the old folks and the young.
R^TA large collection of PHOTOGRAPHS, going
qIJ EAP. Como and be convinced,
New Store, No* 36 Centre Street*

At the

FIRST DOOR FROM CONGRESS STREET.
Nov.

29.-SNJtf

H. L. BEAL.

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal

materials, is
its nature, fragrantly scented,

is made from

demand,

the

choicest

mild and emollient in
and extremely benefioial in its act upon the si hi.
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers

june31dlyr

Horelicmnd

and

Tar,

FOR THE CURE OF

COUGHS, COLDS, INFLUENZA. HOARSENESS,
DIFFICULT BREATHING, and ALL AFFECTIONS of the THROAT, BRONCHIAL TUBES and LUNGS, leading
to Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the favorite recipe of on illustrious Physician and Chemist.,
who for many years used it with the most complete

Agents

Wanted l

Country.

Cali, er address
L. DRESSER, 99 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me,

Nov 27—d4w*

NEW LONDON—Ar 21st, sebs Isis, Hording, from
Providence for New York: Madagascar, Hodsdon,
St Andrews NB lor do; Bedabcdcc, Whitman, Rockland for City Pointa, Va; Quickstep, Richardson,
Philadelphia, for Lynn; Mora, Chadwick, New York
for Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 2tst, s4» Frauds J Loring,
Knowles, Nansemond.
Ar 22d, sell Ada Aities, Smith, Itockland.
Below 22d, Bchs William, Fletcher, irorn Elizabethport; Dr Kane, Ryder, from do.
Rid, sch John Boynton, Reed. Mew York.
NEWPORT—Ar 21st, seb Harriet Baker. Webber,
New York for Boston.
Ar 22d, sell Lookout, Lane, Baltimore for Portland.
In port 22d, sebs S G Hart, Wall, Providence tor
New York; Harm onto, Bennett, Calais lor Bridgeport, Ct; Ella, Crocker, Rockland lor Richmond, Va;
Planet, Perry, do for Jew York; Frances, Smith,
Portland for Norwich.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 20th, brig Celia M Carver,
Treat, Philadelphia for Searspoit: sebs Juliet, Adams, Elizabethport for Boston; Anna M Nosh, Hodgdon, Philadelphia for Bath; S J Lindsey, Fickett,
New York lor Millbridge; Pembroke, Lawton, do

V

Dowds,

inst, brig E.sey, Carey,

fim

SPOKEN.

Cape Henry 20th; barque Potosi, Fowler, from

--—,-

Hall's Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of Rubier Goode can be procured, at Manufacturers* prices.
Their assortment of Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
.june23tf

CITY HALL.
The Bateman Concerts!
Positively for Two Nights Only.

Thursday
and

Mu.
TO DYE EASY
desirable. Mathews’ Venetian HairByo is
world. Complete in one bottle. No
wash, o stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid tho publicity of having their
hair dyed in flffblitf, can

Mb.
Mr.
Mr.

and

Friday,

Mr. H. L. Bateman has the honor to announce that
the Artists composing his renowned Concert Troupe

Grand Vocal and Instrumental Cencerts.

better thafn any barber can do it, by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair appear dusty or dead, but imparts new life and lustre.
Gives a beautlul black or brown, as preferred. Price
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Demas Barnes & Co., New York, Wliolesal-

Will take place.

Agents.

mayl23Neodly

GQP’A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 lino Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state ot Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, its. Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
tvuthful adviser to tlie married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent iree of j>ostage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may bo consulted upon any of the diseases
upon which liis book treats either personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world.
Oct 6—s n d&wGm

ITCH !

Scratch,

ITCH !

ITCH !

Scratch,

Scratch!

Wheaton^
Ointment
Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Hours*
Also cure? SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions Of the Skin. Price 50 cents.
For
sale by all druggis.s.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS <& POTTER, Sole

do
do

2a series.

974

small.

9,°4

do
3d senes. 971
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 102]
do
1804.1004
do
1865. 1004
United Slates Ten-lorties. 92]
United Stales Debt Certificates, Dec. 97]
Eastern Railroad. 99]
Bates Manufacturing Company. 180
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.
26
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad_ .94
[Sales at auction.]
York Manufacturing Company.1315
Hill Manufacturing Company.1854
Bangor City Sixes, 1877. 90
New Hampsliiie State Sixes, 1884.
92]
....

_MARRIED,
In Portsmouth, N. II« Sept 2, by Rev A J PatterJoseph H Steele, or Gloucester, Mass, and Miss
Esther T Plummer, of Portland. [Corrected.]
In Paris, Dec 7, Charles T Bnck and Mrs Lizzie
Stinchfield, both of P: same day, Clias W Dunham,
of Paris, and Jane E Young, of Greenwood.
In South Paris, Dec 7, John F Jordan and Charlotte W Jackson.
In It allowed, Dec 3, John Conner and Miss Eliza
Somes.
son.

DIED.

77 years.

In Albany, Me, Sept 14, Mrs Anna Hobart, aged 72
2 mouths; Ocs 1». Mrs Esther, wife of James
Wheeler, aged 72 years 7 months.
In Dixficld, Dec 5, of diptlierin, Charles Henry,
aged 8 years: 7Ui, Bion Huntley, aged 6 years. 2 mos,
children ot Wm He ry and Amanda F Blauchard.
In Montville Centre, Nov 23, of typhoid fever, Miss
Ann Alexander, aged 31 years.
years

i_PASSENGERS.
In steamship Hibernian, tor Liverpool—W Hasaftrt', W S Friend, W McLaehoan, J P Gameau, A
Shebaudean, J liob6on, Mr and Mrs W Past n, Mr
and Mrs McCall, Thos Tmman, J B Gray, Thomas
Lee, R H Hughes, John Kay, M and Mrs Robert
Dubb, John Barclay, A Jodoin. Jr, N B Desmontin,
Robt Simons, Wm Clarke. Lewis S Blake, Mrs Woodliars, Rev 0 P Cook, Mrs Cuok, Geo Taylor, James
Smith Jas McCocheane, Mr and Mrs Foster, John
Thompson, Geo J Oseu, Airs Jamison, James Rae,
W C Garth, John Wilson.

PORT

OP

PORTLAND.

Saturday, December 23.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York.
Steamer Montreal, Llscomb, Boston.
Brig Mechanic, Hutchinson, Boston.
Sch Crown, Storer, Boston
reports, during the
gale of the 21st, had mainsail blown away.
Sch Campbell, Soule, Boston.
CLEARED.

Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Dutton, Liverpool—

Allan.
Brig Helen O Phinuey, (now, of Portland, 443 tons)
WmE Boyd, Cardenas—Phinney & Jackson.
Sch Kate Carlcon, (Br) Bowden, Matanzas-Hsaac
L Came.
Soli Grape Shot, (Br) Ingalls, Grand Menan NB—
Dana & Co,
Sch Convoy, Fuller, Eastport—master,
v

A

Sunday, December 24.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Baique Gertrude, Creech, Boston.
Sch Ulica, Thorndike, Rockland.
Sch S H Pool, McFadden, Wiscasaet.
Sch Henry Janes, (of Portland) Sim'•.nton, at New
York trom Cardenas, reports ISth Inst, lat 37, Ion
74 38, spoke brig M Shepard, from Tiuxiilo for Boston, 17 days out, short of provisions and supplied

her.

gor.

NEW YORK—Ar 21st, barque CMspa, Sprague,
Malaga; selis Evelyn, Crowley, Macliias; R C Lane,
Lane, Vtnalhaveu.
Ar 221, sbipjjRemiion, Nichols, Glasgow; barque
Enrique, Orcutt, Jamaica, (has no$ boon ashore as

yet, been allowed in U. States
Courts; as it was a proceeding which should
be decided by the hill Bench, he should not
be the first one to allow of it.

ii^had

the public which

can

BY

Chemist,

Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails!

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates.

and

and

ClosingTUESDAY

faculty, clergymen of every de-

of

Price $1.00 Per Bottle.

DB.

E. B. KNIGHTS,

Proprietor,

at 10 A. M. and at 21P.
a fine asso' tment ol

shall sell
ONM, at Office, Imorning,
Diess

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

every lot is sold.
No postponement on account of the weather.
The public will please look at them previous to sale.
dec25dtf
E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer.

Pews at

After

unsold Pews in the Universalist Chnrch, in
Congress Square, will be sold at auction, at the
Church, on Saturday evening next (Dec. 30) at seven
o’clock.
Pews undisposod of at the close of the sale will be
rented for the year 1866.
Persons renting pews for tho present year and who
lesira to retain them, aro particularly desired to be
present.
Per order of the Parish Committee.
Dec. 25,1865,—dlw

Official.

Navy not residing within the limits
arc piohibited from comsame, unless under permission or au-

Officers of the

of the District of Columbia

officer is within the

dec25dlt

For Rent.

THE

given the 1st day of January,
EIJSJUDGE GERRY,
Apply to
No. 59 High Street.

Price 75 Cents Per

Dec. 26.-—dtf

PREPARED

Found.
Y evening, Dec. 23, near the P. S. & P.
It. R. Depot, a
LARGE LEATHER VALI8E,
which the owner can have on application to
K. H. RIPLEY,
No. 29 WHmot Street.
Dec. 26,1865.—dtf

DR.

Hair

Lost•

Bottle.

BY

and no

questions asked,

at the office of the

United

dec25dlw.

Lost.
EVENING,

SATURDAY
pot and No. 56 Park

between the
a small

Street,

Boston DeRusset Va-

lise, with the initials “T. P.” on oim end, The tinder
shad be suitably rewarded by leaving it at Clement’s
Stable, No. 311 Congress Street,

Wanted.
SMALL TENEMENT, or 4 or 6 Room*, by a
gentleman, wife ami one cli'l'I. Please a Itlress,
“G. D.,” Box 1,799,
Doc. 25.—ill'.v*
_Portland, Me.

A

For Sale.

THE

STATE

OF MAINE.

bb.

and will

public
execution,
TAKEN
auction
Monday, the 29th day of January,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the Sher-.
A. D.
on
on

ce

Dressing

sold at

try by

a

retreat over fences and

hasty

ditches,
recip

to the great amusement of the honored
ients of their entertainment.

How

to

Secure

*

Happy Christmas.

a

The

strength

Judging from the very interesting enter1
given by the young ladies at Casco
Street Church at their last Christmas festival,
tainment

we predict for tnem on Tuesday evening a full
house, and for all who attend, full satisfaction.
The price of admission will be 16 instead of
25 cents, as heretofore advertised.

One

who was

There.

Christmas Sleighino Carnival.—The
of Forest City Park has kindly consent
ed to open it this afternoon for the free use of
the public. There will be, no doubt, should
the weather be favorable, an immense eoncourse of people to see the sport.
Those not
intending to drive fast, are requested to take
the inside track.
owner

Public Speakers and Singers will find
Brown’s Bronchial Troches
beneficial in
clearing the voice before speaking or singing,
and relieving the throat after any unusual exertion of the vocal organs, having a peculiar
adaptation to affections which disturb the origans of speech. For Coughs and Colds th^
“
Troches are effectual.
mwf
“

Portland 2’s Assemblies.—This course
of Assemblies which was to have
menced last Tuesday evening and
in oonstquence of bad

bee*j com'jiostponed
weather, wijl open this

(Christmas) evening with a Grand Calico and
Comic Dress Ball, and a good time may be expected, as extensive arranrements have been
made for the occasion.

Postponed.—By request we state that ffie
performance of Cinderella will not come »tT
this evening as advertised, some of the children being indisposed. Those who have
purchased tickets can have their
money returned
at the places where they obtained

by calling
them.

Christmas.—Don’t fail, those readers who
elegant decoration, to procure one of
those beautiful Moss Baskets, filled with fresh
natural flowers, at Mrs.
Emery’s. In the
Special Notice column she lias an advertisewant an

ment.

Sail-ng

of the

Steamer.

—

Steamship*

Hibernian, Capt. Dutton, sailed from this poit
for Liverpool, Saturday
evening, with 37 passengers and a full cargo.
The Belgian is the steamer due this week.

Sabbath School Exhibition.
There
will be an exhibition by the
pupils of the Congress Square Universalist Church, at the
Church at quarter past seven
this eve—

o’clock,

ning.

The American Illustrated
Newspapers hr
this weak have been received at the book and

periodical store of A. Robinson, No.
change Street.

61 Ex-

Christmas Presents.—The employees #f
the Portland Kerosene Company, about 140dn’

number, were mule the recipients of a ni<
turkey, each, Saturday, as a 'Christmas gift.

e

The Custom House will be closed to-day.—
Tills article lias been prepared with a view to suThe Postoffice will be open at the usual hour*
persede the pernicious oils and pomades so common
in the market, tha use of which has been almost inon holidays.
variably detrimental to the growth and beauty ot the
hair. It has long been a matter of regret that no reThe alarm of fire between five and six
liable prepaiationfor dressing the hair was generally
o’clock last evening arose from the burning out
available, mosi oi the compounds used for that purof a chimney on Brackett Street.
pose being w orthless, and many absolutely worse. As
a people, It Is notorious that we become
prematurely
ST- Stephen’s Church will be open for
,
gray or bald. In no country are thero so many gray
fhll Christmas service and sermon, this mornand bald heads on young shoulders as in this. For
ing, at 10 1-2 o’olock.
this phenomenon many causes are assigned. By
some it is attributed to our mode of life; by
to
others,
No paper will be issued from this office tothe restless activity ot the American mind; but wc
Foreign Exports.
The total value of morrow.
trace this public misfortune-for misfortune it is—to
Foreign exports from this port last week,
the inordinate use of oil as a dressing, whioh diseases
Change of Military Command._The
amounted to §163,364.47. Included in the
the scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry np or
burn out the roots of the hair. DR. KNIGHTS’
shipments were 45,161 Sugar Box Shooks, Savannah Republican understands that Brevet
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol,
Major General J. M. Brennan, commanding
; 1,797 Shooks and Heads, 79,300 Hoops, 86,583
and is unquestionably the oni y article before the pubStaves, 854 pail's Headings, 233,913 feet Lum- the District of Savannah, will soon temporarilic that deserves the name. Its use prevents tile hair
ber, 862 Empty Casks, 3,200 bbls. Flour, 100 ly relieve Maj. Gen. James B. Steadman, turnfrom tolling off or turning gray; it removes
dandruff,
man ding the Department of
do Oat Meal, 04 do Apples, 789 do Potatoes,
cleanses the scalp, and cures nervous hcadar he. Its
Georgia, ant it
invigorating properties insure luxuriant locks, inclin- 50 do Onions, 173 do Ashes, 12,052 gallons is probable that Colonel Kimball, of tbe 12th
ed to curl, and its delightful fragrance, and the rich
Kerosene OH, 84,800 pounds Butter, 12,200 do Maine, will assume temporary command of
and glossy appearance which it imparts, render it
Lard, 04,800 do cut moats, 0 cases Shoes, 165 that District.
the favorite Hair Dressing of the most fastidious.
bushels Grass Seed, 14,000 do Peis, 3,000 do
Sentence of Bradley.—It is understood
PRICE 75 CENTS PER DOTTLE.
Com, 900 do Oats, 2 Hampers, 2 Carts, 50 Cart
that the Military Commission at
24
50
Savannah
bdls
Gas Pipes, 2 sets
Boxes,
Ploughs,
rctnrARF.D by
before which Aaron A. Bradley, the
Hose, 103 lbs Fish, 9 pkgs sgudry merchandise.
lawyer, formerly of Boston, was
Dr. E. R.

I

Knights,

§fceriff,

of

Fat Poultry.—Some of the handsomest
poultry brought to market this season was
raised at Limington by Mr. William
Boothby,
and Mr. Staples.
The chickens averaged
about five pouuds apiece, and other
poultry in
proportion, and every one that looked at them
pronounced them the handsomest that had
been seen in this city.
They were sold by
Messrs. Pennell Brothers, No. 386 Market
Square, where the best of poultry and provisions may be always found,
the proprietors
of the establishment being determined to be
behind no one in furnishing the best of
supplies for the table.

!

1866,
ifTs office, in the city of Portland, in said county, all
the right in equity winch Ira Winn of Falmouth, has
or had on tho flrfn day of September, A D. 1863, at
lour o’clock and forty-live minutes P. M.. being tho 1
time of the attachment of the same on the original
writ in the action, to redeem a certain tract of land—
a fa nil where tho said Winn now resides, situated in
MELROSE, MASS.
Falmouth, in said county, on the north west side of
the old county road leading from Cumberland to West
SOLD
AT
W BOLE S ALR BY
Edward
of
land
on
the
Roach,
Falmouth,—bavng
south wes!, and land of Bela Blanchard on the northW.
F.
to
be
record
PHILLIPS
to
a
&
east, the same appealing by
CO,
subject
mortgage to Daniel it. Emery, dated June 14, 1861,
AND
recorded in Cumberland Registry of deeds, in Book
to John Anderson,
3J8, pa je 1S8, also to a mortga ;e Book
J, W. PERKINS & CO.,
in
recorded
dated Oct. 5th 1858,
288, page 332:
all the above deeds and mortgages are here referred
PORTLAND,
of
the
to for a more particular description
above described real estate and mortgage*.
And at ret U by Druggists and Merchants
Dated at Portland the 25tb day of December A. D., I
throughout thg Country,
1865.
GEQ. W. PARKER,

52w3iy

cord of the instruments could not be surpassed, but upon the appearance of the young ladies at the window they showed their gallan-

j

this office.

Sherrill** Sale#

Cumberland,

accomplishments, serenaded two young ladies
of that village. The harmony and sweet con-

—

Stock and Fixtures of a Grocery and Provision Store, with a good run of mostly cash trade.
Location one of the best best in tho city, it being a
store.
For particulars enquire at
Dec 25, 1SG5—d&wtf

boast of sufficient musical talent to play upon
child’s penny harp, desirous of showing their

—

Dec, 25.—d3t *___

corner

and the farce

in which the full

KNIGHTS’

one

States Hotel.

”

Burglar Arrested.—Officer Collins yesterday afternoon arrested a fellow named Jno.
Robb who bad entered the shop of John Me
Merriman on Larch Street. The scamp was
in the shop which he had entered by means of
false keys, and had robbed the till of all its
contents. He was marched off to the lock-np.
His house was then searched and a lot of
keys, a diamond for cutting glass, a lot of jewelry &c., were found. Robb is said to be an old
offender and he is supposed to be the one who
has entered a number of shops In the upper
part of the city, and also offices down town.—
A coat stolen from Mr. Parker’s law office was
found at his houie, also the key of the safe of
Messrs. E. & F. Fox.

Dr. E. B. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose, Mas s.

of the water close) a of the United States
Hotel, a small pistol (Smith & Allen’s).
As it is prized by tho owner on account of associations connected with it, a liberal reward for its recovery, more than the value of the pistol, will be paid,

IN

now

After tho use of one bottle, in daily applications, or
after tho natural color of the hair is restored, its occasional use should be continued, in conj unction with
Dr. KNIGHT’S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a preserver and beaut ifler of the hair, is without a rival in
the estimation of the public.

WOODEN STORE numbered 85 on Commercial Street, formerly occupied by Davis, Twitchell Si Chapman, opposite the Thomas Block; possess-

Married Life

The business of this company, in New York
removed on the 1st of January to Pier
No. 8S East River, foot of Market Street. It
is a new wharf, very commodious and has been
covered with a substantial water-proof building, affording thorough protection to inward
and outward cargoes. Messrs. Emery & Fox.
Brown’s Wharf, are the agents in this city;
and Messrs. H. B. Cromwell & Co., No. 86
West Street, are the agents in New York.

parel.

GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy.

(Signed)

next

i%to be

made available to the public in DR. KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER, which, after a few applications, restores
gr ly or faded hair to its original color, and is the only
preparation of the kind upon which the public can
place any reliance. It has never been known to foil
in a single instance, and is totally unlike the thousand and one so-called Hair Restorers, by wl ich so
many have been egregiously deceived.
It is delightfully perfumed, gives tbe hair a rich
and glossy appearance, promotes Its luxuriant growth
and will not soil the skin, scalp or any article of aparticle is

com-

freight.

youtu.

Navy Department, Doc. 20,1865.
General Orders, No. 70.

The official residence of an
Stale of which he is a citizen.

a

an

selecting a

theatre in Boston,

Screw Steamship
Company.—The new steamer Dirigo, built by
J. W. Dyer, Esq., will be ready to take her
place on the line between this port and New
York sometime in January. She has excellent
accommodations both for passengers and

now

Such

were
new

The New England

long series ot experiments, this article, as
offered to the public, is believed to be tbe
most perfect of Its kind which science has ever devised. No pains have been spared to produce what
has so long been demanded by thousands, who, from
sickness or other causes, have become prematurely
gray; and others, who in the sere ard yellow leal of
life, would retain, so for a3 possible, the semblance of

it is

Auction.

ing within the
thority of the Depor tment.

KNIGHTS’

DR.

make their

of the company will be brought out.
To-morrow evening the plays will be Buckstone’s comedy of “Leap Year” and the
farce of the “Phenomenon in a Smock Frock.”
Reserved seats can be secured at any time
from 10 A. M. to 2 P. M. at the Ticket office,
without additional charge.

MELBOSE, MASS.

Goods, Woolens, Linens, Cottons, Shawls, Hosiery, Furnishing G ous.tsnirts and Drawees, Blankets, Cambric Handkerchiefs, Qui ts, Sheets and Comforters, together with a general assortment ot other
goods.
I am receiving fresh goods daily, and this sale will
con inue every day, lorenoon and afternoon, until

opened

Bough Diamond,”

Sale.

the Preble

have witnessed some of their performances.
The people of Portland have the first
opoortunity to pass judgment upon them.
The plays this evening will be tlie comedy

private life.

CONTINUED EVEBY DAY THIS WEEK.

and

Monday, and great
securing none but accomplished actors. The people of Boston will
be able to judge of their merits a/ler
they

nomination, authors, editors, members of Congress,
and many of our most distinguished men in public

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 1® Exchange St.

Out

which is to be

remedy is too well known and too highly esrequire commendation here. It is regarded
a necessity in every household, and is heartily en-

declldtf

Musical.—On Wednesday evening, several

established.—

caution was exercised in

teemed to

dorsed by the medical

Brothers, Pell

with great care. They
pany to perform in the

to

This

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$G6 to $80
Steerage,
$20
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN,
5 G. T. It. Passenger Depot.

was

The selection of this dramatic
corps has
been made by Lon Morris one of the proprietors, and Mr. Saphore the Stage manager,

other

December,immediately

Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865.

made for tbe following

which Public Speakers
Singers, are liable, and all
Complaints tending to
CONSUMPTION.

Hoarseness

The Steamship DAMASCUS, Capt. Watts, will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDA Y, 30th
niter the arrival of the train
of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Peruvian on Jan. 6.

County

,

Saturday, and took quarters at
House, and this evening they will
bow to the Portland public.

Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Spitting Blood, Pain in the
Bide, Night Sweats, Humoip, General Debility, and the varions Throat Affection*, and

Liverpool.

as

Trowbridge's New Continental Theatrical
Troupe.—The members of the Continental
Troupe, thirty-five in number, arrived here

complaints:

Passenger? Booked to

and

ever

A Friend of the Unfortunate.

a

Mobtis

Larookali’s
Vegetable Pulmonic Syrup!

The best preparation

for them:

—

Dr.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

“head-quarters” ? We say the same
“Don’t, now don’t.” And last of all
dear Mr. Argua, will you spare the people—
the “dear people”—from any more threats of
“reporting men at head-quarters,” men whom
they (the people) have delighted to honor.
them at

could not allow the opportunity to
pass without Undering his thanks to the
Court, to
the officers and to the police department for
the great and efficient aid
had afforded

for whose welfare the office

Great Cosumptive Remedy
Indian

spare Senator Fessenden and Representative
Lynch ? or will you feel it your duly to report

During that period a large number of crimi- Call at the store of N. J. Gilman comer of
nals have been brought to justice through his
Middle and Union Streets, during the day, and
instrumentality,and in nearly every case where leave some money or articles for the Christan indictment has been found, a conviction
mas Tree, or for the refreshment and fancy
has followed.
The number of acquittals will
tables; also articles of clothing suitable for
not average one to a term, while not a single boys and girls of eight to fifteen years of age,
indictment has been quashed for informality for the benefit of the Mission School at Deerduring the whole time he has been in office.— log’s Bridge, who hold their Festival in the
His labors have been severe, bnt he has atten- Chapel this evening, commencing at 7 o’clock
ded unremittingly to the duties,and retires from
Christmas and New Year’s Gifts.—
office with the consciousness of
having peifonued them faithfully and wiihout fear, In our notices of places where Christmas and
favor or affection.
May his successor, as we New Year’s gifts could be had, we omitted to
believe he will, meet the expectation of the to mention Mr. H. L. Beale,No. 36 Centre St,
people, who have elevated him to the responsi- where a general assortment of fancy articles
ble office, anj when he retires from it may be and stationery can be hail.
Messrs. Foye & Coffin will issue life insur
have the same commendation bestowed upon
“
him that has been upon Mr. Butler,
Well ance policies, which will be as handsome New
Year’s gifts as can be made.
done good and faithful servant.”

MELROSE, MASS.

The Programme will be changed each evening.
Admission only 75 cents.
Reserved seats $1.00.
A Diagram of the Hall will opened at Wm. Pain -’s
Music Store, where Reserved Seats maybe secured
at 9 o’clock on Tuesday morning, 26tli December.
Doors open at 7j*o’ciock; Concert commenes at 8,
The Pianos used at these Concerts aro from
the celebrated Factory of Steinway & Sous.

We know your influence at “head-quarters,’’
therefore we do hope and pray that you will
at least spare Judge Davis, and not nip him
in tho bud, for he is yet only a bud, but will
soon bloom if let alone by you; so we say, dear
Argua, don’t, don’t touch Judge Davis. If
your fist is up, and must come down on some
ono, let it be upon Collector Washburn, for he
is tough, and may be able to dodge the blow.
Still he is no match for you; so we say for
him, “don't, don't”
But, finally, if you will not spare cither Collector Washburn or Judge Davis, will you

young gentlemen of Limerick, in company
with a few invited guests, all of whom could

County Attorney for
nearly seven years, and during that period his
whole aim has been to see that justice was done
both to those indicted and to the community

Price $100 Per Bottle; Sii Bottles for $5.
KNIGHTS,

through
door, as you did, friend Adams,
when Mrs. Harper icctiued, which, of course,
was all right, or you would not have been
caught there.
crack in tho

remarked to the Court that as his
term of office had about expired and he should
not again appeal* as the prosecuting
officer, lie

Mr. Butler has been

well as very effectual—a fact of vast importance to all
those who have occasion to nse it; for many of the
alteratives in the market have mercury or arsenic as
their bases—although they may sometimes effect
cures, still they arc very liable to entail a vast train
of evils upon their victims, often worse tlian the original disease.

R.

Importunity for Grace to the Unfortunate.
Iki Editor of the Preaa:
1 was alarmed Friday morning, when 1 read
in your paper that the Argua would report
Collector-Washburn and Judge Davis at head
Is there no way to prevent this ?
quarters.
Cannot something be done to stay the anger
of the
Argil* against these offending men?
We know that
they have offended, we know, Mr.
Argau, that they are in your power, and that, at
a word from
We
you, “off goes their heads.”
know that to “err Is human,” and we also
know “that to forgive is
divine,” therefore, we
say to you, dear Mr. Argun, don’t—don’t do
it! Spare them this once, and they shall stay
away from all lectures and lecture rooms the
remainder ot the winter, or, if they do go,
tho
they shall remain outside ami look

Attorney,

Attorney.

freer from the infirmities of age.

DR. E.

as

they

in it.

PREPARED

not

him during his two terms of service

Being composed entirely of vegetable products,
this Sarsaparilla Compound is perfectly harmless as

ISTEWS SATURDA

MARI 1ST ID

County Attorney.—Previous to the final
adjournment of the Supreme Judicial Court,
on Saturday, M. M.
Butler, E3q., the County

that, under the statute of July 0,1802, which
regulated evidence in the U. S. Courts according to the laws of the States, and the Maine
Statute of 1864, allowing persons indicted to
testify, if they wished, he was competent evidence. Judge Ware declined to allow lilm to
be a witness, remarking that such a proceed-

competent

ion

Miniature Almanac.December 25*
Sun rises.7.28 I Moon sets.12.19 AM
Sun sets.4.33 | High water. 4.20 PM

tem.

well as

THE

In Bath, Dec 21, Johnson Rideout, Esq, aged 70
year* 7 months.
In Woolwich, Dec 19, DrCleaveland Buck, aged

J. F. Harding, for passing counterfeit fractional currency, the evidence was all put in
and Court adjourned to Tuesday afternoon for

ScrofiUabreeds
Purifying, it renovates
blood, giving It a renewed vitality and force as in
Hence
those cured by this great alteryouth again.
ative medicine, will feci younger and stronger, as

tone which he produces, place him in
the front rank of living artists.
HERR CARL ROSA, Kapellmeister of Hamburg,
prize pupil ot the < onservatoire of Loipsio and Solo
violinist of high European distinction.
These ariists, Mr. Bateman feels justified in saying,
Ho has much pleasure in
are all of the first class.
adding that they will be under the experienced and
dheclion of HERR CARL ANSCHUTZ.
Musical Conductor and Director of the German Opera.

^jJ^yj^Londonderry

Boston Stock List*
Sales At the Brokers Board, Dec 23.
American Gold. 145]
United States Coupons,
1154
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 107$
United States 7 3-10 lbs Loan, 1st series. 98

Saturday.

J., PRESIDING.
In the case of United States

rs.

the

commanding

TERM.—WARE,

the purpose of hearing the arguments.
An effort was made to put Harding on the
stand as a witness, and his counsel claimed

that

The mombers of the Company are
M’LLE EUPI1ROSINE PAREPA,
The world renowned Prim a Dona, whose extraordinary voice, brilliant execution and magnificent style,
have been the theme of enthusiastic laudation in the
press of New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, &c., &c. The Lady has )>een accepted with
hearty and complete unanimity as the most wonderful Vocal Ar tist heard in America since the days of
Jenny Lind.
Mlt. J. LEVY, an artist whose performances on
the Cornet-a-Fiaton, are amongst the most marvelThe execution of this
ous musical feats of the day.
gentleman, combined with the rich, luscious and

Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be lorwarded by mad, free ot postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25,1865.—s N d&wlyr

I

will make tbeir first appearance in this city, at the
above mentioned date, when the first of a brief and
necessarily limited scrios of

DYE AT HOME

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
DECEMBER

excel Larookah’s Sarsaparilla Compound. By using this Compound, multitudes are saved from the endurance of foul eruptions through which the system strives to purify itself. Nature should be assisted to do this through
its own channels by this great alterative medicine.
The theory of It3 operations is, that it cleanses the
system of all foul xlistempcr which breeds and festers
in it; penetrating into every part of (he body, it expels all diseases that inha it it; commonly speaking,
it pur if es the blood, driving out all the corruption

of

Store—Elbrhlge Gerry.

Scrofula, is a taint or in lection in the human organism. Acting like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality
of the blood. Constitutions affected with Scroftila
are more than any other subjected to
diseases, and
have less power to withstand or recover from them.
The Scrofula taint or infection is heriditary In the
constitution, “descending from parents to children,
until the third generation,” —and should be attended
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely
use of DIt. LAROOKAIi’S SARSAPARILLA COMPOUND that this most loathsome disease can be
chocked and in th majority o! cases cured.
Dropsy
and Dropsical swellings axe frequently cured by this
great alterative medicine.
For Syphilis, or Venereal Disease, and ior Mercurial Disease, which is somctime3 complicated with it,
the SARSAPARILLA should bo taken freely and
constantly until the disorder is expelled from the sys-

fore

Dec. 28 & 29.

M’lle PAR.EPA, Mr. J. LEV Y
Herr CARL ROSA.
BATEMAN has also engaged especially for
these Concerto,
WM. CASTLE, the celebrated American Tenor
the unequalled Buffo
E. SEGC1N,
J. B. LANG, the distinguished Boston Pianist

Debut

For Kent—a

Neuralgia, Headache, and various disorders ofthe
nervous sytorn frequently arise from a low state of
the constitutional health, and are much relieved and
often cured by this powerful remedy.
Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, or Salt Rheum, X'leers,
Sores &c. Moderate doses three times a day will
usually effect the cure of the above complaints, but
often requires considerable time.
For Purifying the Blood, there is nothing now be-

2 New Advertisements.

AUVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Lost—a small Russet Valise.

cure.

A Fact Worth Knowing:,
That Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and
substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
117 Middle St.
july21sntf

of

Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is oiten caused by Scrofula, which deranges the stomach, and renders it unhealthy. Indigestion is not always caused by Scrofula, when it is, this Sarsaparilla Compound is a ready

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Hong Kong Oct 23, ship Midnight. Crosby, for
load for New York, at #10; barque
to
Whampoa,
Star King, Smith, for do, same rate.
At Rotterdam 7th inst, ship Ocean Peail, Newcomb, for New York, ldg.
At London Otli mst, ships American Congress,
Woodward, for New York 14ih; Garibaldi, 536 tons,
built at Camden in 1841, to be sold at auction.
Ar at Callao Nov 13, barques Priscilla, Jones, from
Chinchas, (and sailed 24th for Cork); 22d, ship Castine, Thurston, do, (and sld 25th tor New York.)
Ar at Cienfuegos lOtli, barque Augusta C Small,
Gott, Boston.
Prince 12th

Nervous

life.
Liver Complaints and their combined
symptoms,
such as Lumbaso. Jaundice,
Rheumatism, Bilious
&e.
caused
When
Eruptions,
by Scrofula taint, this
Compound is a most effectual remedy.

brigs

au

NEW

Loiters unclaimed—A. T. Dole.
The Bateman
Concerts—Thursday evening.
State of Maine -Sheriffs Sale.
Wanted—a small tenement,
l’ews at Auction—Congress Squaro Church.
Omcial- -Navy Department—General Order*.
Found-a Leather Valise—E. It.
Ripley.
Closin'; Out Sale— E. M. Fatten, Auctioneer.
Montreal Ocean SftauiHhip Co —11. & A. Allan.
Lost—a small pistol.

Affections, and Palsy arising
Mercury or Lead. It iH a tonic
as wslLfts an alterative,
restoring the tone ot the system, thus curing Drops* and General
Debility, tending to Consumption. 11 is a great protection from attacks that originate in change of
climate, season and

BOSTON—Cld 23d, ship Milton, Smith, Bombay;
barque Gertrude, Creccli, Portland; brig Candace,
Hinckley, Goree: sch Seventy-Six, Teel, for Wiseasset, to load for Baltimore.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 21st, sells H Prescott, Freeman, Portland for Rappahannock River: Edward,
Mi!liken, Boston tor Ellsworth; Citizen, Upton, do
for Portland; Essex, itomor, do lor Mt Desert; Gen
Grant, Orchard, Portland tor Baltimore.
BATH—Cld 21st., brig Sea Foam, Coombs,ior Portland.

At Port

Wanted—a >oung man as Book-keeper.
Moss Baskets, »&c.—at Mrs. Emery’*.

arising from Impurities
of the Blood.
use

COLI MW.

Oriental Hair Restorer.
Hair Dressing.
Trumumluiu Discount—II. L. Real.

Debility, and all Complaints

cure

VICINITY.

Aj|rcrJ?acuaeiii* To-Day
SPECIAL NOTICE

end Sores,
Rheumatism, Pain
in the Stomach, Side and

It will

1865.

To

AKD

Sarsaparilla Compound.
Great
Consumptive Remedy.

cers

from the

-—

(HW~ Advertisers Kill bene,it lbmns, leehcu
acminauJede us, by emdiny i» thenr
aU-rt^mnU
at an early hour in the day.

Sarsaparilla Compound!

Ar 21st, brigs Geo Burnham, Mountiort, and Essex, Colby, Philadelphia for Portsmouth.
Celia M Carver, Geo Burnham,
In port 22d,
Essex; sebs Geirgia, Anna M Nash.

Boston.

—

For the Cure of tarcF Complaint, Dyspepsia,
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Erytip das. Boils, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Ul-

Pembroke.

Off

DISASTERS.
Brig Thos Owen., (ot Portland,) Fettengill, at New
York from Nuevitas, had heavy weather on tlie passage. Dec 11, Frank Bassett, seaman, was knocked
l overboard by*mainboom an i lost.
Brig Julia Foul, Ames, from Cardenas ICtli ult for
Savannah, sprung a leak on the 22d, and was abandoned on the 27th with six feet water in the hold.
The crew were taken oil' and 1 nded at New Orloaws
means of all. At last, after a long courso oi difficult
12tli hist. The .1 F registered 199 tons, was built at
chemical experiments, he found that by adding to
Camden |n 1846, and hailed from Philadelphia.
these Jive other Ingredients, each one valuable by itBarque Enrique, before reported ashore at Fort
Lafayette, has been got oft.
self, he not only obtained the desired results but
greatly increased the curative power of the comDOMESTIC PORTS.
pound. This having been thoroughly tested by pracCHARLESTON—Ar 16ih inst, seb Queen ol the
tice, is now offered to the general public as a safe, West, Rogers, Baltimore; 17th, Hiawatha, lngraliam, New York.
pleasant and infallible remedy.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, sch Kate Wentworth,
Price Fifty Cents Per Bottle.
Adams, Richmond.
Ar in Hampton Roads 22J, ship Washington,Berry,
CHARLES DOWNEIi, General Agent,
from Callao, for orders.
44 Cedar St., New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, barque Chas Brewer,
For Bale by W, F, Phillips & Co., Portland.
Dunlap, Rockland; brig Gen Banks, Kelchnm, from
Dec 19—sjfdlm
Providence.
Cld 21at, sch Ruth H Baker, Knight, Boston.
Below 21s1, brig Wm A Dresser, Hatch, from BanTo (sell tlm REST PRIZE PACKAGES In the

I

Monday Morning, December 25,
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PORTLAND

1

Molwle; Burnsi.le, Taylor, for Apalachicol
brigs vJtclone, McDonald, Vera Cruz; Sarah Peters,
Lord, Trinidad.

Chili for Baltimore.
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fast portion of our population success in his extensive pract ice.
seem determined to enjoy it,
He had long been profoundly impressed with the
t'if A Lady Reader inquires why we do not wonderful virtue of the honey ot the plant Horecall attention to an engraving in one of our
liound, in union with the CLEANSING and HEALcity shop windows representing the Father of ING properties of Tar extracted from the lift princiour Country
putting a haltor around the neck ple of the lorest tree Abies Balsamea or Balm ot
Gilead. For years he was baffled in his attempts to
of our late beloved President Lincoln, and
blond these great medicinal tbrees into such a
thinks
it
an
Winkle
actual
Van
a
shame
that
such
Hip
waking up.
thing union that the original power of each woirtd be preshould be exhibited. We agree with her fully,
To satisfy “all tho world and the rest of
served, the disagreeable qualities of common tar rebut it any shopkeeper is
disposed to make moved, and the price of the compound be within the
mankind”—that very little world in which it
himself
and the

At

25 Cents per Set!

—

HALE’S

wore

benevolent under false
The editor of the Union adds: “If the editor
of the Presss had known circumstances as we
know them, and as
ninety-nine of every hundred of our people kn ,w
them, he would not
have made the statement.”
We have several new communications
which we are obliged to lay over till next
issue,
which will be Wednesday morning.
in
The
this
sleighing
tOF"
is excel-

Elevators!

Dress

GALLERY,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,

of Biddeford was not intended to contradiet its
statement; that several of the signers to that

document say the “Boston papers

The largest ami prettiest variety of Christmas Toys
retail. Also,the best tsortmentof
NEW MADE CONFECTIONERY,
at wholesale or retail, may he found at
GEO. HUDSON’S,
decl!) dl'.v
No. 337 Congress Street.

Will be

"

IF" To-day being Christinas, and a legal
holiday, no paper will be issued from this offioe

Toys!

at

a

patriotic woman against the actual leaders of the
rebellion, and desiring to know wherein consists the justioe of hanging such minor mis-

<*

ITEMS OF STATE HEWS.

Christmas

the best in the

cept that the commercial law of demand and
tuppiy holds good now as it ever has, and that |
Lease of Store and Tenement for Sale.
facts do not justify the ignoring of this law in
for
the
and
H. L. BEAL,
accounting
present
advancing
No, 30 Cenlre Sired.
prices. The Argus finds it convenient to
First door from Congress Street.
sneer at the Press for is presumption, but
decISdIwsN*
prudently retrains from any attempt to explain
away its facts. We have said—now say—that
Wanted.
prices rule high when measured by go d and
silver only, which the Argus says—and for a A Y0U2SG MAN as Book-keeper in a Wholesale
one that has had experience.
Apply
marvel says truly—are the only real represen- Drug Store,
between 4 and 5 o’clock P. M. at No. J19 Middle
tatives of values, and the only standard of real Street.
dee25i3t s n
prices.
Don’t forgot the MOSS BASKETS, filled
We will give an illustration of the fact that
necessary until 6uch time as labor returns to its propwith FRESH FLOWERS: and the pretty Boquets
er channel, and civil authority is fully established.
prices rule high; an illustration that will hold ol choice Flowers, at Mrs.
EMERY’S,
He touches a deep truth and unfolds a daik good under almost any application.
When
Coiner of Congress and Chestnut Streets.
In
Southern
as
at
constipage
society,
present
dec25dltSN
gold was quoted at 2.80 and such printing patuted, when he says: “The white and
per as is ordinarily used in common news“Uaek require the protection of the general paper offices was sold for 28 cents & pound, the
HOLIDAY G-IFTS!
“government.” “The good of the country re- same paper could be bought, for gold, at ten
quires that a force be kept in the interior cents a pound, which was the ruling price in
Albums, Albums!
His rea“where there are many freedmen.”
1801 and for the first three-quarters of 1802.
DKESSEK sella a 50 Picture Album, for
$2.00
son for withdrawing black troops, except from
To-day gold rules at about 1.46 and the same
2.25
yjjO
the forts on the sea coast, Is given as follows: kind of paper is worth 25 cents in currency,
2.7B
“White troops generally excite no opposition, which is seventeen and a quarter cents in gold!
3O5
4.*oo
“and, therefore, a smaller number of them can We think the price has increased, that it is
4.50
“maintain order in a given distance. Coiored high, very high, independent of all consideraDresses sells a 100 Picture Album, for
4.50
5.00
*•
“troops must be kept in bodies sufficient to de- tions of an inflated paper currency.
«
5.50
If the Aruus don’t consider paper high,
fend ihemtelces."
If Gen. Grant dees recommend some changes why does it go to Canada for r
GIVE DRESSER A CALL AT IIIS
supply,- and
In the organization and administration of the content itself with a very inferior article ?— Old
Stand, No. 99 Exchange Street.
Freedrcen’a Bureau, he does not believe it The paper used by the Argus is manufactured
Above the Post Office.
should be set aside. He says: “In some form by a Montreal firm, over the “line,” and the
ileol8d2wsN*
“the Freedmen’s Bureau Is an absolute necessi- manufacturers told us, in trying to solicit an
ty until the civil law is established and en- order, that they could not find a market for One of the Oldest Remedies
Known to Medccal Science*
forced, securing to freedmen their rights and their paper at home. The demand was not
“full protection.”
equal to the supply and hence its low price.—
The Bengal Dispensatory says the 4‘ effects of
The following sentence is significant, and lets They were seeking orders in our
markets, and Hasheesh arc popularly known in the South of Africa
the light in upon the present status of much probably failed to secure them because of the Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the actfaof the Southern mind:
bad quality of their wares. But it answers cent territories, and in the popular medicines of these
nations we find it extensively employed for a multiIt cannot be expceLed that the opinions held by men
the purpose of the Argus, and preserves a
tude of afflictions.” “In a standard treatise of Mateat the South fir years eon be changed in a day, and
beautiful
for
our
harmony,
contemporary is ria Medica more than six hundred years old, it is detherefor,, the freedmen require for a lew years not only lart to protect them, but he fostering core of those enabled to print anti-American doctrines and scribed as one of the most valuable of all known
who will give them good counsel and on whom they
medicines.**
oan rely.
disloyal vaporings on British paper.
We admit that Oen. Grant heard but one
side. No voice from the masses reached his
ear. No representation was made to him in
relation to those loyal men of the South whe
never betrayed a Union soldier escaping from
rebel prisons, who ever stood ready to impart
valuable information to Union
Commanded
and who volunteered in large numbers to fight
under and in defence of the stars and stripes,
except by those who wish to deprive them of
of all rights of citizenship. Gen. Grant was in
Charleston, and no doubt saw and conversed
with men who were iuvolved in the attack upon Sumter, but he did not converse with the
gallant Bobert Smalls, whose names will be
iillustnou3 in the future even though they
may be kept in the shade Unlay.
It is worthy of remark that there is but little
in Gen. Grant’s report, as there is in the
message which accompanied it, to show that,
bsyond the technical abolition of slavery, he regarded the interests of the colored population
In the southern states as an element to be considered in the important discussion of the
great question of Beconstruetion, yet it is to be
remembered that the Lieut. General’s mission
was of a military and not political character,
and while on purely political questions he has
maintained his usual reticence, he certainly
has said no word that the friends of Freedom
can justly take exceptions to. It is
quite certain that Congress will not forget that all
men who are faithful to the laws have an
equal claim upon its care, and that, when
States are endeavoring to perpetuate the ou'.lawry of its colored citizens, it can not look
on with indifference without being alike faithless and infamous.

DEPOSITS.

THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, nayondeiuaud, bearing interest at favorable ratea.
YV* E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov, 13,1SC5.- dti s N

Is very

Watrous will act as

a

lollar and a half of paper money, that the difference
exactly marks the degree to which the paqier money
'UH been depreciate 1 bv excessive issue.
The Press
inflated with the g s bf the bags into which
spccu.a-

ON
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New Advertisements.

car! !|l

;

able

ly for their trial.

creants as Wirz, while Jett Davis, the really
responsible
party is not brought to trial.—
The editor of the Argus, never, probably,
Though unable to agree wholly with her as to
heard
of
the
man that made a fortune
having
the expediency of certain acts of retributive
by minding his own business, interferes with a justice, we sympathize with the feeling which
discussion in the Press, and hits the editor as
prompts her letter, and would pe happy to pubfollows:
lish that letter did not the exceedingly crowded

ibllows, of course,

INTEREST

B. Lamar, Jr., and
Gen. Mercor are all to be tried in Charleston,
before a military commission convened express-

Who is Huddled P

“He proposes to break a lance on the currency
question, defying all who Bay that an inflated currency is the principal cause qf our present high prices.
It would be useless to waste worus on one wno falls
I to comprehend the first lesson of political economy,
-hat gold and Bllver are the only real representatives
ind agreed standard of value among nations, and
consequently the only standard of real prices. This
is by the common consent of the civilized worn. It

OJT POETLAN1).

Lamar, Sr., G.

Capt.

hefofa reported); Ephrn Williams, Perry, Georgetown Dr.
Cld 22 1, ship Resol ale, Harris, Liverpool; barques
Montesuina, Hammond. Barbadoef; Carleton. Tro-

NOTICES._

The First National Bank

Strong,

painful question in the minds of those
present, whether the guilty author of that to?
riblc crime lias yet been discovered.
EP” The Rockland Gazette says that there
exists, on the farm of Mr. William C. Farr, in

grain

SPECIAL

a

contained in the mean time advertisements of
London Dock Gin, Golden Slieat Whiskey and
Pure Old Gin—a class of advertisements uot
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED
admitted to our columns—and the Press had
one new advertisement of a whole column—
?8p— Mr. Bradley, the
lawyer
twenty-five inches, which came in before the who in the Cireuit Court Washington
in that city1 insulted
and
was put in type, but
middle of the week
Olin
Judge
by calling him a liar and threatenunavoidably crowded out, besides from one to ing to horsewhip him, has appeared before the
three columns of live advertisements lying
court and apologized for his conduct. He read
over every day. The Argus, upon au
average, a statement disavowing any intention to imgives from seven and a quarter to seven and a peach the character of the J udge, ami expresshalf columns of reading matter daily, while ing his regret that excitement should have led
the Press gives upon an average from ten to
him to such a breach of decorum.
ten and a half columns, and yet the columns
Mrs. Joseph Brill, residing near Newof the Press are considerably longer than are ark, N. J., took some insect poison, corrosive
those of the Argus, and the type in the
latter, sublimate, supposing it to Iw liquor. She would
for reading matter, is all brevier, while all the have died had not a neighbor’s son, with admiritems in the Press, averaging nearly two col- able presence of mind, looked immediately into a medicine hook, and found there the simple
umns daily, are set in
r.iinion,—the next size
such as milk, eggs, &c. A doctor afsmaller than brevier,—and a large number of remedies,

military success

and prestige are necessary to inspire tfce
American people with implicit confidei c? in
his ability to grasp and comprehend and analize, in a hurried trip irom Washington to
Savannah, all the elements necessary to be
considered in solving the greatest problem ol
the hour.
Gen. Grant went South, and on his return
made a report to the President in relation to
the fitness of the Southern people for immediate restoration,which President Johnson considered of sufficient importance to lay it before Congress, showing the very great weight
which he attaches to the mere glances of the
Lieutenant General.
The honesty of Gen. Grant no one will
question. That he reported truly what was
said to him, and the general impressions made
upon his mind, there can be no question. Rut
for reasons easily comprehended, of all the
tourists who have gone through the insurgent
states, with official sanction, to ascertain the
sentiments of their citizens towards the general government, his sources of information
were among the la3t to inspire full confidence
in the verdict they were calculated to securet
To use the words of the Worcester Spy, “ He
“was absent from his headquarters scarcely ten
“days altogether, five of which were spent in
“the cities of Raleigh, Charleston, Augusta
“and Savannah, the rest in rapid travelling.—
“He conversed freely with such people as came
“to Bee him. Of course they were the me:,
“who had most to gain by the speediest possible restoration to the Union. They were
‘‘white men of political or business prominence
“under the new order of things.
“They assured him that the mas3 of think“ing men were ready to give up slavery and
“state rights, and the right of a state to secede
“from the Union; and that they were ready
“to acaept the situation in good faith. These
“generalities he heard, and nothing more.—
“Yes: there was something more. He heard
“complaints against colored soldiers, and he
“advises that they should be withdrawn. He
“heard complaints against the agents of the
‘‘freedmen’s bureau, and he advises that they
“should be removed. He heard complaints ot
“the expectations ol some of the freedmen in
“regard to lands which they cultivated daring
“the war, and he advised that they should be
“made to understand that their expectations
“are groundless.”
What the Spy here says does not do the
Lieut General full justice, and we have not
copied the extract because we endorse all
that it contains. True, Gen. Grant says: “I
“am satisfied the ma3s of the thinking men 01
“the South accepted the present situation ot
“affaire in good faith.” Tbls shows that he
has little confidence in a minority even of the
“thinking men,’’while of the unthinking majerty of the entire population he expresses no
opinion; certainly makes no endorsement.—
He says:
F or years ot war, during which the law was exeeu^d only at the point of the bayonet throughout
the States in rebellion, have left the people, possibly,
In that condition not to yield that ready obedience to
eivll authority the Amer can people have generally
been in the habit of yielding, x'his v ould render the
pr^encj ot small garrisons throughout those Stales

Press.
Inches.
No.

Argus.
No. inch.*.

General Grant's Beport.

E5?’*

|
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Chemist,

colored*

Young Burglars.— Two
boys one ten
the other fifteen years of age, were discovered
about 10 o’clock, last night
attempting to
break into Hill’s jewelry and fancy store, and

Bailey’s gunsmith shop on Exchange street—
They were armed with a hatchet and were
discovered by a clork of Mr. HU1 who gave

chase and arrested tlio youngest one whose
Is Johnson.
He said the name of his
companion was Hamilton, who was shortly
afterward arrested by the police.
name

recently tried
language in a public meet“

for using seditious
ing, has found him guilty " of thc teyera,
charges, and sentenced him to hard labor at
Fort Pulaski for one year.
|y- Mr. Colfax

saw a

circular rainbow in
There is uo need of gong
ftbfciite Valley to see circular
rain ows.
Let a fellow drink a few glasajs of
whiskey! a ad limn lut his head against a
the Yo
to

Semite
Yo

Valley.

e

•Wnp-pqst,

and

he

ahapvH, and plenty

can see rainbows of alt
of stars also.
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Response of Governor Orr.

TELEGRAPH,

Washington,Dec. 23.
The following response from Gov. Orr has

received by telegraph :—
Columbia, S. C., Dec. 22.
To Hon. W. H. Seward, See’y of State:—.
The Legislature adjourned yesterday at noon.
Gov. Perry has returned to his home in Greenville.
Your dispatch has been forwarded to
him by mail. It will be
very graiifying to the
people of South Carolina that her Government
been

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Monday MorniDg, December 25,

1665.

J'rom JVetr Orleans and Mexico.
New Orleans, Dec. 22.
The Times Mexican correspondence says
the Liberal General Diaz Is carrying all before
him anil that the whole State of Oaxaca is In
arms

against

the

has been entrusted to officers of their own selection. In their name I thank you for the
tender of eo-operation of the Government of
the United States, whenever found necessary
in effecting the early restoration and perma-

Imperialists.

The Liberals are masters of the wnolc coast
between Vera Cruz and Tuspan, also^ south of
VeraCruz. Foragingpartiesjoi Austiians have
met with severe defeats.
Marshal Bazaine writes to Mejia that the
northern frontier is under the double protection of the Emperor oi Mexico and the Emperor of the French.
The Louisiana Legislature adjourned to-day
until the fourth Monday in January.
The
House tailed to pass the usual Appropriation

nent

Severe

here stood at 28 degrees below zero.
Heavy
snow storms have fallen on the plains lately.—
between
here and MisIt is drifted in hollows
souri river, to the depth of fifteen or twenty
feet. No coaches have arrived from Atchinson for the last two days.

and 180-1, on the ground that it would alTord
relief to those who were absent from this city
during the war, whilst the Union men who remained paid taxes.
The Vicksburg Journal has advices which it
deems reliable, of an
alarming character, from
1 azoo. The people of that
comity are reported to bo flying to the towns for
protection, and

New York Markets.

New York, Dec. 23.
Cotton—quiet and very firm; sales 1,600 bales of
Middling Uplands at 51 @ 52c.
Flour—receipts 5,203 bbls.; sales 7,500 bbls. State
and Western less active, but prices are without decided change. Superfine State 7 15 % 7 50. Extra
Round IIoop Ohio 8 60 @ 9 00.
do. 8 20 (j*J 8 35.
Choice do. 9 10 (ft) 10 00.
Sujtortme Western 7 15 %
Common to good extra Western 8 15 @ 8 60.
7 55.
and
Southern quiet
steady; sales, 300 bbls. mixed
to good at 8 80 @ 10 00.
Fancy and extra 1010 @
Canada
1525.
quiet; sales 150 bbls. common extra at
Extra good to choice 8 55 @ 1115.
6 20 @ 8 50.
quiet and steady; sales 9,200 bushels
Milwaukee Club 1 60. Amber State, choice, 2 45.
White do., new common, 2 42.
Coni—active, but prices unchanged; sales 33,000
bushels Mixed Western att6@97c. Do. do., unsound, 91 (a) 95c.
Oats—steady; sales of unsound at 48 @ 55c. Sound
60 @ 62c.
Beef—quiet; sales 400 bbls. new plain mess at 17 00
@ 20 00. Old do. 11 00 (eg 14 00. New Extra do. 22 00
(& 24 00. Old do. 14 00 (a) 17 00.
sales 5,500 bbls. mess at 28 12*@
28 44, closing at 28 37*. lteguler prime mess 24 n0 a)
24 50. Also, sales 1.500 bbls. new mess for December
and January, part at 30 50, and the remainder on
private terms.
Lard—firmer; soles 700 bbls at 15* @ 19*c per lb.
Also, sales 2,250 bbls., for January and February, at
17 * (js> 18c.
Butter—dull and heavy; sales Ohio at 20 @ 42c.
State 20 @ 45c.
Whiskey—dull and nominal; sales of Western at
2 28 @ 2 30.

repi'esei; ted to be arming
themselves. The latter claim that between
now and
Christmas, the land must be given to
them or they will take it by force.
The colored troops stationed in the couutry are espousing the cause’of the negroes and serious
are

are

apprehended.
From

Weather in the West.

Fort Kearney, Dec. 22.
At 7 o’clock this morning the thermometer

suspend1S61,1S02,1803

troubles

You may be as-

the State.

Mejdeo.

Wheatr-very

New Yobk, Dec. 24.
The Herald’s Brownsville correspondence of
Dec. 7th. states that well informed people in
Mexico think there are now not over fifteen
thousand troops in the country.
The liberals had evacuatad Monterey in consequence of the return of the French troops
fi'om Saltillo. No fighting occurred.
The liberal army was encamped near Camargo on the 1st inst. Large amounts of
money .ml goods were taken from the merchants and other citizens of that place.
Many soldiers ol the liberal army were de-

Pork—quiet;

in consequence of the lack of clothing
other necessaries.
Some further correspondence had ensued
between Gen. Weitzel and Mejia. Gen. Weitzel alleges that Mejia has, on mere suspicion,
imprisoned innocent American citizens, and
informs him, by direction of Gen. Sheridan,
that if such outrages are repeated, no apology
for them will be accepted, and that Mejia will
not be permitted to commit acts against the
United States which are not accidents, and
that the government wifi not accept his personal apologies for bad iaith.
Mejia claims
that the persons imprisoned were found in
arms against the Imperial cause.
The Imperial troops are reported to have
robbed the citizens of Saltillo of large sums

serting,
ana

Rice—quiet.
Sugars—quiet.
Coffee—quiet.
Molas3&s—quie t.

Naval Stores—dull. Spirits Turpentine 1 00 @ 105.
Rosin 6 50 @ 18 00.
Oils—inactive; soles of Linseed at 143 @ 145. Lard,
sales
Sperm and Whale nominal. Petroleum
5o0 bbls. of crude at 41c, and 3,000 bbls. for
at 3i)c.
Tallow—quiet; sales 72,000 lbs. at 13’ @ 14*c.

steady;
January

Wool—quiet.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet.

Cotton i @ 7-161.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago, Dec. 23.
and
Flour—quiet
unchanged.

by forced leans.

Wheat—dull and almost nominal at 129 @ 130 for
No. 1, and 89*
94c for No. 2.
Corn—quiet at 45* @ 46c for No. 1, and 41 @ 413c
for No. 2«

From Washington.

WASHLSTuTOK, Dec. 23.
The Secretary of State has by direction of
the President addressed a letter to Provisional Governor Holden of North Carolina, relieving him from his trust and expressing the
President’s acknowledgement of the fidelity,

Oats—steady.

Provisions.—firm.
Pork—-ales of mess at 26 50 @ 27.
Green Hams steady at 13* @ 14e.
Hogs—Dressed hogs offering at liberal prices and
delivered at 15 @ 25, closing (lull at 10 00
10 60, dividing on 290 pounds. 60.000 hogs packed to date

the loyalty and discretion which has marked
his administration of affairs in that State.
For the week ending Dec. 23, the Treasury
Department redeemed $258,000 in outstanding

against 47,500 at the same nine last year.
Receipts 2,900 bbls. of Hour, 1,000 bushels of
wheat, 10,000 bushels of corn, 9,000 bushels of oats.
—

certificates of indebtedness.
Last week the Comptroller of the currency
issued $4,014,050 in currency of the National

Banks.
The Commissioner of Internal llevenue has
decided that 25 cents is the highest rate of
stamp duty upon warehouse receipts, whatever
the valuejjof the property deposited or stored.
The Secretary of the Treasury yesterday received sixty dollars, pccompanied by the following note:
Place the enclosed sixty dollars to the credIt is from a person
it of the Government
who believes God will punish in another
world those who keep that which does not belong to them.”

Western and Southern Markets.

Cincinnati,

j
\

Dec. 23.

Flour quiet and unchanged. Hogs active and in
good demand at 10 75 per hundred pounds; net Receipts 3,800 bead.. Mess Pork firmer and advanced
to 27 00 @ 27 50. Green Meats sold at 9 @ 9|. Shoulders at 15 (S> 15*.
Hams and Bulk Meats dull and
nominal. Lord in good demand at 17c for prime
city,

and holders firm at
2 25, duty paid.

* @ *c higher.

Whiskey

dull

at

Gold 145*.

New Orleans, Dec. 22.
Cotton—steady; sales 3,000 bales of middling at
Salee for the week 11,759 bales; stock in port

50c.

156,000 bales.
Freights dull.
Gold—147.

Checks

on

*c discount.

New York

USEFUL AND OItNAM ENTAI\!

Jtesponsc of Gov. Holden of North Carolina.

Washington, Dec. 24.
The following telegram lias been received:
Raleigh, N. C., Dec. 23.
To Eon. Wm^E. Seward, Secretary of State:
Sir:—Your dispatch of this date, relieving
me of my duty as Provisional Governor of l
North Carolina, has been received. It gives j
me pleasure to be relieved of the responsiMHtie3 and labors of the office. I will at once
transfer the great seal, the papers and property oi the State now in my possession to Hon.
Jonathan Worth, the Governor elect. Be

HOLIDAY GIFTS

OR

BEAUTIFUL

Fur Cap, Collar
SUCH

Gloves

or
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Lydia

The attempt was to involve the death of the
The party attempting to
Mr. Palmer.
get out consisted of three persons, one of
whom was armed with an iron bar, and stood
at the entrance through which the jailor would
When
pass to reach the prisoners’ quarters.
that official opened the door leading to those
quarters, he observed the ruffian standing with
uplifted arm, the bar in his hand ready to
strike. With great presence of mind he quickly closed the door, thereby saving his life.—
The night police were then called in, and the
desperadoes secured and heavily ironed. The
ruffians tvere confined on the charge of river
piracy, and their trial will take place next

OPENING
AT

Hall Hannah A
Holmes L mrs
Hovey S mrs
Jackson A G
Jordan Etta
Jordan Lizzie

month.

Discovery of U. S. Hostage Stamps in Canada.
New Yobk, Dec. 21.
The Herald's Toronto special dispatch says,
“
An agent of our Post office Department, and
the U. S. Consul at Toronto, have recently
found in bond in the Custom House of that
city, ten thousand dollars worth of U. States
three cent postage stamps of the consignment
of which to a house, by the rebel agents iu
Liverpool, our Government received information in August last. It is supposed the stamps
An inwere captured by the Pirate Florida.
junction on the stamps has been gotten out
of
the
their
is
and it
question
expected
pro-

December 21,1865,

e<12w

QUINCY,

Various Items.

New York, Dec. 24.
reported tliat Col. O’Malioney has refrom
head ceutre Stevens,
ceived dispatches
calling for prompt and decisive action by the
It is

Fenians. The crisis is said to be near at hand.
Jliss Frances M. Doyton, of Litchfield, Conn.,
was shot and probably fatally wounded yesterday, in Brooklyn, by Win. H. Russ, who shot
himself and jumped overboard. Cold water
cured his desire for death, and he got out in
It is thought he will
season to be arrested.
recover. Kuss says the young lady deceived
him in a love affair.
from Fortress Monroe.
Fortress Monroe, Dec. 23.
from New
Steamer Chamberlain has arrived
Queen in tow, but
York! She had the ship on
the 21st instant,
enc luntered heavy gales
when she broke away from the ship off AbseThe ship lias not been heard
coiu L'glit.
_

The Mayor of Louisville Deposed.
22.

from office

Mayor Tompct
deposed
by the Board of Aldermen, who sat as a court
of impeachineut. Ten of the Aldermen voted in favor of his impeachment and two

against it.

Railroad

Accident.
Raleioh, N. C., Dec. 22.
The mail train on the North Carolina road
ran off the track near Concord yesterday killing J- A. White, the express messenger, and
Mr. Oaks, the baggage master. Other particulars unknown.
Fire.

Rutland, Vt., Dee. 24,
The gas house Oi" the Rutland Gas Co. took
fire about 1 o’clock tlifs morning, and was entirely con- umed. This fire tuts off for the
I
present the supply of gas for this place.

Orintha H
Thacher Abby L

Soule

Jordan Louise C

mrs

E

Statues l

VASES,
Toys, Gaines, Toy Books, Paper
Dolls, &c.
Ami am now prepared to furnish my old customers
and all new ones from a splendid and entire new
stock for the

Christmas and New Yen's

Holidays.

this Stock and
efore
C'lF'Call
purchasing elsewhere, and you will sorely find that
old Santa Claus now is, aa of olden time, there with
Prices 1

his

Presents for Little Folks.
Dec 21—dl w

Cock’s Excelsior Hair Bestorer!
The only Hair Restorer in the world possessing all
the merits claimed for it.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Bestorer!
The only perfect Hair Restorer and Hair Dressing
combined.

Clock’s

Excelsior Hair Bestorer!

The money reftmded, after a fair trial, if it fails
give perlcct satisfaction.

Clock’s Excel

10r

But call and

CapeTibbette Annah
Tripp Eliza M mrs
Tierney Hannah
Turner II E

Jennings Mary
JenningB Peter S mrs.
Kennard Abby B Cape
Knight Mary M mrs

to

Hair B storer!

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Bestorer!
Will not

stain the finest linen

or

the

Tierney Mary

Bucknam Amos
Libby Simeon G
Lincoln Wm
Barber Libby & Co
Brown B printer for missMcGlinchey Andrew
Bridget Burke
Mayo Albion W
Burgess and Tressell forMorse Arthur D
H
Marble
Wm
Kendall
BenJ
Moserve Chas R
Barker Clark H
Morse C E
Bellerine Chas
McLellan Edgar
Berry C
Morrill Edw Scott
Brooks Chas
Mason E F
Barker DM2
Moulton Geo E Capt
Beckwith Danl M
Mather Henry
Brown Danl S
Bangs E G
McKenney Henry H CE
Bolton E G
Morgan J W
Burke Edw tor miss MaryHcPhee John
Ann Crowley
McLeod John
Bailey Foedk O
Manley J G Rev
Brown Hiram A
Moore Jas H
B
McAllister John
Berry Henry
McDaniel J T & Co
Boynton H C
Bedell John for GranvilleMiller John
M Bedell
Mealey Michl tor Bridget
Baker J & Co
Oorham
Marsheek mr for Mary
Blodgett John 2

BurneJasR
Brashear J W

Fialka
Morse Mason M
Morrison Robt M
Bolster
Moles Robt
Blake Sami P
McCormick Thos
Brown S P for miss Mar-Morse T D
Monk Wm
garet Cookson
Blaisdcll S P
Miller W J
McCann Wm H
Burgess T J
Burke Wm
Merrill Wm A
Boothby Wm D for Am-Morris Wm A lor miss L F
brose H Sidelinger
Richardson
Clinton Alonzo
Nutter C tor J C Turner
Chase Almon L
Niebuln Geo H
Nichols John D
Clough A W
Cutler B E
Northup Sami
Crawford C F
Owens Jas
Clark mr for mrs Dr Hol-OCrown Jas for miss Mary
brook
Grogan

the

most sceptical of Its value.

use

it and you

Chaplin Frank A
Colly Frank

Bestorer!

Is sold by Druggists everywhere at 1.00
per bottle,
or six bottles .or 5.00.
Call for DR. CLOCK’S EXCELSIOR HAIR UESTOUEm, ana
takenoother.
Ur* D* Hi c LiUC
Proprietor*
H. H. HAY, Wholesale
Dec 21—a>eod£w3m

Gk FI.

Manchester,

Pierce

mrs

lor John

mi’

El-

dridge

Parker Rouben
Palmer Thos Capt
Perkins Wm
Parsonr Wm A for
J Parkhurst
Park Wm L
Quinn A as

B

Dow Cherles
Dick pilot boat
Dunham D M &
Dunham F
Doules J O

And Musical Theory.
STORE,

163 Middle Street.
Oct

BE

23—C0<13m«_

Hollan

coimiioflations, applv to
UEOPQK 6, ptTKTi “I Com’ISt,
Dec 23d—<11W

and Girls

Boys

Selling from $1.50
a

to

great variety of

$2.50

very nice

Pocket
And those

Desks,
and cheap,

w

ith

mrs

selling Juvenile Books this year at
discount from last year prices.
Give
me a call before
(H3T’
purchasing.
am

a

great

ROBINSON,

Stouebnm,
Phillips,

FANCY

CHRISTMAS
AND

NEW

—

Square,

received a new article for Christmas and
New Year Presents:

HAS

,

Dee £0—dlw

Which is a Photograph and Autograph Album combined.
ta?“ A fine assortment of Colored Chromo and Oil
Pr|nts.
dcl9dtdc31

shawls,

Any of which would be valuable, useful

CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES.

mrs

A

Useful

Articles, &e.,

part of Toys, all kinds of Ornamental Work, Christmas Cakes, Bou-Bons,Horns

of Plenty, assoriments of
Candles and French Confectionery
that cannot he excelled. All the choicest kinds of
Confections. Ornaments for Christmas Trees, Holiday «r Ladies' Apples.
Cake of all kinds constantly on hand or made to
erder. frosted and ornamented.
Cali and Fee for yourselves.
I3F* Parties and Levees supplied at short notice by
CHARLES W. LUCY.
dec 19 d2w
No. 91 Exchange St.

CHRISTMAS

2nd Parish

Church, Portland.

RECEIVED at tho Auction Store of W« C«
109 Federal Street, a large asgoods suitable for

BARN ES,
JUST
sortment of

Gifts!

Which will be sdii at the LOWEST PRICES. The
stock consists of Silver Plated Ware, such as
Castors, Cake Baskets, Tea-Sets, Call Bells, SpoonHolders, Su^ar BowlSj Cream Pitchers, Mugs, Butter Dishes, Napkin Rings; Tea, Dessert and Table
Spoons.Dessert and Medium Forks, Sugar Shells,
Butter Knives, Salt and Mustard Spoons, &c. Also
a good assortment of lino

GOLD, AND GOLD-PLATED JEWELBY,
cf all kind,; Gold andStlvey Wit/jhes; a good stock
of Perfumery; a new stook ol Photograph Albums,
oheaper than ever, Band Wallets, Pooket Knives,
Pistols, Tapo Measures, Back Gammon and Chequer
Boards, Games, Fancy Boxes, Playing CardB,Traveling Bags, Reticules, small Parian and China Ornaments, and a good assortment of

and

Fancy Articles.
Toys
Also, just opened and will be sold very low, White
and Colored Blankets, Fine Wool Shawls, Ladies
Cloaks and Cassocks, Worsted breakfast Capes,
Gloves and Hose. Head Nats, Wo°I Table Covers,
Laco Veljs, Comforters, Scarfs, a good stock of UnderShirts and Drawers, TravelingVshirte, &c.
83T" Please call and examine'tliis stock, and learn

Room of

Middle Street*
dc22d9t

Baskets!
may be Iound

during

the

Ilbli-

W.

and Tan
r
Inst.,
—,
Lost on
ant; had on
'Veoy Terrier Pup, 6 months old, ears
J.
marked
EDWARD
a
fTTI
lancy Collar
GOVE, Portland. Whoever wi 1 return
the said Dog
will receive the above reward and no
Questions asked, by applying at
i. EDWARD GOVE & CO.'S,
8 Lime Street, Portland.
Dcc23—dlw

a

Clapp’* Block,

S. Rowe,
in 1861, 96 tone, old measurement.
particulars apply to or address
AULWJ LEWIS, Boothbay Harbor.

Presents.

tllHEBG is no article more useful to a person with
X a family, or more appropriate for a Christmas
present, than one of those neat pocket or family cases
of

Homoeopathic Medicines,

To bo obtained at No,
_

92

Exchange

Notice.
members of the Cumberland Co. Agricultural and Horticultural
THE
Society and tho members
of the Portland Horticultural

Society

aye

hereby no-

tified to meet at the Awes toy#’ Hoorn, new City
Bonding, Forliand, fh Joint convention, on TUESDAY next, Doc. 20tli, at ten o’clock A. M. for the
purpose of electing a member of the State Board of
Per Order.
Agriculture for this district.
Pec 90— djd

S. B. BECKETT,
Secretary of each of said Societies.

FINE ASSORTMENT of
Dress Cloths,
A. D. REEVES’,Taller,
96 Exchange St.
Nov 4—dtf

A
At

Draper Ac
Will sell

now

75 pieces

in store

Co.

on

At 12 o’clock, noon,
THE
BATTERS’,

DAMAGED

ALPACCA!

Very Good Quality far
Very Fine Nice Quality far

•

And

HOODS,

COTTON,

Balance of Cotton saved irom the lire at No. 15 State
Street, New York.
Dec 23-dfc J
<!•

hand made, German wool,
choice goods,
1.50 each.

Ht DRAPER, Auctioneer.

United States Cotton Sale.
JOHN H. DRAPER & CO„

60 to 69c.

WILL SELL

75c.

One at 61

that haa heeu Selling at
61.96 and freaa that la 62,50.

On

Thursday,

December 28lb, 1865,

AX I O’CLOCK P. M.,

HOODS,

We have

HOODS.

a

very choice Stock ol

At

the

Exchange Salesroom,
BROADWAY, N. Y.,

111

DRESS

GOODS,

By order of
SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cello. Agent

And the feet el their having been recently
purchased enables us to offer them at

Extremely Low

KID GLOVES, KID GLOVES.
few more left Emb. Backs,

Just

T5c pr.

About 3POO Bales

COTTON !

And hope, by honest dealing and strict attention to
business to receive a liberal patronage.

can

No. 5

say to prevent you from calling.
Copy tho number
and call it for nothing more than to see the
great difour

During

prices and others.

148 & 150 Middle St,

GOODS

I

active circulation maintained.
\a A D I E S
Who have oold han&s and feet; weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziness and swimming in tho head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels: pain in the side and back:
leucorrhoea, (or whites); foiling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladles, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH X TEETH X TEETH X
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth bv Elec-

having‘decayed

tricity without pain. Persons
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for reset
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale
for family use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr, D, can aooommdate a lew patients with board
and treatment at bis nouse.
Office hours from 8 o'clock A. M. to 12 M.; from
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.

DENTIST,
8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulbate. AH operations warranted to give satisactton,
augll’66eodts&wly
canite

H. A. HALL

just received
consignment
Bankrupt
ot RUBBER OVERCOATS which be Is
HASStock
to sell at
a

$3.00 each. Any person in want
permitted
should call Immediately at his
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,
»*T Middle St.
re
Nov. 8—dlf

House Lots tor Sale.
LOTS on Melboum, Adams, Washington,
and Poplar Streets, for sale at reduced prices for
Cash. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
n
„„
Dec2$-rtl2w

HOUSE

For Sale.

TT1HE Two-Story Brick House and Lot, No. 3 Fore
X Street. Enquire on tae premlsdb. The house
has eleven finished rooms.
decl8d2w*
GEORGE

L0$^

HENRY BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers.

Dec 14—dtd

Valuable Real Estate ut Anction.

ELDEN&WHITMAN,
1865.

5 Free Street

1866.

Block, 5,

Have Just received and are now opening a large
sortment of Goods suitable for

Embracing

many

as-

Gifts,

convenient

Lace

New

Year.

High prices are falling, which is
the

or

bad

Trimmed, Embroidered,

And Fancy Handkfs.,

are coming, is yet
ANDERSON still is found

Gloves and Hosiery,

Market Square.

Merchants' National Bank

Black Laee Veils

Good News for the Ladies

In all qualities, together with a carefully
lected Stock of

and

Soaps

HOOP SKIRTS,

we

t

offer at

One Price, and No Variation !
We are THIS DAY opening
elegant and desirable

Marked Down

Pltiitl

CENT.,

an

Invoice oi thoee

Poplins,

Poplins
In

Annual Meeeting oi the Stockholders of the
Thibets! THE
Second National Bank willbc held at Heir Bank-

and

Wine Colors, together with

a

complete

stock of

BARGAINS

Skirts and Corsets l

Dress

Goods,

ALPACCAS,
And Mourning Goods I

A GOOD HEAVY SPRING HOOP SKIRT
FOR ONE DOLLAR!

We would call attention to

out

BLANKETS,

SO Spring, extra wide Tape Skirl 1.48,
leraeer price 8.85.

OF THE BEST

QUALITIES,

At the Lowest P rices; and

feeling

a

full assortment of

WOOLENS,

Ladies, call

In nil their varieties.

ty We confident ly Invite the attention of the
Ladies to the above tock, which we oiler strictly at

25 cts. per Set

One

convinced ; we seU mu.. but
the very best quality of
goods, and can and will sell
them cheaper than any house In the
trade.

5 l?ree
December 19,1865.

Company!

Meeting.

Stockholders of tho Ocean Insurance ComTHE
pany
hereby notified to meet at the office of
aaid

dtt

persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and
Rochester R. F„ Co.,
ALL
requested to call at the
offloe of the
are

Corope.ny, No. Cl Middle 8t.. and
change their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee's
ceipts for certifica tes of 8took.
LEWIS PIERCE,

86 MARKET SQUARE.

ANDERSQN, Agent.
^I

yy-.
Dec
4, 1865,

_

Company on MONDAY.the first dav of January
A.D. 1866, at S o’clock P. al., for the' puipcee of
chooai .g seven Directors for the ensuing year, and for
the transaction of any other business that may then
be legally acted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
Dee 9,1868.—dtd
_

The National Traders Bank.

choose five Directors
ary next, at 9 o’clock P. M,
for the ensuing year, and to act on any other busicome
before
them.
ness that may legally
EDWA RD OOULD, Cashier.
Dec
-dtd
6,1868.
Portland,

Cumberland National Back.
Stockholders of the Cumberland Natloral
Bank of Portland
THE
hereby notified that there
will be
of the

Notice.

the Stockholders of the
Meeting
THE
Dirigo Insurance Company will be held at their
office 28
Annual

ot

Exchange Street, on WEDNESDAY, the M
day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the
ohoice of Directors for the
ensuing voar, mud for the
transaction of auv other business that may then be
brought before them.
JEREMIAH DOW, Secretary.
Portland, Dec. 23, 1868_dtd

Christmas and New Year.
you want good articles for Presents, call and look
at the Italian, Turkish and other Cbnirs, Fancy
Tables. Camp Stools, and a host ot Brackets, ttc..
BURROUGHS & HUDSON,
&e„ at
de21dtf4 Free St. BVck.

IF

St. Block.

Portland «£ Ko hester Railroad Co.

ANDEHSON’S
Skirt
and
Corset
Store,
GEO.

Price.

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

jrt

and he

Dee 20—dintf

Annual

_

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS!

Combination Corsets at
Reduced Pi ices!

No Lady should be without them.
V9~ THE TRADE
SUPPLIED,

Insurance

are

—AND—

French Pattern Corsets 1.60 a pair.
A GREAT BARGAIN!

DRESS ELEVATORS!

W. H. STEPHENSON. Cashier.
dcOdtd

7,1865._

a meeting
Stockholders, at their Banking Room, on Thursday, ti e 18th day of January.
1866, at 3 o’clock P. M., ior the choice of Directors
and the transaction of any other business that
may
J
come before them.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
Dec. 16,18*5.—dclSdlm

FLANNELS,

SO dozen Superior Colored Corsets
One Dollar a pair.

French

and

before

nPHE Stockholders of this Bank ara hereby notified
A that their Annus! Meeting will be held at their
the #th day of JanuBanking Boom, on TUESDAY,
to

stock ot

Dig in the Ribs!

are

come

are

Fancy

and Monopolisers
very queer.

of January

Directors,

Ocean

CLOAKS,

Speculators

ing Room, on TUESDAY, the 9th dav
next, at 3 P. M.. lor the choice of five
tor any other business Lat may legally
them.
Dec

SHAWLS,

MARKET SQUARE.

a

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders ol “The
Casco National Bank of Portland,” lor the election ot seven Directors, and for tho transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at tliel Banking House on TUESDAY,
the 9th day of January next, at 3 o'clock P. M.
E. P. GERRISH, Cashier.
Dec 8,1865.
dc9dlm

Second National Bank.

In Winter Colors. Also a ftill line ot

Skirt and Corset Store! SILKS,

High Prices have Got

Casco National Bank.
rlE

CORSETS!

BARGAINS, BARGAINS,

OF PORTLAND.
ANNUAL MEETING of the Shareholders in
this Bank will be holden at the Bank, on Tuesday, January 9,1866, at 10 o’clock A. M.. for the purpose of electing Directors for the ensuing year; deciding whether they will increase tl e cap! al stock of
the Bank; change the par value of the shares to $100
each, and for the transaction ot any other business
that may legally oome before them.
Per order:
declldtd
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.

THE

se-

Perfumery

For the Toilet, which

ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders of
“The Canal National Bank of Portland,” for tie
election of seven Directors, and fer the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their Ban ing House on Tuesday, the
9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
dec!idtdB. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

THE

Including Lf ce, Cambric and Valence tine a Sets, Collars and Sleeves, Plain and Embroidered Linen Sets,
Collars and Cuffs. Also, a full assortment of

vast cave, far under the soil, to pay the
high prices which ruled the past year.

26

Annual Meetings.
Canal National Bank.

Embroideries,

what is better, the oil of Petroleum’s

PER

on

public auction, at ten o’clock A. M.,
°p
the-day of January next, units*
previously disposed of at private sale.
The house has been kept for the last few years by
Rums M. Lord. Possession given 18th
July 1866.
For particulars enquire of
Dr. J E. L. KIMBALL. Paco.
Or, ISAAC DYER, No. 9j Union Wharf, Portland.
Dec 20—dtd

Assortment of

for

few who speculate on the wants oi the
who need the riches ol Crcesus,

FORTY

uh

will bo sold at

Ladies', Gents’, and Childrens’; Hemstitched and
Colored Bordered, together with plain Linen
Cambric do. in all grades. An Elegant

new.

com

as

-and-

The

we

Street. Also the two-story woooden House
No. 23 on the adjoining lo
The Be Louses are in good
order, centrally located and desirable.
Terms onehalf cash, balance in one and two years—interest
semi-annually—secured by mortgage. Two bundl ed
dollars purchase money will be required at
of
Bale. r
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 22—dtd

and
mottle
Hotel
Main
THR
Street,. ac#, hotter known
the “Saco House

and Choice Styles In

new

January 6th, at 3 o’clock P. M,
ON 8ATURDAY,
shall sell the two-st ry brick House No. 25
Cotton

For Sale at Auction.

Holiday

CHRISTMAS

novlti

jgSEh> C. H. OSGOOD,

premises, we shall sell the valuable lot of
land ob the coi ner of Mountfort and Sumner Streotr
containing about
Twenty-Five Thousand One Hundred and
Fifty Feet.
This Is a fine lot, pleasantly located, and near the
Portland Co’s Works.
e*“*ulreof c»Pt. JAMES MOUNT-

FOBT^artiCUian*

HOLIDAYS.

ANDERSON’S,

Electricity

Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazy
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elastic
ity of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness tc
strength: the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes 01
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature liic
prexented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an

Real Estate at Anction.
MONDAY, January 1st, at 11 iVlock A. M.,
on the

ON

-FOE THE-

Manefnrturer. oflloop Skirt. A Coraeta.
Dec 19—dtf

above Cotton has been classed and sampled
by Q. W. Amory, and may be seen In the bale at
the Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, and
by cample at the
office of the Auctioneers, No. 36 Pine
St., New
York City, twy days before the sale.
Dec A)—dtd

Deering Block.

Dec 4—dti

tho two

years we have been in this city, we have cured some
ol the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, ana curing
patients in so Bhort a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the Becond time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated phvsiclan.
Electricity Is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia hi
the head* neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not
fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, sorofiila, hit
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St Vitas’ Dance, deaftiess, stammering or hesitancy ot speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and Uver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forum of female

NEW ORLEANS

The

Full in all its Departments!

Received I

SOP*Don’t allow anything jealous neighbors

Prices!

We intend keeping our Stock

A Splendid Assortment of hand- made Shawls
Hoods aad Sontag*.

at 26

respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hat
WHERE
located in this

on

II.

New Yobk,

STREET,

No.

John

Thursday, December 28tb, 1865,

shall sell at the

Bought very cheap, in which we ofler extra Inducements to purchaiwrs. Among them are tone

Electrician,
17* MIDDLE

Street.

M. SEAVEY.

u,
1—dOw

we

BLACK

IVtedical

BARNES.

on

premise*,
and a half
rtory wooden Tenement on Center, opposite the loot
at Spring St, with the lot,
Tills is be well-known
Nicholas Stlekuev house, and Is soli to close up the
estate. Sale positive— the heirs residing out of the

De Lains.

and

We have

doz Sontags, with Fringo, choice goods, 1.00 each.
»
«
«
<•
20 doz
90c each

very clear, tor

n7 DEMING,

Consultation free.

Real Estate at Auction.
WEDNESDAb, Dec 27, at 12 o'clock M,
the
we shall sell he Ob.

About 1000 Bales

doz Shawls, large size, slightly damaged,
f°r
1.75, worth 4.00

But that good times

Bv

*

ON

SHAWLS.

MEDICAL ELECTBICITY

The

DSlfw-dtd

Taking!

SHAWLS,

many

city.

DRAWERS, CLOAKS,
kkw?sKtFiOOnnilL1u,TS’
S’
,arle,y ®f other gooda.

Lowest Possible Cash Prices.

Dec 27, at 2 j o'cl'k p. m,
Advanced Class at 4 o’clock. Private Classes
wl'l be taken on application.
Dec 21—dlw*

d2w

Christmas

a

FOR SALE /
®rh0.°"e“ AlkuTEiwis and H.

C.

Portland, Deo 15,1865.

Reward I
$10.00
Black
the 18th

1866—d*w2w

MISS DOUGLASS will commence
Class for beginners in Dancing at

complaints.

NEW YEAR’S GIFTS!

Dec

28,

in

Holiday

be Sold Prior to Stock

“Good bye the old year,** welcome the

he would

prices before purchasing elsewhere.
Recollect, at the number 109 Federal St., Auct on

MRS. J. W. EMERY’S,
Corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets,
Dec 22—dlw

Dec

School.

Yearly Opposite the United States Hotel,

HOLIDAY PRESENTS!

CONSISTING

Prints

Gentlemen, Keep Your Temper 1

the

BEDLOW’3,

built

Wm. Weeks,
J. C. Colley,
T. W. Burnham.
C. H. Nash,
Wm. W. Knight,
S. F. Bearce.
Music by Raymond’s Full Quadrille Baud
Tickets to be had of the Managers and at the door.
Dec 12—dtl

permanently

at

UNDER WRITER S’lsALE OF DAMAGED
00TT0N.

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

MANAGERS,

w.

A. M.,
Goods, cousist.ng of

JOHN H. DRAPER, Auctioneer.

C O TTON8.

a

opportunity

DR.

* M. DYER & CO.

Dee 19—d2w

be

On which occasion all persons getting up Drevses
requested to favor that of a comic character.
The managers of theso A ssemblies have determined
to give the dancing public of this city an
to enjoy a season of dancing which cannot be excelled.
Tickets for the Course, including tho Ball, $4.00
Single TIckes,
7Tc
And Single T.ckets for the Ball,
1.00
To be had of Cro.iman & Co., and Partington, under Lancaster Hall.
Ladies not admitted unless accompanied by Gentlemen.

as

SETS, TRAVELING BAGS,
&c., &c.

Filled with Fresh Flowers.

For

Articles!

SCARFS. NECK-TIES,
PLAIN and EMBROIDERED LINEN

of

M. E.

ROQUETS,
days, at

Fancy

AT AUCTIONl

HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Dec 21—dul

Bleached and Brown

NEW

of

HANDKERCHIEFS,

For sale at

Moss

variety

and

Such

GLOTES,

51

Co.,

IVo. 6 Free St. Block,

H

f°r

•

Furs!

State.

Skirt combined,
I *25 former price 1.75

are

/|fP Wednesday, HALL,

BY

J. M. DY ER A

and

““

•

Furs,

WEDNESDAY, 27th Dec’r, at ten
(AN
v-r
Pur
Office, 150

ON

SHIRTING FLANNELS.

GRAND 0ALI0O & 00MI0 DRESS BALL,
Christmas Evening, 25th inst.

CONGRESS

JUST RECEIVED

Hoops 1J, Corset

A

given at
LANCASTER HALL,
Commencing
Tuesday Evening, December 19th, 1865.

Aft

WEAR!

3

ference between

Dancing

E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, IS Exchange Street.

MEMPHIS and

o'clock,

will

Deo 23—(ltd

--ALSO,-

DOTS

AND

There will be series of SIX ASSEMBLIES

_

H O S I E EY 1

Opposite

and econom-

far presents.
B. F. HAMILTON & Co.,
Cor. Congress and Preble St.
Dec 19—d2w

ical

Christmas and New Year’s Gifts!

Worsted Goods, Fancy

HOSIERY,

BLANKETS!

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR.
assortment

Thibets,
Cashmeres.
Very nice all-wool

Tobey Wm

Also, an

CLOAKS,

GLOVES,

Thompson Mark A 6
Treat Rcbt & Co
Troup W H

Alonzo A

Hoods.

tj^Sale positive.

©«<>*, Ties, Cuffs, Ac.

PLAIN AND FANCY

PORTLAND 2.

JPhotographicon,
CALL AND SEE IT.

handefs,

MEN

50 dez# Hoods, Woven, slightly damared,
50c each* worth 1*00
50 doz* Hoods, Nubias, choice goods,
95c each* worth 1*50

DANCING,

Ladies Class at 7—Gentlemens' at 8

good ondei. Id Sleigh Kobea.piut of them damaged
Also, 23 prs. HOKsE BLANKETS.

Muffs, Collars, Capes, Viclorines,

WOOLEN GOODS!

1 Oc pr.

20 doz

Polkas, Polka Quadrilles, Waltzes, Waltz Quadrilles,
Varsouvienne, Kedowas, Prince imperial Quadrille,
&c.. will be taught. Term consists of 12 lessons.
Tickets for the Terra, $6.00 a couple.
Single Tickets for Gentlemen,
$5.00
2.00
Ladies,

YEAR!

J. E. FIOKETT, 28 Market

S.Hannaford,

Bailey,

MECHANICS> HALL,
On Saturday Evening, Dec. 23d,

AT

—

VleePres. S.
Treas. F. J.
I. A. Rich,

P. W.

No. 51 Exchange Street.

Dec 19—dlw

45c pr.

20

Will commence a new term at his Dancing Academy,
for instruction in

SILKS,

Stevens Chas
Saunder Chas
Stevens Cyrus D
Stanwood Chas
Scribner D&CE
Simpson David R
Snow Danl Capt
Stevens E G
Smith F B

30

20

MR, J, W. RAYMOND,

S

Silley Alonzo
Smart Benj

Co

Night,

^FABCf'DANCING!

Catholic Prayer Books.
A.

Edw. Hodgkins,

ol tho best Stock, |n the
dty to
select from.

We would aUo'invite particular attention to our
Stock of

in. Tape, 6 tapes, heavy wire,
1 #45 former price 2*00
30 Hoops,'3 in., Corset and Skirt
combined,
for
1*50 former price 2*25

Thursday Night, Jan-

Course,
$5.00
1.00
Thanksgiving or Christmas Night
each Assembly,
75
“
New ears Night,
1.25
60
Gallery.
To ho obtained of the Managers, and at the door.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S QUADRILLE BAND.
D. H. Chandler, Prompter.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
S3r" Clothing Checked Fvec.
no28eodtqJanl

a

The

Years

Tickets for the

suitable present tor some of
wanting
their house-hold will find a large collection of

I

New

B. D. Page.

Bibles,

Holiday

Howard Edw T (package) Wadsworth Altred
Hamlen C H
Winslow C for mrs Sarah
HolmesDO
Dyer
White Danl Capt
Harris Danl
Houston Geo Master
Wiley Danl Cape E
Hodgkins Geo A
Wyer Isaac T
Western I W
HallHenry C
Hiscock H S
Winslow J C for H Clay
Smith
Haggatt John
Horr John W
Wells John F
Holden Levi
Wall John Jr 2
Hobbs O P
Wescott J P
Heath T R
Whitney Jos N
Webb John
H&seltine Wm
Wood John F
Hoggins Winslow F
Whittier Jas A L
Haskell W
Hazon W
Walker Jos Lt
for
missEliz-Wiiliams Leonard
Ingallslsaiah
beth Ingalls
Wadsworth L L for mrs
Edw N Harris
J acts n Alonzo C E
Jackson Arthur
Wanranghan Michl for
Geo
O
2
Jones
Mary Faherty
Johnson G W for Lydia CWhitney Moses
Winn R G
HQ1
J ones T W
Webber Sumner D
Williams Sami R
Jordan W L
Keyes A & Co
Wiggins S Bolliver
Kimball Ira C Executor of Wheeler & Hobson
will ot Ira CrockeT
Whitney Wm F
SHIP LETTERS.
Surry Jos L sch Albion 2
Smith Wm Capt do 2
Mai let t Chas A Capt sch Annie Lenora
Rowe Jos Capt
ElweU Wm H
brig Hat an
French Francis sen Prudence
McMiller John barque Venus
Hartmeyer Henry beig Wauomau
A. T. DOLE, Postmaster.

For Matanzas.
Tbe last Bailing Barque N. M. Haven,
will sail for tbe above port, on or about
the 26th.
For passage only, having excellent ac-

Pres.

Sec’y

C. H.

FOUND IN THE CITY!

JPoplins,

Strout Fred H
Shea Geo
Wm D
Swett Geo T
Davidson Wm
Slee Harry
Drink water Wm C
A
E
Stickney H E
Eustapheve
Soule J B Capt for
Llden Edw E
B Soule
H
Franklin
Emery
Schuenman John
Foss C E
Fuller S B (package)
Sp* ncer John
Fletcher E B Rev
Sawyer J K
Snow Sabina 2
Foster & Co
Farrington Isaac fbr missScott & Co
Stewart Wm
Hattie Knight
Fiske Jas B
Sprague Wm
Todd A W
Fraser Jas C E
Frank M P AB
Tripp rTenrv H
G.lman Cli&sF
Thompson J P
Tarlton J N
Gilmore & Davis

Teacher of Piano Forte
|y SLATE AT PAINE'S MUSIC

TO

on

MANAGERS:

GAMES!

Russell Wm
Rounds Wm H
Randall Wm H
Sawyer A H
Smith A D
Stanwood A L

Dore A R
Dunning Andrew

ALSO,

PAINE,

Ball

To close with an Assembly on
uary 11th, 18G6.

very beautiful; and the largest

ene

lor

Night,
A Grand Firemen’s Military, and Civic

During the Course of which there

Roberstson Alex
Connelly John lor MaryReed C C
Randall Chas B
Walsh
Coombs J acob C Capt
Rawson Chas
John2
Ros3 Jol,n
Clary
Clarke Josiah S
Richardson John
Connolly Michl lor Mary Roach John
Nee
Reagan Jeremiah
Bedlon L
Casey Rufus

n. H.

Agent, Portland ue

somo

DAY, DccSCtb, at 12 M., at sto No
ON12TUE
Exchange St.. 12 Single and Double 5 elg. a,

in

Furs,

Here is Where we Put the Knife in.
Hoops,

Auctioneer.

Sleighs and Robes at Auction.

LAJ

A Ball on Christmas

JUVENILE BOOKS!
New and iresh,
variety of

EDW’D M. PATTEN,

-FOR-

They Hnst

THURSDAY

on

NIGHTS,

Books,

y

Also, the FIIOTO-CAIilGRAPH,

Perry John Capt

Chase H Frank for

will always use it.

Cl cks Excelsior Hair

o

And making

Thanksgiving Night

on

To be followed by two Assemblies

&

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Bestorer!
Once

A Ball

AND

P
hi E

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Bestorer!
single trial convinces

JPRESENTS!

Trimmings

piece*

doz. all wool Hose, ladles, 20 gauge,
100 doz. Childrens* Balmoral, 4
sizes,

11 o’clock A. M

at

HENRY BaILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 14—dtl

1

Slaughter

100

Carriages, Sleighs, Robe*

At Forest City Stable, c')' ner Federal and Lime Sts.,
where Cart lages can be stored and Horses bo’rued if
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be undercover, and held without
regard to weather.

STYLES,

All of which

Hail,

-WITH-

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

A

T

Mechanics’

Bailey Jas

Stands above comparison with all other preparations.
A

W. I»-A.lisr El-

groundless!

HOSIERY.

Will commence their FOURTH ANNUAL COURSE
of DANCES, at

HOLIDAY

Kine Mary
Wymon Mary
Kilgore Phflinda mrs
Wood Mary
Kimball Sarah Cumber-Wlnslow Martha Fore st
land st
Wormwood Maria Cape E
Lovett Betsey mrsCape E Walker Susan O mrs
GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
Klein M
Averill John R
Abbott A 2
Kinney Wintlirop B
Laite F
Akers Chas D
Anderson Franklin
Libby Geo W
Andrews G S Capt
Lang Jos for mrs HelenM
Chamberlain
Ayer L
Lamson Edwin B
Allen Robert S
Alien R S
Logue Jas
Leonard & Chase
Archambau Tusant
Burn ham Aaron B
Lynch Michael

nicest bonnet.

Excelsior Hair Bestorer!

Clock's

OCEAN ASSOCIATION,
j»
Ex. !N"o. 4,
ufjfe

for yourself.
-A..

faculty.

Warranted to restore gray hair to its original color, stop hairfrom jailing ojj, and restore hair on hold
heads where the disease is not hereditary.

Square,

Dec 19—dlw*

Used and recommended by the Clergy and the

Clock’s Excels'or Hair Bestorer!

see

Evening next,

their Church, on Casco Street. Exercises to commence at 7 o’clock.
Tickets—11 cts. for adults: 10 cts. for children.
Dec 23—d2t

mrs

Tubbs Martha A mvs
E Williams Ann mrs
Wells John F mrs

Goodwin JohnN Hon
Gerrish O K
Gould Thos

Fancy Goods,

and examine

Washington Correspondence.
The Herald’s special Washington dispatch
says circulation of the National banks has
been increased by the issue of upwards of
lour million dollars during the past week.
In cansequence of obstructions o fibred by
citizens, to running trains on the railroad between Kichinond and Washington, by the placing of ties on the Lack, the tearing up of
rails, etc., the night trains have been withdrawn. Negro troops will look closely after
these unquiet rebels.
It is rumored that Secretary Harlan of the
Interior Department will soon resign, and that
Hon. Alexander ltandall will succeed him.

Streets,

AGENT

Marble

ATo. 13 Market

Sawyer Orville L mrs

SCHOOL will hold

At

GOODS.
53T* Don’t be deluded with the idea that nothing
desirable can be found at

oral st

Jordon Susan F
Johnson Susie M

Tuesday

are

We Commence the

30

fUl stock of USEFUL and DESIRABLE

a

Doughty

for the Manufacturers of Fine Bronze.
Block, Fancy and Wood Clocks; Silver Call
Bells, Patent Sewing Birds, and Spring Tape Measures; ulsojKcroseneLamp Brackets, Chandeliers, Reflectors, &c. I have also received consignments from
Importers of

Ca-

nadian Court.

Stephenson Maggie Fed-

And

S.

the contrary’

HOOP SKIRTS !

EXHIBITION AND FESTIVAL,

PORTEMONNAIES, PERFUMEBY,

Mcintire

mrs

FREE

BAPTIST
their annual
THE

to

List and they wUl be dispelled.

Exhibition !

WRITING-DESKS, PORTFOLIOS, DRESSING
CASES, LADIES COMPANIONS,
GLOVES, SLEEVE SETS,

mrs

Sawyer
Shirley Mary W
Scotney Mary lor Philip

Davis John 10
Downev Miclil
Dodge Thos H

Store formerly occupied by Wm. Baker,

Parian

L

—

Opera Glasses $6.00 to $15.

mrs

Any assertions

BuckW TUESDAY EVENING, Dec. 26.
stone’s Comedy oi “Leap Year,” and ‘•Phenomenon in a Smock Frock.”
Dec 21—dtd
Proprietors.

Frans 63,00 Is 68,00.

Sawyer Josephine
L B

Boxes from $1.00 to $10.

Sales.

o

NEW

If yon have any doubts read the following Price

Office open Thursday morning,
2, and every succeding day.
extra
J£^*No
charge for Reserved Seats.
LON MORRIS, Manager.
J. L. SAPHORE, Stage Manager.
LOUIS A. ZWISLER, Treasurer.
MORRIS BROS., PELL & TROWBRIDGE,

Every Saturday

ol

Comprising all the

EVERY THING MUST TUMBLE!

Life!

ROUGH
DIAMOND!
Admisaiou:—Gallery 36 cts; Lower

SQUARE.

MARKET

Cloakings

GOODS ARE TUMBLING!

and

HOOP SKRITS ARE TUMBLING!

of

Prices of
Floor 60 cts. Box
Dec. 21, from 10 till

Paine’s,

JEWELRY AND TOILET CASES,

Squire Leander

Haason Eliza
Hastings Elizabeth
Hoole F ranees M

13

Fancy

Higgins Cynthia

Grindcll Julia A
Greenlow Maria

"W.

OUR

Goodridge Hannah

mrs
mrs

pre-

-AND-

Stock consists of a selection of nice and valuable articles, which any Gentlemen may be proud
to present to his Lady friends, such as

Ella Maria mrs
Scmnmon Edward A mrs
Sbeal Eliza
Spaulding Julia E

Darling J oseph

Corner of Free and Center

NO.

Simpson

Dodge Alphonzo
Dooley Andrew

PORTLAND, MAINE.

H. G.

A..

mrs

Driscoll Mary
Dutton Sarah mrs
Richardson Fannie E
D ugiity Sarah mrsCapeERoberts H S mrs
Fell Ellen
Richards Hattie E
Russell Harriet C
Floyd Harriet mrs
Felt Jane
Shed Anna
F landers Maria E
Sheldon Addle C
Furrow Margaret mrs
Small mrs Capt Center st
Francis rnrsn anoock courtSawyer Caroline P mrs
tor mr Jos Spencer
Snow N elite B mrs
Swett E S mrsSuinner st
Fogg Rose L mrs
G uptill Abba mrs
Gibbins Edward mrs

Married

-AT-

Potter Marv mrs
Power Richd mrs
Pollster Sewall mrs
Page Sarah A
Rolfe Abbio
Richardson E B W

Daniels Januett C mrs
Dyer Lvdia M Cape E
A York st
Dunn

Chase Thos
Coval Wm
Coveil W T
Dale J W (package)

136 and 138 Middle Street,

lias been

Dow E G mrs
Dyer H annah mrs

Buckstone’s great Comedy

large assortment

CLOAKS ARE TUMBLING!

Superb Properties.

RICH HOLIDAY GOODS

Perry Jas G mrs
Phelps Lydia A mrs

mrs

Cummings Sami

NOW

E

SKIRT

shall sell Horses,
WEHarnesses,
itc.,

CLOAKS 1

FANCY GOODS ARE TUMBLING!

Elegant Wardrobe,
ever

Auction

receiving, direct from New York,
a

DKY GOODS ARE TUMBLING!

The Splendid Orehestra,

rp'^The greatest combination of Talent
sented to the citizens of Portland.

now

CHRISTMAS IS COMING,

Monday Evening, Dec. 25th, 1865,

Perkins Hannah

Clarke Geo H
Childs Geo E
Cole Geo E

SHAW BROTHERS’,

Louisville, Ky., Dec.

A J

Page Fanny

Coleman Jas
Crockett Geo H

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Dec. 24.
A desperate attempt was made to break jail
in this city on Saturday morning at 3 o’clock.

jailor,

mrs

Coburn Edwin mrs
Carney Ellen
Cosgrove \ ary
Mary
Connolly
Caity Olive Ann
Cram Sarah
Chesley Sarah S mrs

Clark F W

Attempt to Hreak Jail.

from since.

Chapman Delphina

Previous to opening the above establishment will
appear as above, when will Ive presented sterling
English Comedies and roaring Farces.

Congress Street.

Dec 23—d2t

Are

CONTINENTAL
THEATRE CO.,
FROM BOSTON,

Block,

Miscellaneous.

Sound the Glad Tidings! LEACH,BARTLETT Sr PARKER, Horsey Carriages, Sleighs, Ac.,
AT AUCTION!

FIVE NIGHTS ONLY I
THE NEW

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
M orton

HALL.

CHRISTMAS WEEK,
Commencing Monday, December 25th,

FOR SALE BY

Mitchell Winfield mrs
Nash Lizzie E
Nelson Nellie M
Neil Maria S
ORrien Mary mrs
ONeile M Union st
Preble Nellie
Palm r Etta mrs
Parker Etta B
Phil bricks Eliza mrs

Mary Mayo

SPLENDID FURS!

ZDEEZRUNTG

GIFTS!

A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

Murphy Rosy mrs

Barton mrs
Brackett Sami mrs
Canoday Annie
Collin Abba A
Connelly Cat ha line

Carl F K

THAN A SET OF

Your obedient servant,
W. W. Holden.
(Signed)

a

LADIES' LIST.
Mosliier A J mrs
Anderson Elizabeth
McGlinn Catharine mrs
Armstrong M O mrs
widow
Mugrord
Emma
Barry Bridget
Maoliardo Eliza
Byi on Bridget
Mitchell Jas S mrs
Brown ()lara
Burnham Charlotte mrs Morse Julia S
MiUiken Laura P
Bancroft Hattie E
McNutt Margaret
Becman Hannah mrs
McGill
mrs
El ean
Mulri
table
Boynton

Daly

HOLIDAY

advertising.

13^*

Stevens
Perkins Cyrus M
Carroll Edw for JasSproulPratt C E
Falmouth
Porter Edw W
Clafk Ezra Lt
Palmer Edw
Collins Edw
Porter John

WHAT MOKE APPROPRIATE FOR

pleased to convey to the President my sincere
acknowledgments for the honor he lias done
me and confidence reposed in me in calling me
to this position, with the expression of the
hope that his plan tor reconstructing the insurgent States to their natural and appropriate places in the Union, may be crowned with
entire success. I have the honor to he,
With high respect,

be argued before

IN

Clark

>

prietorship will shortly

PORTLAND,

State
THE POST OFFICE AT
of Maine, 25th day of December, 1865.
To obtain any of these letters, the applicant
must call for “Advertised Letters, give the date on
this list, and pay ONE CENT for
If not called for within one month, they will
be sent to the Dead Letter Office.

Miscellaneous.

Entertainments.

Presents.

Holiday

tetters Remaining’ Unclaimed

Chase Etta

bill.
The Governor has vetoed the bill
ing the collection of taxes for

the negroes

prosperity of

sured of my uncontrollable purpose to aid in
upholding the supremacy of the laws of the
L nited States, and in advancing the honor, interest and prosperity of a common country.
James L. Obb,
(Signed)
Governor of South Carolina.

New Advertisements.

ex-

Re-

Treasurer P. &R. R. R. Co.
degtf

For Havana.
The new Brig HELEN O. PH 1NMF.T
Capl. William E. Bovd. haying superior
accommodations, will take a few passengers lor Havana. Apply to
d. S.
WINSLOW,
Or to the Captain

*

on

board,N°' eildec2l' h<Uw

Poetry.

Christmas Hjrcnn.
BY T. 8.

Pollock Fish, onboard the
Cinderilla, Long Wharf, in lets
to salt purchasers. Apply to the master on board.
Dec 23—dlw*

Ann QUINTALS
TCSchooner

ith tom-teen i-nfshed
Lot 32 by
rooms, with good cellar, cistern, &c.
families.
two
tor
76. Price $3,200. Suitable
fourteen
Also,—A three story House, containing 33
by 70,
finished rooms, with cellar, cistern, and slot
Convenient for two families. PrioAt-3,600.
fin
twelve
wiih
Also,-A two story House,
Price
cellar and cistern. Lot 36 by 60.

GOOD three sto.,

A

smaU two
two

lshed

To Let.
and Saits ol
let, with

fhri.ished to
SINGLE

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

marble

in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate >f Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned, is offered for sale and can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ol
land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred and
seventy-five feet. It is Five Stories High, and contains about tiro hundred and fifteen apartments for
the use. Qf guests, besides tour capacious stores, aud all
the most approvedmodern conveniences for a FIRST

was

CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by Wm. Washburn, Esq.. Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent judges lo be rally equal to those of
any Hotel In the country. Its construction is most
thorough In all respects; the basement and first
stories being quite lire-proof, and all other parti
nearly so.
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
of the land; ot this sum about $140,000 have been
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress,
and it is believed that notwithstanding the present
enhauced prices, it can be completed tor occupancy
foi* $75,000, according to the original plana.
For price, terms of sale and other particulars, enquire of
JOS. ILSLEY.
November 11, 1865.—dtf

mission,

and the distinguished stranger was
introduced to the bridal party. Being a man
of great social gills, he quickly found himself
verypopular with them, drank the health of
the happy couple in a bumper of wine, and
made wuat the reporters call a “neat and appropriate speech” on the occasion. After
some time, he took leave 01 his new acquaintances, whose astonishment may be guessed at
wuen tucy found, under a bott.e on the table,
a cheek ior six hundred florins, payable at
sight, signed by the Emperor Joseph II., and
endorsed ‘-A dowry tor the bride.”
Travelling in a plain carriage on one occasion, upon tl* good old-fashioned principle

Real Estate for Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.
stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this ^ ieinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at
HUS Congrtms St.,
Portland, Me.
July25dtf

To Let

rpHE
X H.

Lease for

or

Store and Wharf

a

now

Morrill,

term oi Years.
occupied by Charles

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lots in Cape Elizabeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the Sheriff’sOttice, Poitland, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be

leaving

Life Insurance

Fire Insurance Agency in
LARGEST
Capital represented

18th

thus

aiding

mayl3tf

seen.

$1,430,000

Brick Store

corner

JAMES LOCKETT,

For Sale.

Bags

auil 1-8 BAGS EXTRA

1-4,
Yellow
1_0 1 Superior
,

14—ts&t tl

Pollies.
Shafting
horizontal Engine (6 In. cylinder.)

OscLlatingEngine, (G in. cylinder.)
Engine ana Boiler.
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
All kinds of Machinery promptly made and
One small 3 horse power

IRA

WINN, Agent, No.

11

-FOR BALE

C. W.
4th, 1866—dtt

f /r,

TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
X
-LtJKJKJ Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oct 24—dtf

ari-iving

there before
oa being set down at the gate,
handed him a piece of money wrapped up in
a paper.
Oa opening the wrapper the driver
found that he had received a double louis, and,
running aider the stranger, showed it to him,
saying lie must have made a mistake. Pleased
with this proof of honesty in a man whose
calling is not usually namod in connection
with that virtue, the emperor desiied him to
keep the goideu coin; and the man struck with
emprise,—for many of the passengers now
recognized and saluted the stranger,—went
back to his carriage, exclaiming,—
“it’s the emperor himself: I have seen the

For Sale.
Dwelling House and Lut of Land No. 3 Mont
gomery Street, Portland. Lot 32 x 00 feet.
House two stories, in good repair. •'-Inquire of
S. L. CAItLETON, Attorney at Law,

THE

nov2dtf

Whit f Lead.
Atlantic Ante Lead
and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y-

LEAD, Dry
Lead,

.ED LEAD,

Red

Glass-m;.' crs’

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw,

Boiled

and Refined.

For sale

by Druggists

genviaily, and

&

Dealers

by

ROBERT COLGATE &

Goneral

Co.,

Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

FERNALD,
57

Dec 4—tl

For Sale.
for

No. 21 Commercial WbarL

,

comer

of

X Dsnforth and Tate Streets. It has all the modimprovements and Is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., applv to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Whari.
Portland, Nov. 8, 1666.—istf

ern

church prefcnrsnts.
This gift he
to obtain tb
sough the good offices cf
the Austrian ambassador, to whom he had
letters 6i roq jjnendatiou.”
The tmperor pdoased with the manners
and conversation of the secretary, gave
Jiim a letter of introduction to the same ambassador, who, he said, might be able to serve
him in one way or another. Shortly after his
arrival at Roms the secretary bethought him
of this letter, and presented it, without
imagining, however, that it would be ot immediate
service to him.
Great was hi3 surprise, then,
whan informed by the ambassador that the
letter was an autograph one of
Joseph IL, desiring him to obtain for the secretary the ht'nfor
efiee sought
by the avaricious bishop.
A rebud, at which the emperor wan much
was
once
experienced by him in Holamused,
land.
Having heard much qi the extreme
cleanliness of the villages in that country, he
wished to sag tjiq interior of one of tiieir
bodies, at the doors of several of which he
knocked, without seeming to arouse any of
the inmates.
At la ft a door was opened, and he requested permnsion of the master of the house to enmerous

hoped

For Sale.
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Avenue.
Said lot is composed of two lots in one,
is very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
address Box 596 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf

A
and

For Sale.
two-story house and lot comer ol Linooln and Mayo Streets, containing twelve
rooms.
It is finished ibr two families, with
abundance of hard and sott water. Lot 35 by TO. It
is
and in good repair.
Terms
pleasantly situated
easy. Apply to

«The

JOHN E.

Oct 24-dtt

PALMER,
144

Middle St.

to the

palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, and lor elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.
Warranted
the bowels once the next morning.
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting ot ioou, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Bilious-

PLEASANT

Complnint, Loss of Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers Jind the Lozenges fast
Faintness, «fcc.
what they needy as they are so oompact and inodorous
'■Juit they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO*, Proprietors, NolTremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
july4dly
ness, Liver

Shingles for Sale.
MOSTLY PINE
At No. 9 U:sion Wharf,
!I 80 OHO

in

Dec 7,
Portland, ^

G. C. FRENCH.

1865.

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS GOUGH
BALSAM is waranted to euro Coughs,Colds, Hoarse-

Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, ana and all affections of the throat and
Lungs.
ness,

sale bv Druggists. 60 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents for New England.
For

Tne.-eupou the Dutchman went in great
haste to in. wife, and begged her to admit the
royal stranger to a view of the premises; but

chasers.
For further particulars inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTtRl, Lime S treet.
Dec 7—eod*w3w

only said,—
“Dung an emperor,

she

as he is, we could not
expect him to take olf bis shoe3 at the door;
and into thii house he doesn’t come one step
wita thorn on, emperor or not.”
And the door was shut in his face.

SHERIFF'S SALE.
CuMBEBTaAND,

83.

and will be sold

ON EXECUTION
at pubTAKEN
lic auction
Saturday, the 20th day of January
A.
on

1)., 1866, at ten o’clock iu the forenoon, at the
Sheriff's Office in the city oi Portland, In said Cq unty,
all the right in equity which Enoch Dyer of Cape
Elizabeth, has or had on the 14th day of April, A. D.
1865, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, being tba '.ime of
the attachment of the same on the original writ in
this action to redeem the follow ng described real estate situated in the town of Cape Elizabeth, in said
County, to wit: A certain pieco of land situ ated in
Capo Elizabeth, and bounded on the south a* ad west
by land belonging to Edward Dyer, on the n orth bv
John Maxwell’s land, and on the east by said Ed ward
Dyer’s land, contanmg one acre with the liuildiugs
thereon.
The above named lot of land being subject to a
niortgage to Joseph T. Mitchell for fi'ty-four dollars
four cents, dated February f st, 1859, pavoil! 7*“ty “oaths
from date, Recsrde J in book 292,
page 128.
“bovo deed and mortgage are
’.i5reby it ferred

and A aval Claim Agency.
FESSENDEN,

COUNSELLOR,

Nvi# C5 Sxclisnjc Street#

(Fanzr'y Agent V. S. Sanitary Commission,)
Tensions, Bounty, Back Pay, and
Prize M mey, at ih shortest possible notice. InPersonal
i' r mat ion obiainel cf mlssiitC soldiers.
property of JecsosoI soldiers obtained and forwarded to li.irs.
The Saniiary Coir.missio bein" about to close its
local agencies, Air. Fessenden will continue to prosecute claims in the different departments ol the Gov-

PROCURES

S

ernment.

i

dc8criPt,on

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
the First day of November, 1865. In conformity with the laws of the State of Maine:
Capital Stock,
$200,000 00
Assets of the Company, includover
ing surplus
Capital,
50,023 06
-$250,023 06
»
Cash on hand,
1,358 04
Amount of cash in hands of Agents and
10.051 69
others In course of transmission,
82,625 00
83,000 7-30 U. S. Bonds,
Par val.
140 shares
field
22 shares

CONDENSED

Second N. Bank, New Ha-

5C0

500

8,000

13,000

Atlantic N. Bank, Boston, 1,500

Stock as per schedule,
Railroad Stock as per schedule,
Office, Furniture, Li. rary, &c.,

Bank

Premium

1,500

STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY lias cured
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
It gives immediate relief, and effects a perHies.
manent enre. Try it directly.
It is warranted to
cure.
For sale by all Druggists. 60cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
novlOdGm
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

DR.

BUNNELL^

P. D.

Sealing Physician,
happy to inform the

IS taken

rooms

sick ot

Portland that he has

at

Kingfbiry’s Hotel,'203 Congress Street,
Where he will exercise his unrivaled powers of healing (notionly acute but chronic disease) for those
who will give him a call.
Dr BUNNELL is no professional humbug from
New York, or some other remote place, where nothing is known ot him, (although he has been a pupil
oi* the celebrated magnetic Physician, Dr. Schulhof,
of l Tew York) but a man from your own State, and
who L” well known.
Dr. BV Cures Rheumatism in all its forms. Do not
sutler iro/n this disease when reliel is so easy and
sure.
Lameness, Deafriess, Neuralgy, Catarrh with
all its atten.Taut evils, Female Weaknesses and Comp aints, Lung Disease, all Liver and Kidney Affections, Weak E^ea, Loss of Voice, Asthma Scrofula,
Inflammation o/fche Brain,Lungs and Stomach, Erysipelas Heart Disease, Ac.
Of* The Dr. gives no medicine.
Don’t lose this opportunity of getting rid of your
troubles > aches and pains) by tailing to call on Dr.
Bunnell.
•ST* Consultation free to all.
Dec 7—cl3m
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the

Legislature Qf Maine.

rr\HE Proprietors of the Union Wharf in Portland.
Charter be so amendeu
JL hereby request that their
to enclose their wharf with a
an tn authorize them

«'f the above de-

bribed
Dated at Portland the 9th day of Pecember A. D,
1885.
E. N.
dodldtd

PERRY, Pepnty Sheriff.

Wharf
mmittee.

Insure

Assets,

over

ALL

other -octtritfee.
United States Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank,

General Bail way Ticket & Insurance Office,

12,663,780

Royal Phelps,

W.

<

Dec

State Agent.

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s

.8,140,630

Hair Restorer and Dress-

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

Perkins,
Joseph Gailard, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
Dennis

C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,

Howland,

BenJ Babcock.
Fletoh'-r Westray,
Rob B Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederick Chauncey,
James Lew,
iiavid Lane,
Chas H Marshall.
mes Bryce,
John D- Jones, President.
Charleh Dknnis, Vice-President.
W. H. U. Moore, 2d Vioe-Pres’t.
I. H. Chapman, Acting Secretary.

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant groivth is the result. Ladies and Children
toill appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

■

glossy

Applications received by
J. W MT7NGEH, 166 Pore St.

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or

PORTLAND.

most

Valuable Real Estate ia Scarboro’,

elegant head-dress.
Sold by all

For Sale.
Cf\r\ ACHES of Salt Marsh, In lots to suit puri&KJVJ cliasers.
Also the Homestead Farm, containing .bout 128
acres verv superior up-land, being the property recently owned br the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scnmmon on the promises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland,

May 3—eod6t*wtf

LITTLE,

2,187,960

Sturg’s, Jr,
Henry K Bogert,
William E Dodge,

FeMlodlmllmftOdatwSw

D.
14—dtf

$4,974,700

.890
288.480

B J

EXCHANGE STREET.

31

*\4i

Caleb Borstow.
A 1* Piilot,
Danei 8 Miller,
Joshua J Henry,
•eorge G Hobson,

secure

Lamps,
animals,

40

Brnugiiu.

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. H. Y.
Sept 37,1865—d&w6m

MARKED

novJ4 dlytf

r. POLANDS

m

WHITE PIS’K

COMPOUND,
Is now offered to the afflicted throughout the country,
after hiving been proved by the test of eleven years,
•n the New England States, where its merits have
become as well known as the tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtues.

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Dipfitheria, Bronchitis
and
of
Blood,
Spitting
Pulmonary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes, Difficulty of Voiding Urine, Bleedfrom the

Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found very valua-

ble.
Givo

it a trial il you would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. It is pleasant, safe and sure.

!

The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
ur columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but
is a highly approved medicine.
Dr. J. W. Poland,
the inventor, has the confidence of many who know
which
ho
a
confluence
him,
enjoyed while laboring
minister, llis exusefully many years as a
led
to
sufferer
as
a
him
to make experiments
perience
which issued in Ids medical discovery.—Boston
Watchman and Reflector.
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the

Baptist

Compound.
“Tue White Pine

length in

C. K. BABB.
No.» Clapp’* Block,

Compound is advertised at much

our columns,

and

wc are

happy to team

that

the demand for it is incroasing beyond all previous
It the very best medicine for Coughs
and Colds we know of, and no family that has once
used it will be without it. We speak from our own
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as

expectations.

The greatest inventions come by accident, and
singular that the White Pine Compound made
fov Colas and Coughs should prove to be the greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it Is.—
We cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to us
sure.
is

it

from well-known men. Besides the character of Dr.
Poland is such, that we know that he will not countenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist clermedicine to find remedies for his
gyman. studying
aliments, with a delicate consumptive look, standing
with one foot upon the grave, be made ;bc discoverv
which has saved himself, and called out from hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible,
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and never

knew

a
are

and
says

more

conscientious, honest, upright

man,

glad to state that we believe whatever he
about his White Pine Compound.”

Sold by all

ally.

Druggists,

and dealers in medicine gen-

LITTLE, Agent,

physician,

OiBce 31 Exchange St.
SAVANNAH and NEW
Steamers from New York, secured on
...m.
early
application as above.
Dec 14—dtf

nm^ivJ,Tltckl't’10

generally
study

United States Mail Line

{»ursues

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING AT

St.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Thomas, Pernambuco,
And

All who have committed an execs* ot any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturcr year*,

Bahia, Every Trip,

AT

PARA

EVERT

THE

UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

OTHER

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

TRIP.

The Pain* and Ache*, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, aro
the Barometer to the whole *ystem.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

dispatch regularly,

Will
29th ot each

the

on

and

month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North

ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

THE

HAY-A.3sr _A_,

leave on FRIDAY, the 29th December, and
will call at Para.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each Steamship.
All letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Dec 4—dtf
Portland, Me.

whom

Will

and

Line.

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure rn such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ot the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so oy writing, In a plain manner, a description
of their disease*, and the appropriate remedies will

Philadelphia,.at;

be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Db. J. B. HUGHES.
Address:
No. 6 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
|y Send a Stamp for Circular.

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
9 T Wharf, Boston.

Calais and

Eastport,

are

system

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
EVERY FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
10 A.M.
From Pine St. Wharf.
Freight for the West forwarded bv the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free ol'commissions.
For freight, apply to

Co.

International_Steamship

though they bad

as

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

now

Nov 22—dlyr

weak and emaciated

many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladoften
accompanied by a slight smarting or burnder,
in a manner
ing sensation, and weakening the
On examining the
the patient cannot account lor.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semon or albumen
will api>ear, or the color will be of a thin inilkish hue,
dark and turbid appearance.
again changing to a who
die of this difficulty, ignorThere ore many men
is the
which
ant of the cause,
There

Philadelphia

Steamship

are as

the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
All such cases yield to the
have it.
proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Boston

Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit In
youth.—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no cliarge made.
Hardly a day passe* but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ot

River,

St. Jobn.

Electic

Medical Infirmary,
THE LADIES.

TO

On and after Thursday, Dec. 7,
the Steamer New Brunswick,* apt.
E. B. Winchester, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St, every
Thursday, at 5 o’clock p. n, for
St.
John.
Eastport and
will
loava
St. John every Monday at 8
Returning
▲. m. for Eastport, Portland and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer “Queen" wiii connect
for St. Ana rows, Rot binston and Calais.witb the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway for Woodstock and
Boulton stations.
S*age Coaches also connect at
Eastport tor Machias and intermediate places.
I
At St. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for
Windsor, Digby and Halifax. Through tickets
of tne agents or the olerk on hoard. No
issports required.
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o’clock
p. M.
C. C. EATON. Agent.
dc9tf
Portland, Maroh 20.1865.

Secured

PORTLAND AND BOSTON L1NE1

DR. HUGHES particularly nvite* all Ladies, whe
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 6

need

Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tbeii
especial accommodation.
I>r. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicine* arc unrival*
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Tlieir action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.

LADIES will find It invaluable In all cases of ob
structions after all other remedies have been tried !n
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain.
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
at all times.
with perfect
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions

safety

Dft. HUGHES,

by addressing
No. 5

Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult
own sex.

ono of theii
In con*tant attend

lady of experience

A

janLlS6Gd&wly

an cc.

Coe’s

Dyspepsia Cure

Summer

Arrangement l

The World’s Great

Montreal,

Forest City, Lewiston and
Will, until

further

notice,

run as

follows*—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
very Monday Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Satur-

at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday /Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare iu Cabin
$2.00.
33F* Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
that personany amount exceeding $50 in value
al, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

$jid

Aug 5,

!

W. F.

*

PHILLIPS,*

H. H. HAT,
for

State of Maine.

Vegetable Pulmonary

Balsam !

For

Coughs, Colds and Consumption!
In 1832, and still the best known
remedy for all affections of the Lunas, Throat and

ESTABLISHED
Chest. Be

careful to

get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors.
Large Bottles, $1.00.
Small, 5(1 cents.
Pup© Cod TAver Oil
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED,
CUTLER & CO., who have facilities for obtaining oil
Of the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, $1,00.
Nov 10—d&w6m

BUSINESS SUITS, of the best Canada
to orier,

Grey, n.ad.
noyidtf

DYSPEPSIA!
and a'l diseases of the

STOMACH AND BOWELS!
Ono Bottl. Is guaranteed to care the worst esse of
Dyspepsia in .xiat.nc >, and one dote will instantly
relieve the most aggiavated attack, of
Cholera Morbus,

feb.l3,ld63 —dtt

1865.

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

M

Exchange St.

Sick Heartache.

Dysentery,

8iekne88 at

Stomach,
Heartburn,

Fever and Ague.
Colic Faina,

L. BILLINGS Agent.

and In Tact a'l diseases
and Bowtla. It la a sovereign

from
proceeding
and

the Stomach

permanent cure lor

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
-w

The splendid and tut Steamship.
CHESAPEAKE, LCapt W. W. Slurand FKAKCON1A, Capt. H.
Sana WOOD, will an til farther uotise,
run u follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. ana leave Pier
38 E -st It Ivor, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o'dook p. M.
These vessels are lilted up with fine accommoda*
tions for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
safe and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
•6.00. Cabin passage 66.00. Meals extra.
Goods terwarded by this line to end from Montreal, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers os early u S P. M. on the dey that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERk A FOX, Brown’s Wharf. Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 8e Wert Street,
New York.
May 29. 1866.
dtf

“There la

no

T A. 352. IRAl 1ST T ’S
COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

Sure, Certain, and Speedy Cure Tor all diseasof the Bladder, Kidneys and Urinary Organs,
either in the male or female, frequently performing
a per loot cure in the abort space of three or ’our
days, and alwars in less time than any other preparation. In the use of

18

a

and In e-ery instance regulates and restores to a
healthy co> dition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take heaithy food without online of distress from It. It is the rnest wonderful remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world No one will do without it in the house that
has ever used it once.
TOV

THAT ABB

Sl'FFBBlX G,

We belt of you If you aro sick, to make
of it. Frloe Oae Dollar per bottle.

just

ono

trial

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

C. G. CLARK Je CO., Proprietors,
H. H. HAY, W
PER A INS A CO.,

Lyon’s

such Word ai Fail.”

New Haven, Conn. |
F PHILLIPS A CO, mi J. W.
Agents, Fortland, Me.

Periodical

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
A

SCIENTIFICALLY

es

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

Tarrantt Compound Extract qf Cubebs and

Copaibs

no need ot confinement or ebange of diet
In its approved form of a paste, it i-entirelv tasteless. aud causes no unpleas -nt sensation to the pa-

thereto

tient. and no exposure
the most learned in tbe

It is now acknowledged by
profession that in tbc above
class ofdtoeasoa, Cubebs and Copaiba ars the only
two

remedies known that

can

be relied

uion

oortainty or success.
Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba JVEVER FAILS.
Manufactured oily by
TAR RANT Ac CO..
»78 Greenwich St., New York
Bold by Druggist* all over tbe World.

any

may6 65 d ly

_

Copartnership
'STY

Better than any
and is safe to

Pills
use

Powders !

or

at all times

For all Female

Complaints,

with

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN
especially forbidden in the directions

Notice!

^e* the undersigned, having formed
copartnership, are prepared to repair
description of FAIRBANKS
SCALES, in the neatest manner, and
with dispatch. We also put in complete order Skates, Scissors, Knives.

CASES
which

pany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHX L. LYOX, M. D.

accom-

Sold by

Druggists everywhere,

C. G. CLARK <C CO., Gen’l Agents,
Tor V.

■

8. and Canada.

J. W. PERK IXS * CO.. iff. F. PHILLIPS lr CO.,
and H. H. HAY, i’ortland, Me., w holesale Agents.

a

every

“Give us a CaD.”
TL'KKY & WATSON,
58 Union St., cor. Middle.

Coe’s Cough Balsam!

&c.

Nov 29— dtf

J.

W.

SYKES,
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN

ACCOUNT,

No Medicine ever known will cure

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping
OR

<PROVIStOSS,

LARD, BUTFLOUR, GRAIX, SEEDS,
TSR, and WB3TBRN PRODUCE
Particular attest Ion riven to •WP*’!?* ”atrr
South
»*■«
and oheapett route.. Sr®.

nL»!ii0S«9t

PA?/«J-Me..r..8

O.fc

CojMayn-

Bank.
S C Kin *iwident Newton National
<?•’ Coffln.ltoq. N.Y.City. fehtfU.v

Newton.Maw:

FOOD FOR CHILDBEN
General Agent,
Oct V-d&wSm

Remedy

STEAMERS

THE

AND INVALIDS.
highly nutricious and pleasant food, so popIn
(termanv and England, wan devised the
ular
past year by the celebrated chemist, Baron Liebig of
Berlin. Iufants who are deprived of the mother’s
milk, can be made healthy and strong by the constant use of this food. And invalids, those who arc
consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, Will
find it most excellent and strength-imparting.
Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing
Chemists. 153 Congress Street, have made arrangements to prepare this food perfectly pure and fresh,
in largo quantities.
For sale by all the Apothecaries. W. F. PHILLIPS A- Co., Wholesale Agents.

THIS

Nov M—dtf

MECHANICS’ HALL.
arranged for Conoerts, Lectures, Exhibitions, Levees, &c„ may be obtained on application to
KIOHABD COLE, Superintendent.
N4. t Tolrnan Place.
Junel&dti

WELL

Cough,

RELIKVK

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH I

Chicngoi Illinois.

J. W. PERKINS,

3000 Yds. Poplins and Thibets,
down and to be aold at bargain*.

1

England Remedy.

* Dr. J.

TRAVELLERS,

Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents of
of any kind, such as Falling of Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Falling on th Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruis s, Sprains, Cuts, Bums and Scalds. .Assaults by Burglars, Explosions of
Falls,
Kicks and Bites of Horses or other
upsetting of or falls from Carriage-, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind,
and should therefore insure without delay.
Policies issued and Tickets sold at the

TRUSTEE*:
Wm

Charles U Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R Warren Weston,

New

Accidents l

disabled.

811,188,600
John D Jones,
Charles Denuis,
W 11 H Moore,
Henry Colt,
WmC Pickersgill,
Lewis Curtis.

THE GREAT

INSURANCE!

yf urself and family or friends,
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or
$15 per week in case of injury, whereby you may be

conveyance,

Eleven Million

States and State of Ncw-York
Stock, City, Bank ahd other 8tocks,
Loans sootired by stocks and otherwise,
Premium Notfs and Bids Receivable,
Real Estate), Bond and Mortgages, and

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Oid Line
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad way be secured
by early application at this oCioe.
marSOdfcwtf
March SO, 1806.

Agent,

TEN CENTS JPEB EAT!
Thus, 10 cts. will insure to Boston or Now York;
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
50 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo;
70 cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any part
of the country, and for any number of days desired.
Before entering a Rail Car, Steamboat, or other

$19,691,020

Hollars, viz:—

1,508.47

By

the

United

Por'ian.i Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, (np stairs.)

20,043.91

railroads steamboats, SAILING
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or otlier public
conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or serious bodily injury, for $0000 in case of death,
and $$ If* weekly benefits in case of bodily injury,
tor the small sum of

cor. William, NEW YOKE.
January, 1866.

has

100.00
1.675.00

Samuel E. Howe,
Justice ol the Peace.

Against

Routes to

tho

TacyaLLERS will find It greatly to their advantage
to proouie Through Tickets at tho

PORTLAND.

CHEAP

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and 'or which
Certificates are issued, bearing interest until re-

Company

LITTLE

D.

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information cheerfully furnished.

32,000.00
17,439.00

Gen.

B.

day,

bt.
Green
St,
to furnish
and is
from Portland te ah the principal Cities and Towns
in tho loyal Staten and the Canadas, at the

none.

LITTLE,

w.

no.

$91,720*75

Not 28—dtf

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
*
gation llisks.

The
DR.

W. D.

regularly
country

Passage Tickets for the Steamsailing trom New York, on the
\ 1st, llth, and ‘21st of each month,
may be secured by early application

PORTLAND.

West, South, North-West and the Oanadas.

49.009.6/

Notes,

[Stamp.]

Company

Cash,

Capital,

Sworn to before me,

ATLANTIC

were

Street,

TO TUK

$241,720.70
over

know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties be inu.-1
is flooded with poor nostrum.lulfill; yet the
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
arc not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be rARTICULAR in selecting his
as it is a lamentable yet iuconti overt
able fiict, that many syphilitic patients arc made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatim nt
from inexperienced physicians hi gcncial practice;
ior it is a point
conceded by the f est syphfland management of ther e
Ograpbers, that the
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The Inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology, MMMd]
one
system of treatment, in most cases makng an imliscrlminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

ers

to Travelers

Important

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,)
Berkshire, ss, Nov. 18G6. )

No. 74 Middle Street.

and 6

90 Exchange
August 10—dfim

none.
Losses adjusted and due,
E. H. KELLOGG, President.
Signed,
J. N. DUNHAM, Secretary.

2-‘ ,242 00
1,054 43

loomed.
The Dividends in the Years 1863*4
oer ceut eaoh.
* ho Profits for 22
Years amount to
sum of

Railway, than any other route to the West.
I WM. FLOWERS.
15. P. BEACH, Gen. A"t.
Eastern Agt., Bangor.
276 Broadway, New York. |
JAS. E. PRINDLE, Agent,

29,820.00

Stocks,

Total,
Surplus

Massachusetts, Hampden Co.,
Springfield, Nov. 1, 1865.
i Stamp, j- Then appeared Abijah W. Chapin, President, and Sanford J. Hall, Secretary, above named,
and made oath that the foregoing statement is true.
Before me, WM. CONNER, Jr., Jus. of Peace.
E. WEBSTER & SON, Agents,

Wall St,

63?“ Fares from §4 to $7 lower via. the Grand

STATEMENT

Loan on Bank Stocks, &c., collaterals,
Rail Road Stock,
Pittsfield Coal Gas Stock,
United States Seven-1 hirties,
Massachusetts 7 3-10 per cent. Loan,
Cash on hand and in hands of Agents,
Personal Property,

CAUTION TO THE PUIL1C.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

Cabin, $150.

the Pacific Mail
Steamship Co*’.** Line
and Panama Railroad.

Via

Trunk

OF PITTSFIELD, Ma?8.
In conformity with the Law6 of the State of Maine.
Capital Stock, (all paid up.)
$150,000.00
Loans on Real Estate, (worth $93,000)
90,221.70

««.:

decl8d3weod

Office,

90 Exchange Street.

for

73,045 00

of

TO THE

General Western Ticket

W.

$250, C2J 06
$30,167 45
Losses adjusted and resisted,
2,000 00 *i
Greatest ain’t insured in one risk, 15,000 00
ABIJAH W. CHAPIN, President.
SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary.
State

Por Tickets to all points West & South West,

Chicaall
great Leading
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS IS Agent
go, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Paul, LaCrosse,
Galena, Oshkosh,
Bay,
Insurance Comp’y,
Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
Quincy,
Through Tickets
prepared

adjusted and not due,

Losses

dc22tf

condition of the

Ol the

Agawam N. Bank, Spring-

EDWIN NOYES, Supfc.

APPLY

Second

Steerage, $75.

cess.

Only!

ONE TRIP A WEEK.

Grand Trunk Railway.

John W. Munger <0 Co.,
oittaly
Agents.

Mkt.val.

First Cabin, $300.

X

leave Portland? daily (Grand

Dec 15,1865.

OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 1GG Fore Street, Portland, Me*

$14,000 $1-1,405
Chicopee N. Bank, Spring2,200
2,410
field,
33 shares Howard N. Bank, Boston, 3,300
2,900
37 shares First N. Bank, N. Hamp3,700
ton,
3,700
3G shares Hadley Falls N. Bank, Hol3,600
3,C75
yoke,
26 shares John Hancock N. Bank,
2,600
2,600
Springfield,
45 shares First N. Bank, Monson,
4,500
4,500
8 shares No. Hampton N. Bank,
800
800
No. Hampton,
61 shares Pynchen N. Bank, Spring5,100
field,
5,400
162 share* Second N. Bank, Spring16,200 23,155
field,
10 shares Merchants Ex. N. Bank,
500
500
New York,
6 shares Mechanics N. Bank, Worcester,

Trains

^^aG5^$y-Trunk

TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C^C. HINE, Secretary.

Bank and Railroad Stocks.

R.

Depot) Sundays excepted,lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7 30 A. M., and for Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains trom Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 2 P. M., to connect trains for Boston,
rjr* Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.

CHARLES

ON

Of which here has been redeemed by

dSw

For Sale.
valuable Firm belonging to the Estate of the late Daniel
Appleton, Ebq., of Buxton
centre, conmprising about f75 acres of go.ld land,
with agood orchTi l ol aoout 399 fruit trees.
Also a
large House and Barn. Sold in portions to su it pur-

coat.

—

MASSASOIT INSURANCE COMPANY,

61

A

day.” said the Dutchman; “but, were
von. tue emperor himself, i could not let you
in without Urst obtaining leave from my wife.”
“d am the emperor, then,” said he, displaying tue diamond star on the breast of his in-

THE

Mutual Insurance

To be Let.
FOUR STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
on Exchange Street, suitable for a, Wholesale Dry j
Goods business, or for the manufacture of Clothing, or !
of Boots and Shoos. Will be vacated this month or !
the next. For further information i oquire of DR.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. E. DOW, corner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
Portland .Sept. 19th, 1865.
dtf

ter.

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

Bank

For Sale.
rTVHE two Storied house No.;) Peach Street. Price
AifCAU SAMPSON,
1, $2,000. Enquire of
House lor Sale.
fTTHE three-story Brick House No. 70,

nov3TT&stf

$221,30 $250,24
Interest accrued and unpaid,
$4,716 90
Debts to the Company socured by mortgage, 49,930 00
Loans on collator I security,
2,000 00

For further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Farrman & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

decl’J d2w“

1S65.

$66,500 $73,045
88 shares Western Railroad,
$8,800 $11,792
25- shares Boston & Worcester R. B., 2,500
3,300
100 shares New York C. Railroad,
lo,000 10,150

Middle Street.

UNITED STATES PATENT EIGHT
THE
MARSHALL'S IMPROVED ANCHOR.

29 Exchange St.

FOR CALIFORNIA,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

CEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT£>NE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fell
for behind the International in point of patrona e in
this City.—iVetr Fork Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable feet, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and s illful management oi this stei iing corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead ol scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.

JOHN E. nOW & SONS,

80 shares
ven,
15 shares

of

JAMES E.

in the neigborhood of Rome
once, the emperor stopped to refresh himself
at an inn, and asked tue landlord whether
there was auy traveller staying there at the
time wno would give him Uie pleasure of his
company. There was a reverend bishop there,
the landlord said; but he was fhtigued with
his journey, and had retired to rest. The secretary of the bishop was, however, awake.—
Vv Okud ms company be acceptable to the
stranger ?
Certainly it would; and so the secretary
was introduced,—a clever, witty man who
partook of a bottle of wine with the lonely
stranger, and entertained him greatly with his talk.
Tna emperor, still preserving his
incognito,
sounded the good priest with regard to the object of the bi mop’s visit t > the Holy ijee.
‘•He went there,” replied the
secretary, “to
apply for a vacant benefice, altlmugh a very
aged man, and although in possession of nu-

and in Oil,

etc.

the corner ol Braokett and
Spring street*. Lot about 59 foot on Brackett
tw 100 feet on Spring Street.
Two storied house containing nine rooms with good

empsiorl”
Wandering

k,

Manufacturers of PU YE WHITE

on

out-bulldings. Enquire

3

—OF

For Sale.

HOUSE

f r;

INSURANCE,

CENTRAL

MAINE

As an indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, wo take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RE-

Insurance

Portland, Nov. I,

No. 80 Middle Street.

and Land

\

n

as

g-jjiu-grj-j-^-:g*]

Against 'Accidents!
In the most reliable Companies.
The public ar-' invited to inspect our Rooms where
all information in regard to Insurance will be given
v
freely.

8 SUrcr Street.

Dwelling

New York Estimate of the International*

Steamboat.

SMITH,

on

Marino Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

Farm Buildiugrs, Stocks, Tools, &c.
Ocean, Coastwise and Inland Marine Risks
solicited, and Goods in Transportation by R. R. and

LIFE

policies

to issue

MARINE INSURANCE.

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

And

prepared

are

Low by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norridgewcclc, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassal boro* at Vassalboro*, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s.
\V. HATCH, Train Manager.
Dec. 11,1865—dtf

_

And all Special Risks taken at the lowest rates.
Particular attention given to Insuring all kinds of

BY-

6 and
Dec

We

trains.
Pare

Houses for a term of yoars, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

$1,537,000

50
NEW DRIED
50 TUBS CHOICE BUTTER,
5000 Ib«. NEW MILCH CHEESE,
50 TUBS PURE LARD,

first depot

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

«y OPEN, FLOATING, TERM and PERPETUAL FIRE POLICIES, and open Marine Policies
Issued.
Binding Certificate* Given nt this Office.

BBLS. BALDWIN APPLES,
200
100
GREENING

LITHARGE,

Union St,

Portland, Me.

For Sale.

was no

for

Apples, Butter, Cheese,

ONE
power) all complete.
Second-hand
and

Dec 2—d2m

Use,

Dollars !

Million

One

Million Dollars in Gold!
Assets of the New York Branch,

FLOUR.

1.00 P. M.
Portlaud
for Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.50.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
thev arrive at in
win change cars at the
Portland, where ample time Is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through

Original Capital

Twenty

CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.

by

sale

Meal lor Table

R.), Augusta, Water?ill©, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at

Thi« Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co. ever organized on this Continent, with an

Liverpool, London, and Globe Ins. Co’s,
of London, Eng., Assets over

Flour and Meal !

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
for Bath, Lewiston via An-

v’gn

droscoggin

New York Life Insurance Co.,
Assets over $4,000,000

Merchandise.

I

&5s£3§ggexceptcd)
II.

$500,000

Assets

Boston.
♦

For Sale.
seoond-hand Engine and Boiler (1C horse

repaired.

No* 20 Doaue Street,

Nov 21—cod5w#

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-C6.
Commencing December, 11,1865.

AmcU Jaa'f It 1865*

Assets $200,000
Charter Oak Insurance Company,
of Hartford Conn.,
Assets $300,000
Travellers Ins. Co. of Hartford, Coun.,

Grocers and country merchants disposed to push
the thing, may make very liberal arrangements. Also for the sale of the Safety Lamps and Burners.

Portlaud to Skowhegan via Water ville
and Kcadall’i Mill#*

$1,204,188,40

dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.
He would call the attention oi the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of hi* s.'JU and suc-

Ratew !

Per Steamer of 21at December

PORTLAND * KENNEBEC R. R.
iu.

standing

-FOR-

The Company are not responsible
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless uotice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $501 additional value.
C. J RRYDGES, Managing Director.
H RAI LEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Nov.

Surplus, 204,188,40

$570,000

Assets

Reduced

1,1865_nov2dtf

$1,000,000all paid

ALL Casks, whether of long
contracted, entirely removing

n an TEEING a CURE IN
or recently

de«21 dlf

DW.

Temple Street,

lie can be consulted privately, and wltli
V \ the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours nilv, and troni 8 A. M. U> 0 P. M.
Dr. II. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease*, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Uevotiug his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels w arranted in Uitar-

6 India Street.

for

Ins.

No. 5
•x^T'HEBE

■

Boston, Dec. Will,

—

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Hampden Fire Ins. Co., of Springfield,

chimneys.

A. & S. E. SPRING.

The two-story Brick House No, 46 Danforth
Bjjjl Street.
iHiilL Inquire of
JAMES E. CARTER,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
Or. WM. H. STEPHENSON,
Nov 18—dtf
Second National Bank.

new

FLUID.

This is the boat and moat careftilly prepared article in the market; non-explosive brilliant in flame,
free ftom coloring matter, and trom smoke an I smell
in an unusual degree.
Burns with or without

Commercial and Franklin

•ASSA

new

OIL;

RAILWAY,

Canada.

On and after Monday, Nov. 6fA,186o,
trains will run as follows:
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 35 A m.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p m
This train connects with Exp-ess train for Toronto,
etroitaud Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached from
lan d Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
m e above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
810am
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
1 45 p, m.
From Montreal, Quebeo Ac.

INSURANCE COMP’Y

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of So. Burwick, Maine,
Capital and Surplus $400,000
Springfield Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of Springfield, Mass.,

WILL

rjBgggan

solicitors.

CASH CAPITAL,
Assets $1,035,000

Every Town and Village in Maine,

BURNING

Real Instate for Sale.
TTOUSE and LO V No. 37 Middle Street, known as
XX the Payson Hew.
House and Loteoruer ol Waterville and Sherbreok '!
Sts. Terms easy,'f: suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37/ Middle St.
julylldtt

One
One

Commercial Mutual Marine
Company of N. Y.,

-OR—

Streets, at present occupied by Mcsstb. JefferCoolidge & Co. Fossess-ion given Oct. 1st.

Sept 2T—dtf

LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Wharf.

dti

W. SAJiraOJr, Commander,
leave the end ol Long Wharf, Boston, for
Havana, about tb first of January, and will be
succeeded about the middle of January by steamship
TONA WANDA,” John Borrv, Commander, having sui>erlor accommodations. For li eight or passage
WM. II. KINSMAN & CO.,
apply to
3 India Street,
Or to
BRIDLE, LORD & CO.,
A.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

INTERNATIONAL

$300,000

Assets

Ot

8. H. McALPINE,
State Agent for Maine.
aug26'C5dly

Nov. 15.

and Richmond.

Local Agents for the Sale of
LOCKETT’S UNION ILLUMINATING

Store to Let.

rpHE
X

Also,
To load lumber at same place for Galves-

And Lard.
U

THE

arrive there in time.—

Uofers to lion. W. P. Fessenden, Washington,D.C.

yy In

$500,000

Enterprise Insurance Cq., of Phila.,

ANTED

For Sale and to Let.

son

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at hjghest rates of freight.

as

cars

GRAND TRUNK

Office Ho. 25 Exchange Street,

Hanover Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $495,000

Wanted.

29—

competent men wanted

A few

$097,000

Assets

Oct 10—dtf

attached
Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standisli, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgtou, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, B«irtlett; Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter Freedom, Mad son and Euton. N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Limington, Limerick, Newlield,
Parsonsfleld and Ossiuee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26.1865—dtf

distinguishing feature

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

STEAMSHIP CORTEZ,

—

understood.

Columbia Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

tenement suitable tor one or two
small families, with good water privileges.
Please address Tenement, Box 1603.

Aug.

$1,000,000

North American Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

a

a

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

the

notice -.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 940 A. m.
and 3 40 p. m
9 Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 a. m, and 200
and 5 30 p m.
The 9 40 a m and 200 p m. trains will be freight

CARE

$1,312,000

Assets

p

On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1865,
will leave as follows, until further

trains, with passenger

DR. .J. B. HUGHES

The U. S. Mail

rai ns

Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the last
six years having been from 30 to TO pr. ct. less
than of any other Co. of as long standing.
As the losses of a Co. are so ore its profits, and as
its profits so are its dividends. The moral Is readily

Y.,

Assets

and 2 30

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

IT NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

Manhattan Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

Tenement Wanted.

the payment of losses is
this Company,

$1,300,000

of N.

Assets

Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
make money should call on, 01 addresss,
J. HANKEESON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

ton, Philadelphia

In

Co., of N. Y.,

Loritlard Insurance Qo.,

a

*

$1,518,000

Assets

in every town in the State of Maine to
ANBellAgent
new, convenient and usefbi patented artic!

Dec

Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 37 £ Midd’e St. Applv to P.
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle St.,
ocCdtf
Portland, Me.

Insurance

Niagara

RETURN.

PROMPTNESS
oi

Wanted.

For Sale.
fTIHE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
X Street, at a great bargain.
For particulars, enquire of
BENJ. KNIGHT,
octl8dti
Atlantic Wharf*

Assets

m.

PORTLAND IROCHESTER RTr.

meeting their payments by

The advantages of this system over that of dividends pay able ({ft era term qf yean without interest,
No other Comiany pays dividends in
are obvious.
this way.
The Dividends of the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
years, or of death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

Phoenix Insurance Co., N. Y.,

ACIIECK

the insured in

IMMEDIATE

Metropolitan Insurance Co., N-. Y.,
Assets

Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 0,1865—dtl

an

The following First Class Insurance Offices are represented by this Agency, viz

Lost!

WANT!

M.

M

Insurance in all it branches.

drawn by Mathews & Thomas, on
Canal National Bank, dated Oct. 26th or 27th,
for One Thousand Dollars.
Payment has been
stopped. All persons are cautioned against receiving
the same. The finder shall be
suitably rewarded by
returning it to
W. W. THOMAS,
At Canal National Bank.
Nov 23—dtf

D

—

THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,

a

finder will be suitably
said Photograph Rooms.

jOwdness
respectable business wanted—one that
would give out ol door exercise
A LIGHT,
preferred. Those

to

an«l after Nov. 6 1865, Prssenger
uga-iifcaftiiMiU
»<e#?i"ligViP»Trains leave as follows
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45 A. M. and 2 20 p.

Company.

Medical.

STEAMEB POE HAVANA.

OAK SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
Leave

the State,

over

Steamboats.

PORTLAND

MAINE.

Wanted.

SEVERAL

‘T sometimes shave him,” lyi replied, lathering his chin with great composure.
Wneu at Baris, he once hired a carriage to
take him to toe Euxembourg Gardens. As lie
wa3 on hi 3 way, the driver expressed much
satisfaction at being engaged to go there; saying that ihe Emperor Joseph was to be expected to be at the garden that yery day, and that
ha should like above all things to see him,

PeciD—eo.uw

India
on
a heart in center.
rewarded by
it at
HOC 22—dot

JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6} Union Wharf.

may2Bdtf

my trade you mean: say that I
am au emperor, then.”
Tuere was instantly a sensation among the
gU3it , and the poor innkeeper nearly went into a fit, through li ight; but the emperor quick
ly re-assured uim, and lett some substantial
tokens of good-wifi lor his little godson before
taking leave.
Ones he was expected to pa3s through a
eniau town in Trance, and the
good people
were on tiptoe to see the emperor.
It so happened that he arrived there alone, and before
any of his sui.e. The landlady of the little
hosteirie where he put up, being a gossiping
sort of Old body, put ail sorts oi questions to
him to find out whether he belonged
to the emperor’s 3uite, and the way in which
he parried convinced her that he did. At last
as sue brought him some hot water for shaving, unable to control her curiosity any longer,
she anted the stranger boldly, what kind of a
situation he held about the emperor.

ATTORNEY AND

29

tho Elm Hotel, a Pocket Book containing no
money, but sundry papers ol no value to any one but
the owner,
Whoever will return the same to the
Press ofiice, shall receive the above roward.
December 22. d3t*

situated between Union Wharf and
Merrill's. The Wharf contains about 1500 square ft.,
with a two story building thoreon, 20 by 75. For fuither particulars Inquire of

“Ah, yes 1

TV. H.

Agents,
Exchange St., Portland,

Ten Dollars Jls ward—Lost!
Datween the Grand Trnnl; Depot
VTEsTERDAY,
1 and

two

engaged

expected

desirable residence in ('ape Elizabeth,
Portland Bridge. The house is

one

had. The innkeeper excused himself by saying that his wife had lately presented him with
a sou, and that ail his horses were employed in
fetching friends and relatives of the lamiiy
from ail quarters to assist at the christening,
which was to take place that afternoon. The
royal viator at once tendered his services to
hoal the infant at the sacred tont; an offer
which was gladly accepted by the innkeeper,
wno was quite flattered at the idea of a tine
gentleman acting in tbrt capacity linr him, instead of the burly bumpkiu—a relative qf the
to do so.—
family—wno had already
When the proper time arrived, the priest asked
the sponsor to state his name.
“Joseph,” replied the emperor.
“And jour family name?”
“Web,” said the emperor, “you may put me
down Joseph Second.”
“But it wifi be necessary to add your station
in life, and occupation.”

Military

Insurance

Portland,

AVERYmile from

called ‘•posting,”—that is, hiring fresh horses
at certain stages by the way,—the emperor arrived at a station where no horses were to be

The stranger assured him that there

hotel,

Middle, Willow audSilver Sts*,

Ob

The landlord obtained the necessary per-

ner

WM. GRACE 6u GO., offer better inducements
to returned Soldiers, and others, than any other
bouse in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravings and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
161 Middle St.,
Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3ra

answering will please state kind or business, profits,
amount ol capital necessary, and all other nocafhl information. Address
WILLIAM GARDNER,
dec!9 d4w*
Box 3C8 P. O.

FOll SALE!

lages.

is

77

Valuable Hotel Property

*

His love for adventure

Emperor Joseph

Remember that

_

also
gratified, and he enjoyed greatly the luxury of
doing good by surprise;an eccentricity of his,
out of which many auecdotes have arisen.
Wnile travelling through a remote district,
in the year 1781, lie heard sounds of festivity
proceeding from a roadside inn; entering
which, he inquired of the landlord what the
occa ion of the revels might be.
“
l'aere is a weddiugparty in the house, sir,”
replied the hist.
"Hay 1 take the liberty of joining them?”—
asked the Emperor, whose personal appearance was unknown to the inhabitants of the
place; for the modern carte de visile had not
yet even been dreamed of, and engravings but
seldom found their way to the remoter vil-

“I hear the

un-

19—dlw*

Dec

garb of a private citizen, unattended by any
By so doing, he arrived at many facts,
regarding the coniiitiouof his subjects, which
otherwise might never have fallen under his

town to

furnished or
without board, at

Rooms
or

Respectable transient boarders accommodated.

suite.

emperor

&

^
No. 13 Franklin St.

dlw

Dec 20

ions,

daagar oi’tnj
they did, and

EITHER

Railroads.

JOHN E. DOW & SONS!
CHARTER

Wanted,

Gentlemen.

or

Insurance.

ana ern-

Mrecf.^

of the fancies of Joseph II., Emhis dominperor of Austria, to travel about
as iveil as into foreign countries, in the

might

cellar

rooms,

on

was on®

that he

..

Ladies

Insurance.

story House,
f*iSo,-A
Jj£
with
unfinished
and
Lost l
Thirty Million Dollars,
McKenney’s Photograph Rooms and
Bailey
Henry
call
plans,
teFo'r pufcSL
BETWEEN
Street,
Monday, tho
inst., gold
Fire, marine, Life and Accident
Co., Auctioneers, Exchange
King;
The

An. Invisible Prince.

hoping

n.u.-,

lshed, good

Savior, take me in Thy avms,
Clasp ms with Thy pierced palms;
On Thy gentle, woundod breast
Dot my weary spirit rest.
So shall evil from me floe,—
Say lot, it Is Heaven with Thee ;—
Who did’st dW to win my heart,
All in all to me Thou art.

ol

For Sale.

At Thy word my shackles fall,
Vanishes my prison wall,
Gloom to sunshino fair aud calm,
HeulJy damps to ah's of balm
Quickly change; and gial and free
Whiiher go I, hut to Thoa ?
Gja 11 hasten at Thy ca'J;
Thou to me art all in all,

observation.

Agents

For Sale.

PEBBY.

Great Deliverer who lust come
Downward from thy radiant home
To too hold where long I've lain,
Wrapped about with many a chain,
Towerless still the thrall to break,
Or my dungeon to iorsaka,
Haste, <J ho Mo to sot me freo,
Be Thou all in all to me.

It

Wants, Lost and Found.

For Sale and to Let.

__

as

quick

as

COE’S COUGH BALSA3I!
It dpes not dry op

a cough, but loosens It so that
tho
patient van uspectnrate ft-eely. It is within

the leach of ail. the

Price

lleing Only 35 Cents!!
and is fbr rale by all

Druggists.

C.O. CLARK A CO.,Proprietors, New
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO ,J. IF.
and H U HAY, Portland Me.,
August Si, I80o

Haven,

PERKIVS

*

Ct.
rn

WkoleJteAgeZt.
eouAwlyr

———a

teovtiranwid0'1 bc convinced

ot

lhtlr

supenori-

,,,e <>• the kii d ever til, red to
tL
thepobiio W RronehUis, Coughs. Colds, Hoa.seCatarrh tud indue era. NumerJUJ*Throat.
ous
testimonials trom
and
tne Cleryv,
others, tcoompaojin* each bo*. For sal* by the principal
throughout tha city.
may87sodtl

